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Abstract
ISLAMIC STUDIES FOR ENGINEERING PROGRAM: A TOPICAL
FRAMEWORK

Islamic Studies is taught at undergraduate level as compulsory core subject in
engineering programs following the recommendations of national educational policies of
Islamic Republic of Pakistan and Higher Education Commission (HEC) Pakistan, but the
contents of the course are only the repetition of what student had studied earlier in their
course of studies from beginning, also the topics selection do not match with the
cognitive maturity of learners neither their professional needs. This exploratory study was
to find the need for revision in the content of Islamic Studies course at undergraduate
level in engineering discipline. A cross- sectional exploratory survey was conducted to
discover the needs for the topics of interest for the subject of Islamic Studies at
undergraduate engineering program. Needs in the current study are considered as gaps
between the existing course contents and preferred contents or topics by the respondents.
The data was collected through purposive sampling from 808 research respondents of
engineering (from both Public and Private Higher Education Commission (HEC)
recognized, and Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) institutions of Karachi as well as
general universities, total 12 universities). The sample comprised of five categories:
students of engineering discipline (541), teachers of engineering discipline (170),
Teachers of Islamic studies (experts) teaching in Engineering discipline,

Teachers

(experts) of Islamic Studies that are teaching to wide range of academic disciplines (32),
and engineers who are working as professionals (65). The gender representation in the
sample remained 66% (male), and 34% female respondents.

xxi

A questionnaire using extent data analysis technique for structure and content was
developed to collect data. Face and content validity of the tool were determined firstly
through self-validation, secondly it was determined through expert validation; the
questionnaire was presented to three experts of Islamic studies. Against 92 items 78 items
received positive agreement. Two items showed negative agreement, and fourteen items
showed no agreement. Percentage of overall agreement was 0.898549_ Kappa,
suggestions of one of the three experts were incorporated. Thirdly a small scale pre-test
was conducted to further ensure the validity of the tool.
Informal pre-test was applied on a small, non-probability sample of 45 Electrical
Engineering undergraduate students of 7th semester, 09 Polymer & Petrochemical
Engineering undergraduate students’ of 7th semesters and 02 graduates of Mechanical
Engineering of public sector University of Engineering and Technology. Responses of 12
teachers from Electrical and Polymer & Petrochemical departments (6 from each) were
also recorded. Findings of pre-test related to structure, layout and vocabulary were used
to make necessary changes before the pilot study. Questionnaire was also translated into
national language Urdu. It went through Expert Validation with three Language Experts.
Against 85 items the percentage of overall agreement remained Kappa Po: 0.882351. All
suggestions were incorporated accordingly. The questionnaire was a blend of quantitative
(closed questions with a prescribed range of answers), and qualitative (two open ended)
questions.
In piloting phase, data was collected from 65 (47 male (72%) and 18 females
(28%) respondents of public sector university of Engineering and Technology and private

xxii

sector University of Engineering and Technology, the two Major public and private
sector Engineering Universities. Frequency of responses showed the content validity.
Data for the main study was collected in two phases: at first stage the data was
collected from 808 respondents during March 2013 to July 2013. Cumulative results of
hypotheses testing disclosed that nine themes out of thirteen themes received unanimous
agreement from all four groups of respondents. However, four themes i.e. theme three
four, nine and twelve did not receive unanimous agreement of respondents although the
percentages of agreement remains higher.
In response of the qualitative query regarding “suggested topics if any other than
surveyed items” various topics received from respondents which were divided and
merged by the researcher in the 32 appropriate themes.
From the categories; 93 out of 541 (17.19%) students, 24 out of 170 (13.95%)
teachers of engineering discipline, 19 out of 32 (59.37%) teachers of Islamic Studies
discipline, and 15 out of 65 (23.07%) engineering professionals proposed topics of
repetitive nature. Either these were already in the survey form or proposed by
respondents uniformly. Subjective analysis revealed that interest of society is influenced
by the socio-political aspects of the country. 124 out of 541 students, 62 out of 170
teachers of engineering discipline, and 15 out of 65 professionals commented positively
in response to last opinionated question.
After analyzing the data, it was presented to three subject experts for endorsement
at second stage. Experts endorsed the final list of topics presented to them for comments.
Each of them positively commented towards the research outcomes.

xxiii

Thirdly, data was also collected from 90 participants (professional Engineers)
working in core fields outside Karachi. At the time of data collection (July, 2013), these
Professionals were working with private sector Limited Company. This further validated
the results.
The finding of the study proves the notion of needs as gaps. Cumulative results
indicates that nine themes out of thirteen themes are taken as ‘needs of the research
participants’ across categories while significant variation in agreement observed for the
remaining four themes with above 75% agreement . Moreover, comments received from
participants proved their interest towards subject of Islamic Studies as academic
discipline.

1

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Religious studies as a part of formal education enable students to explore their
environment in relatively more meaningful way and practice their professional ethics. It
stilts them in progressing and reflecting upon their conducts and their capacity for moral
discernments. It caters to the needs of diverse society through developing the awareness
among individuals to appreciate values and minimize prejudices, discriminations and
intolerance. Research studies embedded in local contexts are considered significant as
they address an immediate problem. This study targets the issues related to the Islamic
Education as a part of course of studies in academies in Islamic Republic of Pakistan.
Islamic Studies as compulsory core course is offered from Grade III to undergraduate
level including professional engineering programs in line with the constitution and
national educational policies of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. Higher Education
Commission (HEC) is authorized for the revision of curriculum in all subjects for grade
XII upward. And HEC reviews curriculum every three years. But the revision of the
contents of Islamic studies for engineering program by higher education commission in,
2005,

2008-09,

2009-10,

2011-2012,

2013-14,

and

2014-2015

(see

www.hec.gov.pk/RevisedCurricula) for various engineering disciplines remained the
same during these years. Moreover, it is the repetition of what students had taken at
previous levels. This state in turn result an insignificant impact of the subject of Islamic
Studies and create boredom towards the subject among engineering professionals. This
study aims to find out gaps in the present and the preferred contents of Islamic Studies
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catering to the needs of engineering program, and provides a topical framework for
bridging the gap.

1.1 Background

Pakistan acquired the status of an independent state in 1947, when Sub-continent
was divided into a Muslim state of Pakistan, and a largely Hindu India by the British
colonizers. Currently, The Islamic Republic of Pakistan is comprised of five provinces;
each one has a parliamentary system (Gilgit Baltistan still doesn’t have a provincial
assembly (“Two Years Performance Report”, 2015), Federally Administered Tribal
Areas (FATA) along with Islamabad as a Capital Territory. The five provinces are
Punjab, Sindh, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Gilgit Baltistan – “which has been given a
provincial status in 2009” (Haque, 2012), and Baluchistan. Pakistan is located in South
Asia; its borders are linked with India in the East, China in the North East, Iran in the
South West and Afghanistan in the West and North. Toward the south is the Arabian Sea.

Pakistan is an Islamic Republic which has around 178.9 million inhabitants (2012
estimate). Around 97% of its population is Muslim. The country also encompasses
several ethnic groups, of which Punjab is the largest. Punjabi is the most widely spoken
language, whereas Urdu is the lingua franca, National and official language and English
serves as the language of administration.

Pakistan not only holds a significant political importance in the region because
of its geographical location but also in the world, being the world’s second largest
Muslim state with a fast growing youth population and the only Muslim state having
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Atomic power. Though Pakistan had been politically instable since its inception but
almost all the governments, civil and military alike have put up their efforts in preserving
the ideology of Pakistan.
Keeping the ideology and democratic faith of Islam, Objectives Resolution 1949
was passed by the first Constitutional Assembly of Pakistan on March 7, 1949 to set out
the framework for the future constitution. It is considered as the initial step in preparing
the constitution for an ideological Islamic state. Mainly, it focuses on the sovereignty of
God, Islamic concept of democracy, freedom, tolerance and social justice and to
safeguard the legitimate interest of minorities. Constitutional history of Pakistan notifies
three constitutions in 1956, 1962 and 1973 respectively.
The Basic Principles Committee acknowledged the Objectives Resolutions

as a

fundamental directive principle of the state policy in the first constitution and a preamble
in the second drafted constitution presented by Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan in 1950 and by
Prime Minister Mr. Nazimuddin on 22 December, 1952, respectively. Objectives
Resolution later published on January 8, 1956 with addition of a new clause that Pakistan
would be a democratic state based on Islamic principles (Khan, 2005). After the
abrogation of the first constitution of 1956, in October 1958, the Objectives Resolution
had been once again incorporated as a preamble in the second constitution of March
1962. Soon after its announcement, the second constitution was also abrogated. Next and
the current constitution of Pakistan was approved by the National Assembly on 14 th
August, 1973. In spite of the prominence of Islamic provisions in the constitution of
1973, the late General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq, ex- President and Chief Martial Law
Administrator, made Objective Resolution a substantive part of the Constitution of 1973
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through insertion of Article 2A in 1985. Generally all constitutions and specifically the
Constitution from 1973 (article 33) requires development of an education policy to ensure
the continuation, observance and endorsement of Islamic ideology and principles as
preserved in the teachings of the Qura’n and the Holy Prophet.
Indeed the finest way for the survival of an egalitarian and ideological social system
is to sustain it through its education system (Saad, 2016). It is one of the preferable ways
to secure the future by means of educational tools such as curriculum, and achieve
desirable social change. All promoters of Social Constructivism in education such as
Dewey, believe that education is a process of living through a continuous reconstruction
of experiences. It is a way to develop all those capacities in the individual which can
enable him to control his environment and fulfill his responsibilities.
Mr. Muhammad Ali Jinnah (1947), the first Governor General of Pakistan also
stressed that “there is no doubt that the future of our state will depend upon the type of
education and the way in which we bring up our children as the future servants of
Pakistan” (Schofield, 1997). The education policy serves multiple purposes; it is the
mirror of the ideology of the state, it helps the nation in making fundamental choices in
the time of crises and aids in dealing with the political and socio-economical
developments and emerging trends. In case of Pakistan this essential ideological base is
derived from the religion Islam.
The first educational conference held in November 1947, presided by Mr.
Muhammad Ali Jinnah provided guidelines for the development of the future system of
education in Pakistan. He shared his vision that to lead to a rapid and significant progress.
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Presently, we need to define our education policy according to the predetermined
guidelines provided by Objectives Resolution in order to preserve the historical and
cultural heritage of the country and to deal with the multidimensional developments in
the world.
Consecutive educational policies aimed at bringing about the constructive
changes in the system. To achieve the goals initially a commission on National Education
was appointed through a Resolution passed on 30th December, 1958. The National
Commission 1959 gave extensive recommendations for religious education considering
religion as the root of all scientific knowledge. However, as the purpose of education is
to develop a balanced society, hence a system of education in Pakistan must benefited
from the humanizing influence of religion, promoting moral values, social services,
social and political unity, integrity and dignity of men. Commission’s report (1959) also
suggested three stages to inculcate religious education. The compulsory stage: at which
the subject of Islamic Studies should be introduced as compulsory subject up to class VIII
for all Muslim students. While at “second stage” for class IX and X Islamiyat should be
an optional subject likewise for XI and XII it should become a component part of Islamic
Studies. At the third stage of “higher education and research” commission proposed
students should be given thought provoking understanding of Holy Quran and Hadith.
Moreover subjects like Islamic jurisprudence, Islamic history and philosophy should be
made integral parts of the syllabus. The subject teacher of Islamic Studies should also
demonstrate profound understanding of Islam and comparative religions. Commission
also pointed out for the teachers of Islamic studies that besides having in-depth religious
knowledge they should have up-to-date knowledge of at least one of the subject of social
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sciences i.e. economics, philosophy, sociology, psychology. Furthermore, Commission
also recommended that in addition to the university teaching departments, there should be
an institute of Islamic studies in each wing (East and West Pakistan) of the country.
Commission also suggested that government should offer scholarships to research
scholars undertaking research on various aspects of Islam.
Educational Policy (1972) recommended a subject Islamiyat as a compulsory
subject for Muslim students up to class X. It emphasized that study of Islamiyat should
not be an isolated item in the school curriculum but the values and spirit of Islam should
enable the students to develop a positive way and code of life in the light of Holy Quran
and Sunnah.

Internationally, reenactment towards teaching of Islam was worth noticing during
1960 and 1970. Around last four decades Muslim intellectuals have been engaged in a
dialogue on the epistemology of contemporary secular education and its depressing
impact on Muslim society (Furlow, 2005; Hashim & Abdallah, 2013). They have
acknowledged the need to reorganization of content and teaching methodologies used in
different disciplines and align them with Islamic principles and values. The project or the
concept is named as ‘Islamization of knowledge’ particularly in social sciences. This
project was originally proposed by Abd-ul-Hamid Abu Sulayman in late 1960s. He also
played central role in establishing “The Association of Muslim Social Scientists” in 1971
in the United States. Abu Sulayman jointly with Isma’il al-Faruqi became the driving
force behind the Islamization project. Along with these pioneers the efforts of Muslim
scholars resulted in the foundation of The International Institute of Islamic Thought in
Washington in 1981 and the International Islamic University in Malaysia.
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To spearhead the issue and debate on islamization of knowledge and to deal with
the dichotomy of education (secular or contemporary knowledge and Islamic knowledge
) six international conferences have been held in the following countries: Saudi Arabia
(1977), Pakistan (1980), Bangladesh (1981), Indonesia (1982), Egypt (1987) and in
South Africa (1996), respectively.

The first conference approved the need to modify contemporary Islamic thought,
re-describe the rational and academic basis for the Islamization of knowledge and also
endorsed the need to establish a research institute. The second conference focused on and
emphasized Muslim social scientists to Islamize their disciplines of education (Dangor,
2005).The third world conference on Islamization of knowledge project worked on
designing textbooks and the fourth conference proposed suitable teaching methodologies.
The fifth conference sanctioned the recommendations of previous conferences. Sixth
conference in South Africa operated around the development of syllabuses for Muslim
schools, scheduling in-service teacher’s development programs and drafting curriculum
guidelines for primary and secondary stages of education (Dangor, 2005).
Following the recommendation of second Muslim’s world conference,
curriculums for different levels of education like for primary and secondary schools were
designed. At primary level, the curriculum for different age groups comprised of ;
teaching of the recitation of some selected Surah (chapter) with their meaning and
translation in the national language, Deeniyat (including Tawhid and Fiqh), History,
Narratives, Poetry, Geography, Mathematics, Arabic, study of nature and Elementary
Science. At the secondary school level, the recommended compulsory subjects contained
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Islamic Studies (including recitation, memorization and interpretation of Qur’an, Hadith,
Sirah and History of Islam), Arabic, Mathematics, Geography, History and Civics and
one of the Natural Sciences. At tertiary level Islamic education was also recommended to
be a compulsory subject for all students which should consist of two courses; The Arabic
language and Islamic culture and civilization, or history of Islamic thought and ideas. In
addition; two other courses from acquired knowledge, like Islamic philosophy of science
and learning or Islamic arts and architectures or any other one subject from History,
Economics or Sociology to be taught from the Islamic outlook (Adetona, 2007).

1970 witnessed the boost of Islamic awareness all over the Muslim World
including Pakistan which subsequently contributed to educational reforms. Then, the
government under the leadership of President General Mohammad Zia-ul-Haq officially
introduced Islamization policy embedded in educational policy (Sabir & Nasir, 2011;
“Education Reform in Pakistan”, 2014).

In 1978, Chief Marshall Law Administrator, President General Mohammad Ziaul-Haq convened a National Education Conference for re-enactment and harmonization
of education system in Pakistan, and to enliven the concept of Islam and ideology of
Pakistan. In October, 1978, the National Education Policy was announced by the
Ministery for Education, based on that Conference recommendation. This Education
Policy made considerable efforts for inculcating Islamic values among different course of
studies. It recommended that Islamiyat should be made compulsory for all streams of
education up to grade XIV. The curriculum of Islamiyat must be revised in consultation
with religious scholars. Textbooks would also be reviewed by the National Textbooks
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Review Committee (“National Education Policy and Implementation Program”, 1979).
These recommendations actually had great repercussion on the growth of Islamic
religious schools and education in Pakistan.
The successive National Education Policy 1992-2002 also acknowledged and
paved the way of Islamic religious education, as proposed in the national educational
policies, for promoting Islamic culture and moral values among students and the society.
The National Education Policy 1998-2010 was first proposed in 1992 during the first
tenure (1990-93) of Prime Minister, Muhammad Nawaz Sharif. Within one year of the
declaration of this Educational Policy, Muslim League Government was terminated. In
1997, Muslim League Government again came into power, and revised the policy in
1998. National Educational Policy 1998 declared the implementation strategy about
Islamic religious education in academia that Islamiyat would remain as a compulsory
subject from grade I to undergraduate levels (B.A. / B.Sc.) including professional
institutions while moral education / ethics would be introduced as an alternate to the nonMuslim students. Nazira Qur’an (reading of the Holy Quran with exact pronunciation
and intonation) shall be an integral part of Islamiyat compulsory for class I to VIII.
Islamiyat, Arabic and the Holy Quran with translation shall be integrated in a single
compulsory subject from class IX onwards. The textbooks of Islamiyat and Arabic shall
be updated. Teachers' training programs would be initiated. Separate institutes for Islamic
education and research centers would be opened. National Educational Policy 1998 also
proposed that Deeni Madaris Board and Model Darul Uloom would be established
(“National Education Policy”, 1998). The existing National Educational policy (2009)
again ensures the teaching of Islamiyat as a “compulsory core subject from early
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childhood education to higher secondary school levels (Grade twelve) extending up to
graduation in all general and professional institutions” (“ National Education Policy”,
2009, p. 32). In addition, policy recommended that “the Institutes of educational research
in universities in collaboration with departments of Islamic Studies shall commission
research on Islamiyat curriculum and recommending strategies for making it more
relevant to the needs of the ever changing society” ( “National Education Policy”, 2009,
p.33). This particular recommendation also signifies the need to modify curriculum of
Islamiyat according to the emerging global trends keeping in view the local and social
needs in Higher Education. The American Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development (ASCD) is a broad-based professional organization of 80,000 educators—
administrators and teachers. Its panel on “Religion in the Curriculum” acknowledged the
significance of unbiased dealing of religion in the context of core curriculum”. They also
highlighted the need for developing new course material and instructional design for
teaching religion relevant to the diverse subject areas (“Religion in the Curriculum”,
1987)
To fully grasp the directives of Pakistan’s national education policies regarding
Islamic religious education in academics, it is also vital to have an overview of the
system of education existing in Pakistan. Since Pakistan is a federal state therefore,
responsibilities are divided between provinces and federal government. Development and
coordination of national policies, plans, programs in education and curriculum
development is a concern of Federal Ministry of Education while execution of the
policies is of local administration’s concern. Separate educational departments are
working in each province. Both public and private streams are contributing to primary
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and secondary education. Moreover Islamic madrasahs are also playing their role in
primary and secondary education in Pakistan.
School education comprised of 12 years education i.e. primary stage comprises of
5 years, middle stage encompasses 3 years, lower secondary stage (2 years); and upper
secondary stage also include (2 years). Education in public sector starts at the age of five.
But it’s different in case of private schools education system where focused is on
Montessori system of education. Pre-school classes were reintroduced with the National
Education Policy 1998-2010. Generally school education is controlled by the Ministry of
education. The curriculum wing within the ministry of education devised the national
framework curriculum through an extensive stakeholder discussion. The Inter Board
Committee of Chairmen (IBCC) reins the 26 boards of intermediate and secondary
education. The boards, one federal and the remainder provincial, work for affiliation of
schools, implementation, regulation and monitoring schemes of studies and curricula.
Moreover these boards hold examination of Secondary School Certificate (SSC) and
Higher Secondary School Certificate (HSSC). Along with four textbook boards
developed and print books for schools.
As far as the national curricula is concerned the subject of Islamic Studies (named
as Islamic education, Islamiyat or Islamic Studies) is implemented as compulsory subject
in all schemes of studies and at all stages of twelve years of education i.e. primary stage
of five years (Grade I – Grade V), middle stage of three years (Grade VI – Grade VIII),
and for all streams (Science stream, Humanities stream and Technical stream) at lower
secondary stage of two years (Grade IX and Grade X), also for all groups: PreEngineering group, Pre-Medical group, Science general group, Humanities group,
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Commerce group, and Medical Technology group)

at

upper secondary stage or

intermediate stage of two years (Grade XI and Grade XII). In contrast, for non-Muslims a
subject of ethics or moral education is introduced.
Higher education comprised of college and university level. Sixteen years of
education include two years under-graduate program or Bachelor (Pass) degree and two
years post- graduate level or master degree. The 3-year degree is referred to as Bachelor
(Honours) with one year study at Masters Level. However, eighteen years of education is
called M.Phil or referred to as two years research degree and above eighteen years of
education or a degree of Doctor of Philosophy. A Ph.D is a 3-4 years research degree;
usually obliges a master degree as entry level.
Likewise the professional bachelor degrees in agriculture, engineering, pharmacy
and veterinary medicine also require 4 years of study. But architecture and medicine
require 5 years of study. Among the professional programs, engineering and technology
are the most popular. However, engineering as a field of profession is relatively young.
The formal engineering education started in late eighteenth century (Stephan,
1999). It’s a distinct profession among the main professions that student gets a
professional bachelors degree after four years of higher study.

Engineering as a

profession has a direct effect on lives of people. These professionals bear moral
responsibilities (Ehsan, Anwar, & Talha, 2009). Following the directives of national
educational policies, the subject of Islamic studies is also implemented as compulsory
subject at undergraduate level too in all fields of education i.e. both general education and
professional education. To bridge the gap between Pakistani degrees and international
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competitive environment Higher Education Commission has introduced a new four years
bachelor degree structure in Pakistan which gradually replaces the old bachelor scheme
of education. At present both undergraduate schemes of studies are parallel workings in
Pakistani universities (“The System of Education in Pakistan”, 2006).
According to the Constitution of Pakistan (1973), syllabus, planning, policy,
centers of excellence and standards of education are on the concurrent list (concern of
both federal and provincial governments). As per the Federal Supervision of Curricula,
Textbooks and Maintenance of Standards of Education Act, 1976 supervision of
curricula, textbooks and other learning material as well as responsibility to maintain
standards of education comes under the jurisdiction of federal government. While, Higher
Education Commission (HEC) has been empowered to revise curriculum in all subjects
for grade XII upwards. Presently, HEC reviews curriculum every three years as agreed in
its 44th Vice Chancellors’ Committee in 2001(Jamil, 2009). Higher Education
Commission is an autonomous regulatory body of higher education in Pakistan which
works under the directives of Prime Minister, established in 2002 after replacing
University Grants Commission (UGC). Besides curricula, Commission is also
responsible to develop, promote and improve higher education and research in the
country. Formulating policies, providing guiding principles, linking higher education
institutions and surrounding societies, and accrediting the institutions of higher education
are also commission’s concern. In the above context it can be concluded that planning,
development, assessment, revision and implementation of curriculum in Pakistan is solely
a government affair having both upward to downward approach.
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1.2

Statement of the Problem
In Pakistan Muslim population (estimated 97%) is self motivated towards learning

religion of Islam and its application in all spheres of life (“Education Reform in
Pakistan”, 2014). On the contrary, in academics, in spite of all arrangements and efforts
for introducing Islamic religious education publically, it is observed that the interests
towards the core subject of Islamic Studies in academics is deteriorating (Sabir & Nasir,
2011), even

worse, in professional institutes where students are more enthusiastic

towards their professional education. However, globally the case is dissimilar. The article
named “The ‘Return of the Almighty’ (Die Rückkehr des Allmächtigen)” published by a
group of journalists in German weekly journal “Der Spiegel”, points to the fact that
among diversified religions of the world, Islam and Christianity, the two monotheistic
religions are becoming more and more observable in public sphere and attracting more
people to the religion. Moreover, it is stated in the article that during twentieth century a
remarkable number of affiliates had joined Islam as compared to any other religion in the
world. According to estimates in 1900, there were approximately 200 million Muslims,
and 500 million Christians in the world. But the number of Muslim affiliates has reached
1.5 billion, viewing a growth rate of 750%, while the number of Christian’s members
reached almost 2 billion, showing a growth rate of 400% (Kuran‐Burço lu, 2011). In the
world’s renowned academies and institutes, the departments of religious education and
departments of Islamic studies are working for developing understanding towards world’s
religions and for developing harmony among them. They work separately or in
collaboration with others subject fields (Hussain, 2004). Dr Ataullah Siddiqui (2007)
observations are one of the many examples that “Interest in Islam and the Middle East
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can be traced back to the reign of Henry II in the twelfth century. However, Islamic
Studies as an academic subject-matter in England dates to the establishment of Chairs in
Arabic in Cambridge University in 1632 and in Oxford University four years later.
Academic interest in the field has been sustained ever since, and its value and impact
periodically assessed, notably in the twentieth century” (Siddiqui, 2007).
Michael Meyer-Blanck (2003) commented on the relationship of religion and
education that “education without religion is incomplete and religion without education is
dangerous” (Schluss, 2009). According to Marsh (2004) “a number of key concepts and
lesser concepts are enclosed in each field of study which transmit substantive and
procedural issues exclusive to that discipline or field of study”. Scholars and experts have
different views about their respective list of key concepts, but there is significant
agreement with respect to the content related to curriculum. A term curriculum
framework is used to define as a group of related subjects having selective content and
following certain themes which at one hand aptly cover an area of a study and on the
other it provides guidelines for institutions, teachers and students through setting criteria
and standards. Many educationists have produced various suitable framework groupings.
Marsh (2004) noted one of such framework grouping of Hirst (1974) that knowledge can
be classified into eight forms, which Hirst tagged as: Mathematics, Physical Sciences,
Human Sciences, History, Religion, Literature and Fine Arts, Philosophy, And Moral
Knowledge (Marsh, 2004; Priestley & Humes, 2010; Moore, 2015, p. 69), moreover Hirst
(1965) identified three “forms of Knowledge”: propositional knowledge means factual
knowledge i.e.“knowledge that”; procedural knowledge i.e. “know-how”; and knowledge
by acquaintance, “knowledge with a direct object” (Moore, 2015, p. 69).
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One of the objectives of teaching religion (Islam) to Muslim students formally, is
to equip individuals with useful knowledge, skills and attitude so that people, individually
and collectively, fulfill their roles as `abd and khalifah, and all of their intellectual,
physical, spiritual, emotional, moral, social potential development is aligned . From
Islamic point of view, there is no segregation between religious education and
professionalism; both are equally essential. Hussain (2004) viewed that from a socioreligious point of view, both the description and the theological considerations of Islamic
education expresses an obligation for Muslims to have Divine Revelation as a part of
their everyday educational life.
Bertram (2009) stated that “when religious lessons are appreciated by pupils, it
has a strong influence on them” (Bertram et al, 2009). According to religious scholars,
Islamic programs for each level of education should be designed catering to the needs and
demands of each stage of human cognitive and moral development (Hashim, 2006). In
early childhood development classes, more attention must be given on shaping and
instilling good behavior and attitude until they become the second nature of children,
therefore keeping content comprised of exercises based on memorizing the Qura’n and
inducing beliefs and good habits are suitable during initial classes. While at secondary, it
is appropriate to shape beliefs and knowledge through reasoning and argument. Jean
Piaget (1958), educational psychologist, endorsed that in adolescence or early adulthood
the cognitive developmental stage emphasizes formal operations (Krause, Bochner &
Duchesne, 2003, p.5; Hashim, 2006; Sultan, 1992). According to Piaget, Formal
Operation is a cognitive stage that begins at 11years and continues throughout adulthood.
It is the ability in an individual to critically analyze abstract ideas. Because of
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inappropriate academic and general environment, most of the people do not achieve this
stage. The higher Islamic education demands the growth of intellect which is a unique
gift of Allah. Consequently, at the tertiary level, the goal of Islamic education should be
the development of the skills to ponder critically, creatively, and ethically as well as the
ability communicate effectively (Hashim, 2006). Moreover, it is emphasized that
teaching of Islamic studies becomes more effective, worth learning, and meaningful
when the contents of curriculum are relevant to learners’ lives, and when there is no gap
between theory and practice. As stated, “students are led to discover the larger
connections between the knowledge and skills they are learning—rather than memorizing
isolated bits of information” (Tauhidi, 2001).
Mababaya & Mababaya, (2005) suggested for the whole Muslim world to
examine and review all the curricular offerings in all educational institutes to develop an
effective educational system. Moreover, in Muslim World, educationists

need to

endeavor for a more relevant and responsive curriculum fulfilling the needs of Muslim
Learners that would prepare the learners from pre-elementary to post graduate level of
education in order to live a well-balanced life physically, emotionally and spiritually.
Muslim policy makers, educators, and curriculum experts need to formulate a strategic
plan for this task. They also stressed that an objective analysis showed that institutions of
higher education that offer Islamic Studies in various countries need their curricula to be
improved. They need to apply strategic planning that is comprised of a constant periodic
process towards defining the vision, mission, and long term strategic goals of the
institution. They should make use of modern technological advancement such as social
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networking and cope up with the knowledge revolution, as to work towards globalization
of Islamic Knowledge.
It is observed that in local context, specifically at tertiary level, the curriculum
/syllabus of Islamic Education or Islamic Studies lack integration between theoretical
knowledge and practical aspects (Ehsan, Talha & Anwar, 2009). The contents of core
courses of Islamic education are designed in isolation, heedless to the needs of the
discipline and program for which these courses are offered. Neither they regard the level
of cognitive development nor they cater to the several dimensions and procedures
through which knowledge is conceived by the students, e.g. factual, conceptual,
procedural and meta-cognition, albeit the core type of curriculum organization is
supposed “to develop integration, to serve the needs of students, to promote active
learning and significant relationship between life and learning” (Rashid, 2000, unit 4,
p.407). However, “there is a belief that children must explore some of the breadth of what
is known, rather than be confined to just one or two subjects” (Wragg, 1997, p.45).
Ehsan, Talha & Anwar (2009) critically surveyed that ethics as a subject is not taught in
the elementary/ undergraduate /graduate studies in spite of the importance of this subject
for the engineering as a profession in Pakistan.
The term “core courses” also represents the common knowledge most important
for all students (Kridel C., 2010). In contrast, students have more opportunities and
exposure through informal sources of learning i.e. Internet, print media, electronic media,
religious congregations etc. Consequently it results in the dissatisfaction and low
motivation in the students towards these core courses offered in academics. In addition,
the concept of teaching Islamic studies is conservative and traditional (“Modern Islamic
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Schools”, 2014). However PEC code of conduct is comprehensive and covers most of
relevant aspect of ethics based on the verses from the Holy Qura’n. The major objective
of the courses is to provide students the preliminary knowledge regardless to the specific
needs at tertiary level. “This need for constant and rapid updating also highlights the
importance of certain kinds of knowledge”. Because “the organizing concepts and skills
of a subject, including fundamental ideas and techniques that form the core of it, become
the important bedrock on which discrete pieces of fresh information or new technique can
be grounded” (Wragg, 1997, p.43). Also, prevalent practices do not make them capable to
ponder deeply over Islamic values.
The general state of education specifically about the Islamic Sciences in Muslim
countries is as such that these sciences “to a large extent remained static and insular due
to the resistance of traditionalist Muslim scholars to change” (Dangor, 2005). Testing
practices also emphasize on lower order cognitive skill that is memorization. Course
objectives are not devised properly so they fail to achieve desired development in
Knowledge, Skill and Attitude (KSA). Critical thinking and thought provoking exercises
are not appreciated in the syllabus design of Islamic Studies. This is serious concern
especially when these courses are offered to students who join professional programs as
at professional level students seek relevance of each course offered to them with their
professional needs and utility in practical life. Consequently, they are usually concerned
about what is taught to them that is “content”. Donald (2006) discussed the challenge at
tertiary level teaching learning process “is to understand our students’ starting point and
at the same time work toward more constructivist view of learning (p.59; Pintrich, 1993,
2000a, 2000b, 2002; Sinatra, 2004, 2005; Garcia-Celay & Dios, 2004). It is a need of the
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time to devised Islamic curriculum relevant to the academic fields and subject matter for
contemporary academies (at all three tiers of education) to promote ideal Islamic identity
and solidarity for the Ummah (Yaacob et.al, 2014).
The study at hand is mainly a needs assessment of the contents of Islamic
education required for engineering profession since Islamic Studies or Islamic Education
is being offered as core compulsory subject up to undergraduate level. Islamic Studies
fall in the category of core compulsory courses named “Humanities” in a framework
grouping of all fields of engineering curriculum proposed by Higher Education
Commission (HEC). It is observed that the list of contents of core course of Islamic
studies for engineering program is not appropriately constructed. Contents are very broad
in nature. Course objectives are ambiguous while Students Learning Outcomes (SLO) are
generally not written. Moreover, many concepts at this level have already been offered at
the secondary and higher secondary school level and they are not repeated with more
depth and larger scope challenging higher order thinking skills (Faizi, 2010). Instead of
motivating students for to further exploration of ideas too much repetition dulls the mind
and produce boredom. In many cases students dislike the Islamic studies classes because
they get the same thing every year, and not only the material but the whole teaching
learning process is designed to memorize instead of engaging them intellectually. Rather
than gaining knowledge from the material well, they simply ‘turn off’ their hearing as
soon as the repeated material is introduced. This phenomenon is known as Semantic
Satiation (Smith & Raymond, 1990). Bassett & Warne (1919, as cited in Balota & Black,
1997) stated that “words become less meaningful when repeated excessively” (Balota &
Black, 1997; Kounios, Kotz & Holcomb, 2000). And “massed repetition could actually
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reverse the benefits of brief repetition” (Kuhl & Anderson, 2011).

However,

implemented list of contents for compulsory course of Islamic studies in professional
engineering universities also vary in both streams that is public and private. Moreover,
archival results on higher education commissions’ website for curricula showed that the
outlines of syllabus for Islamic education in engineering programs as core compulsory
subject remains the same (see http://www.hec.gov.pk/RevisedCurricula) although HEC
reviews curriculum every three years as agreed in its 44th Vice Chancellors’ Committee
in 2001(Jamil, 2009). Above all an online version of revised curriculum for engineering
program available at commission’s website entailed no subject expert from Islamic
religious education in the list of members attended the final meetings of National
Curriculum Revision Committee.
Edalatifard & Prieto (2013) gave a brief account on the importance of the
“curriculum development” in the engineering education such as curriculum development
is: “the most direct and efficient way to improve engineering education”, the “heart of
engineering education”, “constitutes the infrastructure of educational accomplishments”
through “reflection of educational goals, objectives and links to the world across the
globe”, “curriculum in higher education; particularly is highly committed to social,
community, political and cultural issues” and “to ensure all knowledge and skills for the
relevant discipline and meets all required standards for the profession”. Because
engineering education answers the necessities of society, provides a research framework,
and deals with multiple challenges i.e. economic, cultural, and social problems correlates
with the engineering profession. Reforming curriculum of the institutes of engineering,
bridges the gap between the interplay of industry and universities together. Therefore, a
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needs assessment method forms a basis for revising the curriculum. It is a “continuing
activity” which can “takes place: ‘before specification’ and, ‘after identification’ of
curriculum goals and objectives”, and after evaluation: ‘of instruction, and ‘of
curriculum’. English and Kaufman discussed that “six months to two years are required
to complete a full scale needs assessment”, the scope varies dependent on the nature
“from simple studies of perceived needs to thorough analysis using extensive data”
(Oliva, 1997, p.226).
Table 1.1: Suggested Schedule for Re-assessing Curriculum Development Components
Suggested Schedule for Re-assessing Curriculum Development components
Aims of Education

In depth , Limited

Every 10 years, every 5
years

Assessment of Needs

In depth , Limited

Every 3 years, every year

Curriculum Goals

In depth , Limited

Every 2 years, every year

Curriculum Objectives

In depth , Limited

Every 2 years, every year

Instructional Goals

In depth , Limited

Every year, continuously

Instructional Objectives

In depth , Limited

Every year, continuously

Organization and
implementation of the
curriculum

In depth , Limited

Every 10 years, every year

Other components

continuously

Source: Oliva, 1997, p.163
This study is presumed to update the research oriented required contents for the
core subject of Islamic studies for engineering program in both public and private stream;
to identify their professional needs; to make the subject more meaningful not only for
their professional life but to polish their personalities and to find out different pattern in
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respondents approaches towards the subject. “It is always desirable, in principle, to
conduct a need assessment prior to developing a curriculum. But it is not always
necessary to develop a new curriculum. For one thing, the needs assessment may show
that the existing curriculum is working sufficiently well that only minor revisions are
needed. Or it may indicate that there is insufficient support for a new curriculum to have
much hope of implementation” (Pratt, 1994. p.56). Respondents for this research were
selected from diverse categories within the same profession (for details see chapter 3).
Although the research study is limited to Karachi but other provinces can take help and
guidelines to conduct another similar study. Finding of the study can help researchers,
educationists and subject experts to develop the subject at their own provincial or
institutional level.
1.3

Research Question

The problem of the research is:
What is the required topical framework of Islamic studies for engineering program?
1.4

Extended Research Questions

To answer this question some sub-questions are considered as follows:


What contents of Islamic studies for engineering program do the students require?



What contents of Islamic studies for engineering program do the teachers of engineering
discipline require?



What contents of Islamic studies for engineering program do the teachers of Islamic
studies discipline require?
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What contents of Islamic studies for engineering program do the professional engineers
require?
1.5

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to propose a research oriented topical framework of

religious education which can cater to the individual, social and professional needs and
demands of engineering programs, in addition to equip undergraduate engineering
students with adequate Islamic knowledge, skills and attitude align with Quran and
Hadith to strengthen their decision making and problem solving skills during the course
of their lives.
1.6

Objectives of the Study

The objectives of the present study are:
1. to review the course of Islamic Studies offered to engineering programs at undergraduate
level in public and private sector universities at Karachi
2. to offer a research oriented topical framework that can cater to the needs of engineering
profession, while keeping in view the curriculum development process through research
3. to know the trends of engineers towards various domains of religion
4. to know the degree of interest towards Deen-e- Islam in academics , particularly of
tertiary level engineering professionals, which may categorically endorse the need of
teaching religion in academia
5. to perceive the present and future needs of engineering students and professionals to
make the subject of Islamic Studies more meaningful for engineering program and to
minimize the gap between current and ideal condition.
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1.7

Scope
The scope of the study will be limited to both public and private sector

universities of Karachi, offering engineering programs.
1.8

Significance of the Study
Pratt defined “the basic reasons for conducting a needs assessment prior to

planning a curriculum are informational, ethical and political”. Moreover, “need
assessment helps to ensure successful implementation of curriculum change”. The overall
benefit of needs assessment is to make the process reflective, comprehensive and
professional” (Pratt, 1994, pp. 39, 45). Therefore, the study is justified on the following
grounds:
This research study will open many directions for policy makers, curriculum
developers, and universities offering engineering programs, researchers, subject specialist
to realize the importance of curriculum and the process of curriculum development. This
study is significant since the curriculum reforms are the primary focus in National
Education Policy 2009.
The study will explore the existing situation of Islamic Education in universities
offering engineering programs. The study will also initiate a trend of designing courses of
Islamic Education for various disciplines and professional programs.
The study is significant because of socio-political reasons. Decision about Islamic
education (what is to be taught?) within the public sector at all levels remained
unanswered (Sabir & Nasir, 2011). The curriculum for the large number of public sector
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academic institutions is approved by the curriculum wing of the federal ministry of
education not just because of the fact that curriculum is in the concurrent list (jointly
dissolved by federal and provincial government) of constitution but because the religion
is a sensitive domain in Pakistan, sectarianism is also high and any minor mistake can
raise conflicts in society. Considering the condition, conducting an empirical survey on
needs assessment to develop a topical framework of Islamic Studies was very strategic
task.
1.9

Definition of Key Word

Islamic Studies: The core compulsory course (subject) of Islamic Studies offered by
engineering programs at undergraduate level.
Undergraduates: Students of professional bachelors of four years degree program, after
passing twelve years of education in local context i.e. twelve years include primary stage
of five years education (Grade I – V), middle stage of three years education (Grade VI VIII), lower secondary stage of two years education (Grade IX and X), and upper
secondary stage or intermediate stage of two years education (Grade XI and XII).
Need: A learning or performance gap between the current condition and the desired
condition is called a need (Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007) and “gap in results” i.e.
“what is” and “an ought to be” (Kaufman & Watkins, 2000; Watkins & Leigh, 2001).
Needs Assessment: Needs assessment is a procedure to figure out “how to minimize
gaps” i.e. learning, knowledge and skills, or performance gaps. Moreover, it is a
diagnostic method that relies on data collection, association and negotiation to classify
and comprehend gaps in learning and performance and to find out future actions (Gupta,
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Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007). Suarez (1991) defined that needs assessment is a process of
gathering information and analyzing information to identify needs of individuals,
institutions, communities or societies. Experts agreed that needs assessment is the hub of
educational planning (Pratt, 1994, p.35).
Curriculum Framework: A group of related subjects or themes, which fit together
according to a determined set of criteria of suitably, covering an area of study (Marsh,
2004).
Topical Framework: A group of related themes and contents which can aptly cover a
subject included in a curriculum framework of any professional and academic program,
i.e. engineering, medical etc
Engineering Program: Engineering as a field of profession is relatively young. The
formal engineering education started in late eighteenth century (Stephan, 1999). It’s a
distinct profession among the main professions that student gets a professional degree
after four years of higher study.
Core Curriculum: The term came to represent the common knowledge most important
for all students. Foremost is the fact that the core curriculum is considered a constant and
required component of the curriculum (Kridel, 2010. p. 143).
Course: A course is a detailed plan includes what is to be taught and how to teach the
course (Oliva, 1997, p.553). And the tag “curriculum” is used to indicate either the
totality of the courses in a school or the contents of the course or program in a specified
domain (Dijkstra, 2004, p.149).
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1.10

Basic assumptions
Undergraduate Muslim students of engineering programs are very much

interested in application of Islamic Religious values in their professional fields and their
lives so that they can apply their knowledge essentially in the implementation of their
scientific achievement and professional endeavors.
Proposing a topical framework of Islamic studies for engineering program is a
significant task because the needs and demands of engineering profession are specific and
different from other major professions. Especially if we take it account the challenge that
the socio-economic factors are influencing the rapidly changing environment of society.
After four years the undergraduate engineering students will be at the verge of their
practical lives. It is essential to provide them hands-on knowledge of their religion so that
they can implement it in all aspects of their professional and personal lives.
1.11 Limitations and Delimitations of the study
Following few points are considered as limitations and delimitations of the study.
1.11.1 Limitations:
The current study is exclusively limited to assess and update contents of Islamic
studies for engineering program. This is a topical framework only which can provide
engineering universities a wider perspective of themes and contents within the subject of
Islamic Studies; best suggested through research and a good blend of reflection of views
from students, teachers, experts, researchers and professional of engineering program and
Islamic Studies. To frame course objectives, outcomes; and to decide cognitive depth of
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content, logical sequence of topics; to develop course material and to choose reference
books and teaching methodology is out of the scope of this research study. Because in
local context the contents are only selected and chosen by higher authorities. Generally,
students’, teachers’ and professionals’ views are not very much addressed in this regard.
Results of the study can facilitate engineering universities to choose and pick themes and
topics according to their management policies. The breadth and depth of each topic under
various themes can also be decided by subject teachers and management. And by
introducing a collaborative teaching methodology (with subject experts of Islamic Studies
and Engineering professionals) the subject of Islamic Studies may have a unique blend of
theory and practice in Islam (The Biblical World, 1904). Which in turn have far reaching
effects on Muslim professional’s attitude. A model course of Islamic studies for
engineering program can be developed on request of any of the particular universities
from Karachi.
1.11.2 Delimitations:
The presents study delimited itself because of the sampling design. Reason behind
this purposive sampling is the strict time-table bound schedule of engineering universities
which hindered to approach the respondents of research. Secondly, after 9\11 it was
difficult to conduct research on need assessment for the contents of Islamic studies. Any
minor mistake could terminate the research study.
In absence of any survey tool for such contextual need assessment of contents of
Islamic Studies, a contextually developed survey instrument after following the standards
of validity and reliability of instrument is another delimitation of the study. A three point
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likert scale was used to minimize the conflicts and to have a clear direction of views. Due
to the fact that participants represent only the engineering universities of Karachi both
public and private stream, the study does not make any attempt to generalize the findings
to the engineering universities of other provinces.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The literature reviewed in this chapter helps in comprehension of the theoretical
framework of the study. The contents of the chapter will systematically outline the
features that contribute to the purpose and objectives of the study Educational theories
and models generally conceptualize a framework for planning curriculum, which support
and establish new ideas and innovations for enhancement of teaching- learning processes.
This chapter aims at providing a theoretical support from the literature in order to help in
processes of developing and updating curriculum. Keeping in view the purpose and scope
of the study, this chapter begins with the discussion regarding relationship between
education and religion” , and then reviews curriculum development processes, and needs
assessment; as an initial method for probing and exploring gaps, and ends up with
conceptual framework the current study encompasses.
2.1

Relationship between Religion and Education
Slattery (2006) refers to Dewey (1934a, p.34), “the actual religious quality in the

experience described is the effect produced, the better adjustment in life and its condition,
not in the manner and cause of its production” (p. xvii).
Fundamentally, religions as highly elaborated systems provide frameworks for
assessing, ranking, manipulating, and sometimes transcending things that matter. In fact,
religion comes in the domain of subject oriented disciplines which study “the phenomena
of religion” within and across cultures from varied theoretical and methodological
discipline (Taves, 2010). The significance of religion in human life is progressing,
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therefore, it is reported that most of the world’s population follow the four largest
religions that is Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism. It is in fact augmented,
from 67% in 1900 to 73% in 2005, moreover, it is predicted that this proportion will
reach up to 80 percent by 2050 (Webster et al., 2011).
Religion, not only in history but at present and in future too, remains to be a force
shaping and instilling identity and behavior throughout the world (Report of the Task
Force on General Education, 2007). Former Secretary of United States; Albright,
vocalized the public role of religion, in a recent past. She also signified the understanding
of other’s religion for a successful foreign policy and public diplomats (Albright, 2006).
Religion had been and, yet, currently in the age of globalization, with highly advanced
scientific technologies, remains an obvious component of politics, as well as an
inescapable element of foreign policy, social mores, economics, counseling psychology
and domestic interactions, and a strong source of motivation and human behavior in the
world (Webster, Buckley, Jensen, & Thomas, 2011).Considering the trend it is vivid that
religion would remain an impactful factor in human life. Fowler 1981(as cited in Post,
2013) emphasized that religious issues and spirituality are essential elements of human
development across the life span. Erikson (1963), a famous developmental theorist, also
recognized the implication of religion in the “process of forming a personal identity”
(Post, 2013). Association of American Colleges and Universities (2007) reported,
personal and social responsibility including ethical reasoning and action, as one of the
four fundamental learning outcomes for all students across country. Furthermore, cultural
and humanistic literacy including major religions are considered as one of the areas of
twenty first-century learning (“College Learning for the New Global Century”, 2007). At
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present, with globalised revolutions across the world, the field of religious studies is
essential and not only presents many prospects for the academic study of religion, but
poses a series of challenges (Webster et al., 2011)…. . …Justice Thomas Clark
anticipated (as cited in Webster et al., 2011) that without the study of religion an
individual’s education remains incomplete. Stephen Prothero, a religious scholar,
signified the “religious literacy” as fourth R of American education next to "reading,
writing, and arithmetic”.
At one end religious education incites understanding towards the meaning and reality
of life, beliefs about God, universal truth, reality of this universe and role of human
beings. On the other side, it develops learner’s spirituality and makes them confident to
ponder and retrospect about truth around them and communicate and reflect these truths
and believes accordingly. Religion and human social organization are inseparable of each
other (Bloch, 2008). But it requires an intelligent blend of pupil’s interest and concerns
while incorporating the beliefs and values of religion (Barnes, 2007). Religious education
plays a vital role in fostering social cohesion, developing human respect and inculcating
an understating of religion (Barnes, 2008). There are certain individuals who believe that
religious instructions, not only enlightens innersoles but lead them to achieve their goals
of life. Over the years religious training has actively been known as a solid promoter of
being the estimator of validity, decency and genuineness, and emergent respects for
religion. Religious education and training delegate meticulous trust on learners,
acknowledging themselves and promote social habituation and showing them true
obligation of family and society as per religious standards. Religious training is also
associated with the changing environment in public arena. Research studies verified that
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religious instructions influence kids to learn from various religious convictions, values
and society while in the mean time, investigating their application in regards to their
religion.
According to Ninian Smart (1992) religious education is worth noticing as the human
civilization is the combination of various individual cultures of the world so these
individual cultures which are developed through infusion of religions and philosophies
cannot be ignored. He also identifies seven different dimensions or aspects to define
every religion. These are Practical or Ritual, Experiential or Emotional, Narrative or
Mythic, Doctrinal or Philosophical, Ethical or Legal, Social or Institutional, and Material
Dimension (Smart, 1992; Kay, 2005). Religious education and education itself are two
ends of the same thread. Ever since there is no disagreement between purposes of both,
each one corresponds to the other. More significantly, religion is a form of knowledge fit
in to an overall formation of education as being remedial (Kay, 2005; Newton & Newton,
2006).
Baidhawy (2007) signifies religious education as fourth pillar of education that is
how to live together with others within religious diversity with open mindedness,
resolving conflicts, and fostering human relations based on mutual trust, respect,
modesty, understanding and tolerance. According to Osser & Schweitzer (2003) that the
phenomena of religious education incorporate both theological and pedagogical kind of
thinking about religion. In twentieth century religious education not only is considered an
academic discipline but it is also harmonizing between theology and cultural issues of
modernity and globalization. Muench (2005) emphasized the role of religious education
besides general education as “two complementary halves that, together, produce a
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meaningful whole” (Muench, 2005). According to Spinder et al. (2003) aptly
consideration of religion in public life and arena produce positive dynamics in
individuals, society, and culture, which create opportunities for open and critical
discussion and also educate people with their religious influences and affiliations that
how to take up responsibilities in society (Chamberlain, 2000; Miedema & Troost, 2008).
2.2

Educational Philosophy of Islam
Islam is a religion of mankind irrespective of color, cast, creed, geographical

boundaries, and human races. It caters to all the fundamental needs of human beings in
this world and provides a peaceful transition to next level that is the concept of eternal
life in hereafter. Essentially, it guides towards every sphere of human life, while holding
its own philosophical point of view towards the mission of life; compatible with human
nature and encompassing each aspect of life (Qur’an 1:1- 7). Muslims are in the opinion
that teachings of Qur’an are best to constitute a perfectly balanced education (Qur’an,
21:10; Haq, 1990, p.53). In view of Muslim educationists the aim of education is to
produce individual with understanding of Islamic rules and behavior and a strong
knowledge of and dedication towards faith (Haq, 1990, p. 245; Sultan, 1992, p.5). In the
Islamic religious paradigm knowledge is to help people to acknowledge God, to
implement Islamic laws in life and to fulfill the objectives of God’s creation. Al-Ghazali
in his book Al-Taftazani says that the essence of knowledge lies only in being used
(Mark, 2004). The holy Quran asserts that the dignity and superiority of man lies within
knowledge, wisdom and guidance and application of knowledge in every facets of life
(Qur’an 58:11 and 39:9). A quest of knowledge is considered a desirable religious duty.
The knowledge is what which is compatible with religion and divine revelation and with
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reverently and humility. Islamic vision of education encompasses the development of
individual’s potential through a process of nurturing and guide the child to accomplish a
state of totality with maturity, and the development of human character through the
process of social and moral learning of behavior within the community and society at
large, and imparting and transmitting knowledge through training, and instruction.
Generally, Education is a source for social change and innovation in society by means of
preserving, expending, and transmitting fundamental human heritage and traditional
values. Islamic view of community is extended from a unit of family to the ummah
(worldwide community based on Islamic Faith); each member of the community is
equally responsible according to the divine law (sharia). Muslim philosophers such as alGhazali, ibn Khaldun have made significant contributions to the Islamic epistemology
and opposed the idea of any bifurcation of knowledge as religious and secular and
emphasized that religiously all knowledge is of significant value and guide people to
consciously knowing God and of their relationship with God. The quest of knowledge is
to inspire students towards moral and spiritual consciousness which lead them to true
faith, virtuous actions and certainty align with true faith (Qur’an 103:3 and 15:99). Since
the subject matter of Islam is human beings and their development, it requires a holistic
nature of religious education focusing on spiritual, moral (encouragement to act
responsibly), cognitive (to be challenged intellectually), physical (to be acquire relevant
skills and abilities), emotional (to have their feelings deepen) and social (interpersonal
relationships, and social cohesion) development. As a result, the task of religious
education is not only to impart knowledge about religion or its traditions but it should
also emphasize on learning from faith and the implication of faith in each dimension of
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human life (Barnes, 2008). The objective of teaching religion in academics is to cultivate
religion in the minds and souls of learners, moreover the development of their
commitment with faith and preservation of cultural heritage (Sanjakdar, 2001). In a wider
sense, education in Islam is a source for awakening the endowed capabilities and human
faculties, its nourishment and above all bringing them out and developing to their full
potential talent in each individual for a full play (Haq, 1990). Students’ learning and
teaching occurs within an awareness of “who they are in being educated”. Moreover
education is considered not only a question of confirming existing values (instrument of
social stability) but to challenge them to rethink and adapt their commitments, goals, and
values (source of social change) (Campbell & Felderhof, 2007; Alam & Muzahid, 2006;
Yaacob, 2013). True Islamic philosophy of education is a combination of Tarbiyyah
(spiritual and ethical nurturing), Ta’lim (awareness, recognition, and learning), and
Ta’dib (refinement, discipline and well mannered attitude). The accumulation of three
concepts leads towards perfection, completeness, and maturity (Al Qur’an:5:3; Selo et al,
2015). World Conference on Muslim Education (1977) also emphasized the objective of
education should be the balanced growth of the total personality and the infusion of faith
in the personality. The status of Muslim requires the reflection of faith in daily practice
and conduct.
Al-Zarnuji in his book Ta’lim al-Muta’allim proposed three categories in the
formulation of objectives in education from an Islamic perspective – Allah’s pleasure,
individual’s development while eliminating the foolishness in him and striving for the
balanced growth, and social orientation (transmission of cultural & traditional values and
heritage) (Huda & Kartanegara, 2015). Ashraf (1988) discussed that from an Islamic
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perspective education is a process, with curriculum and teaching methods as components,
which helps individual to unfold its own unique and diversified potentials to be a true
vicegerent of God on earth and to nurture children in the faith. Conclusively the concept
of education solely based on the paradigm of Tawheed, the central, eternal and holistic
aspect of Muslim (Tamuri & Ismail, 2013). In this sense, the role of education in the
paradigm of deen -e- Islam is fundamental. Modification of human behavior aligned with
virtues standardized and endorsed by Islam and harmonizing between the good and the
bad qualities in the human soul in a way to develop goodness and eliminating bad aspects
of human soul. Al Attas highlighted that the Arabic word Ta’dib is accurately related to
the term education which means process of instilling something into human beings
including three elements, the method (education), content (knowledge) and recipient
(human beings) (Yaacob, 2013). Conclusively, the task of education in Islam is to
guarantee a balance development and disciplining between body, mind, and soul. As a
matter of fact, a realistic expression of knowledge is Education; an optimistic human
endeavor, illustrate by ambition for human progress and betterment. In view of Muslim
teachers, Islamic perspective on education is “a re-centering of an Islamic worldview in
educational studies (Memon, 2011; Hashim & Langgulung, 2008)”. According to
Bagheri & Khosravi (2006) “knowledge is a prerequisite for wisdom” as appears in the
holy Quran (Al Qur’an, 3:65). Halstead focused on three Arabic words while explaining
the concept of Islamic education: tarbiyah (to cause to grow), ta’dib (to refine, to
discipline), and ta`lim (to instruct) that, according to him, lead to three fundamental
aspects of education: individual growth and progression, socio-moral education, and
gaining knowledge, which he has borrowed from al-Attas’s understating of education
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particularly from the word “ta’dib”, whose view point is considered important (Bagheri
& Khosravi, 2006). Al-Attas defined “education is a process of instilling something into
the human beings” (al Attas, 1980, p. 13). Instilling with pure Islamic beliefs and values
using a holistic, critical and creative manner with dynamic approach to education is the
need of time for all upcoming generations (Yaacob et.al, 2014).
Education is of primary concern and a religious duty for Muslims since the Holy
Qur’an emphasize that God's commands can never be fully understood without
knowledge and education (Al Qur’an, 3:7). Education in general is the development of a
holistic or comprehensive human life, while Islamic education is a development of
human life completely aligned with Deen -e- Islam (following Qur’an and Sunnah).
The highest goal of Islamic education is character building with full commitment
to develop ideals of Islamic ethics. It is not just to fill students’ mind with facts but to
help them in acquiring a holistic knowledge (Hashim & Langgulung, 2008). Allama
Muhammad Iqbal, an eminent Muslim philosopher viewed the highest aim of education
is to develop the individuality, a creative process, of a person in a way to make him able
to realize and explore its own potentials to the maximum level. He also recommended
that the infrastructure of an Educational System of country should be aligned with the
culture of the country, carrying their fundamental norms and values. He talked about the
comprehensive and holistic education within the realm of Deen - e - Islam. He rejected
idea of bifurcation between worldly and religious knowledge (Khanum).
The recent Muslim scholars discovered disintegrated approach towards
knowledge in Muslim countries. Baba & Zayed (2015) identified three problems with the
education of Muslim countries across the world: memorization of facts, marketization of
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education which in turns education into a commodity

and high focused on Aqidah,

Ibadah, Akhlaq with the exclusion of conventional education. They opposed the prevalent
idea of teaching Islamic subjects and conventional subjects every day at different times
carrying a strict schedule. Which do not result the integration and harmonizing of
knowledge. They suggested an infusion of a good understanding of Islamic epistemology
both in belief and in practice of the individual and society. They emphasized the
importance of an implication of Islamic taxonomy of teaching-learning i.e.
Memorization’, Understanding, Articulation, Internalization, and Manifestation (Baba &
Zayed). According to the nature of Islam a real Islamic education system is valid and
applicable to all of the mankind (Helal Uddin & Mazumder, 2014). One of the marvelous
beauties of the goals of education in Islam is “universality” and “uniformity”, since the
goals of education is founded on revealed religion, therefore, these goals have objectivity
in nature, also these goals of education do not require variation on the basis of
individual’s own perception and experiences (Mark, 2004).
Islamic vision of education revolves around the development of individuals
spiritually and intellectually. Therefore, “intellectual growth without spiritual
development is aimless wandering, and spiritual development without the intellectual
component is meaningless”. A holistic concept of education in Islam not only includes
higher intellectual faculties but also corresponds to the reality that “human excellence is
inseparable from beauty and virtue”. The Concept of education in Deen-e-Islam is
endeavors towards developing proactive individuals and to strengthen the latent self and
potential of an individual (Hassan, Abiddin, & Ahmad, 2011).
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2.3

Curriculum and Significance of Curriculum Development
The word curriculum “the track” remains one of the key concerns in today’s

world. Perceptions about curriculum has expended from “a tangible racecourse (derives
from the word’s Latin root ‘currere’, to run; curriculum; a diminutive form, means a
“racing chariot” or “race track” (Pratt, 1994, p.5)) to an abstract concept” (Oliva, 1997,
p.2; Goodson, 1995, p.24; Marsh, 2004, p.3; Defranco, Abbott & Ali, 2005; Doll, 2008).
Pratt (1994) stated that Cicero applied the term symbolically to speak of vitae curriculum,
“the course of one’s life” and curricula mentis, “the (educational) course of the mind”.
And in nineteenth century the term first introduced and used in educational discourse
(p.5) Portelli (1987 as cited in Marsh, 2004) stated that there are a wide range of
definitions found in professional literature devoted to curriculum, likely more than 120 in
number (p.3). Bates (2005 as cited in Moore, 2015) observed that “curriculum is a tricky
word as it has both a general meaning (everything that goes on in an educational
situation), and a specific one (the content of what is taught), as well as a variety of
meanings in between” (p.17). Following is a brief account on how curriculum is
perceived:
2.3.1 How Curriculum is Perceived?
Seeking a consensus on an agreed definition of curriculum lacks as an area of
education (Nichols et al., 2006). Hence, Seel (2004) edited various concepts about the
essence of curriculum and its development with reference to the curriculum scholars such
as: Glatthorn (1987) viewed curriculum as “ a plan for guiding learning in schools”,
commonly presented in the form of documents with generalization, these experiences
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happen in a learning environment and influence learning. Beauchamp (1968) stated that a
curriculum document is a description of “contents of subject matter such as history,
science etc” and Pellegrino define that curriculum comprised of “the knowledge and
skills in subject matter areas” for directing a teaching –learning process. Marsh (2004)
recognized that Saylor, Alexander, and Lewis (1981), Beauchamp (1981), and Posner
(1998) are the key proponent of “curriculum as a plan” (p.5). Pratt (1994) used the term
curriculum in his book Curriculum Planning as “a plan for a sustained process of teaching
and learning”. Moreover, he viewed curriculum as a “blue print for instruction” (p.5).
Hayward (2013) stated that curriculum defines what is to be learned (p.60).
Dijkstra (2004) describe curriculum as “a plan” which comprehend a goal of education
that fix the contents of knowledge and problem –solving methods of the selected domain
alongside the objective consideration of the domains of educational taxonomies. Besides
these concerns, sequencing of different concept, for a certain group in a limited period of
time, is a part of curriculum plan. Lattuca & Stark (2009) described curriculum as “an
academic plan” which involves taking decisions about at least eight elements: Purposes
(Knowledge, skills, and attitudes to be learned), content (subject matter selection),
sequences (arrangement of the subject matter and experiences), Learners (how the plan
will address the individual differences of learners), instructional processes (teaching
activities), instructional resources (learning material and setting), Evaluation (to
determine decisions of the academic plan), and adjustments (improvement to the plan)
(pp. 4-5).
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Academic Plan

Purpose

Content
Instructional
Resources
Adjustments

Learners

Instructional

Sequence

Processes

Assessment
and Evaluation

Figure: 2.1 Elements of an Academic Plan
Source: Lattuca & Stark, (2009), p.7
The tag “curriculum” is used to indicate either the totality of the courses in a
school or the contents of the course program in a specified domain (Hayward, 2013, p.60;
Lattuca & Stark, 2009, p.1). Therefore, the term “curriculum” is interpreted by many
experts along with a range of concepts depending on individual philosophical beliefs.
These concepts include that curriculum is: “a set of subjects”, “content or content of a
specific discipline”, “a program of studies”, “a set of materials”, “ a sequence of
courses”, “a set of performance objectives”, “ a course of study”, “which is taught in
school”, and “which is taught both inside or outside of the school” including “extracurricular activities, guidance, and interpersonal relationships”, and

“ a series of

experiences undergone by learner in result of schooling or within school”, and “time and
credit frame in which the college provides education”( Oliva, 1997, p.4; Defranco,
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Abbott & Ali, 2005 ; Lattuca & Stark, 2009, pp.1-2). Schubert (1986) stated that “what
should be taught” means that “what consideration should be made when analyzing or
developing curriculum” (p.170).
Though, during fourth century B.C. the term curriculum was understood under the
influence of the philosophies of Plato and Aristotle as “the subjects taught during the
classical period”. This interpretation broadened in twentieth century encompassing a
wide range of subjects other than “classic period” (Marsh, 2004, p.3), and reflecting a
“conceptual advance and a more sophisticated” view of the curriculum (Marsh, 2004,
p.9). A variety of shade is perceived when professional educators define curriculum, such
as; John Dewey perceived that “children’s experience would inevitably provide meaning
to the curriculum”. For him curriculum was “a course of study” and he opposed any gap
between “course of study and the child’s experiences” (Kridel, 2010, p.179; Abs, 2004,
pp. 211-212; Defranco, Abbott & Ali, 2005). Carter V. Good’s Dictionary (1973 as cited
in Oliva, 1997, P.4) define curriculum as “a systematic group of courses or sequence of
subjects required for certification in a field of study”. Franklin Bobbitt (1918), an earliest
writer on curriculum stated it as “that series of things which children and youth must do
and experience by way of developing abilities to do the things well” or in a broader
sense, “a curriculum is an entire range of experiences” and “only some of those
experiences fall under the support of schooling” while experiences outside the school are
“both directed and undirected in nature” (Oliva, 1997, p.4; Wragg, 1997, p. 28). Herbert
Kliebard (as cited in Kridel, 2010) acknowledged Bobbit’s perception of curriculum and
exemplified an undirected experience as “hidden or null curriculum” (Kridel, 2010,
p.179). Wayne Au (2011) cited Kliebard’s comment that John Franklin Bobbitt has
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notable contributions in the field of curriculum . Till 20th century that is upto Dewey and
Bobbit’s period, the concept of curriculum revolved around “a course of study” and “all
learning experiences throughout life”. Later on, a comprehensive concept of curriculum
emerged when stakeholders from diverse fields contributed i.e. pedagogue, parent,
analyst, policy maker, and politician. As, Hollis, Caswell and Doak Campbell (1935) and
American Educational Research Association’s Encyclopedia of Educational Research (as
cited in Pratt, 1994) presented a broader sense of curriculum that “all the experiences that
a learner has under the guidance of the school” (p.5). Schubert (1986) stated that
curriculum research grew rapidly since the 1950s (p.172).
While, Hollis, Caswell, Doak & Campbell perceived curriculum as “all
experiences children have under the guidance of teachers”. In contrast, Saylor,
Alexander, Arthur & Lewis define curriculum as “a plan for providing set of learning
opportunities”. Hilda Taba (1962) stated it as “a plan for learning” (Oliva, 1997, p. 5;
Wiles & Bondi, 1993, p.31). Doll (1996) defined curriculum as “the formal and informal
content and process by which learners gain knowledge and understanding, develop skills,
and alter attitudes, appreciations, and values” (p. 15)
Tanner & Tanner (1995) discussed curriculum as “reconstruction of knowledge
and experience that enables the learners to grow in exercising intelligent control of
ensuing knowledge and experience” (p. 189). Mauritz Johnson (1967, as cited in Oliva,
1994) defined curriculum as “structured series of intended learning outcomes” and “the
output of a ‘curriculum development system’ and as an input into an instruction system”
(p.6).
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Marsh (2004) cited few references that: Walker (1990) discussed that a
curriculum comprehend: content i.e. concept maps, topics, and themes; purpose i.e.
intellectual, social, and personal; and organization i.e. planning based upon scope and
sequence (p.7). Longstreet and Shane’s (1993) four major conceptions of curriculum
based on purpose are: society-oriented curriculum to serve society, student-centered
curriculum taking student as an essential source, knowledge-centered curriculum
considering knowledge as a key concern, and assorted curriculum based on various
compromises and possible negotiations. Moreover, Eisner and Vallance (1974) viewed
curriculum with various point of references such as: a cognitive process orientation
(developing cognitive skills), technological orientation (developing means to achieve
precise ends), self-actualization orientation (developing and discovering unique
individual identities), social re-constructionist orientation (bringing social change), and
an academic rationalist orientation (utilizing work and ideas of various discipline). After
twelve years Vallance (1986) updated these orientations and replaced self-actualization
with personal success (learning for personal commitments and to enhance innate abilities)
(p.8). Beane et al. (1986) explained that a curriculum cannot be viewed apart the
experiences of learner, the curriculum process include making decisions about content,
topics and process and a variety of issues. Therefore, many group at various
developmental levels, are involved during this process (p.7).
2.3.2

Significance of Curriculum Development
Students, who enter formal academic institutes as toddlers and leave as young

men and women, these academies shape their social life, their self concepts, and suggest
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their future occupations. It is of primary concern to probe what is taught and learned, and
how it is taught and learned. This signifies the importance of curriculum.
There are several studies that support the idea of curriculum development in
correspondence with the following aspects; the curriculum development should be a
continuous process, it should have the consent of all the participating individuals, the
principle interest of this development is the agent of change that prevails in pupils’
behavior and the class room practices, the concept should exist that the change agents
should be incorporated in the structures to be developed, all these support the idea of the
process of change (revision, renewal, improvement, and innovation (Schubert, 1986,
p.42)) that leads to curriculum development.
‘Curriculum development’ is the most widely used label in the field which refers
to “the process of deciding what to teach and learn, along with all considerations”
necessary for making relevant decisions. Schubert (1986, p.41) stated that the field
reached to its bloom during 1935 by Caswell and Campbell. The term has been used in
the titles of prominent curriculum texts i.e. Stratemeyer et al. (1957), Smith, Stanely, and
Shores (1957), Taba (1962), Tanner and Tanner (1980).
Seel (2004) stated that a curriculum development process is an ongoing process
which not only a venture to promote learning but also ensure the sustainability of the
process of teaching and learning. Therefore, curriculum makes comprehensivedecisions
about objectives, learners’ profile, contents, teaching strategies, assessment, and learning
material and resources.
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Generally a curriculum document requires mentioning of “a scope or breadth of
content in a given subject area and a sequence for learning”. The vital part of a
curriculum development process is to identify the contents and methods that are relevant
and cater to the present and future challenges in learners’ life. Likewise the principal role
of a curriculum planner is to decide what is adequate and “significant to be worth
teaching” (Pratt, 1994, p.1). Michael Young stated the two purposes of curriculum,
which are interdependent, as “transmitting past knowledge” and “being able to use that
knowledge to create new knowledge or knowledge building”. This in turn results in the
development of individuals and progress of human societies (Young, 2013; Young, 2014;
Biesta, 2014).
A goal of education and curriculum design is directly related to one another. The
rationale for a curriculum design is fixed on supposition about the development of
learners, their individuality, social demands and the requisites of the subject. The task of
the curriculum developers and designers is not only the selection of the contents of the
domain knowledge but to sequence of the different concepts and methods in a reasonable
manner to make it a whole, along with the description of the objectives meeting the
demands of learner’s developmental stage (Dijkstra, 2004, pp. 149-150). For which
curriculum designers require a framework through which they can classify both existing
and newly developed information while catering the level of complexity. Curriculum
design is referred to as the “careful organization of materials and environment in which
the content and activities are delivered" (Schubert, 1986, p.42). During curriculum
development different curriculum designs are used as per needs and goals of a particular
society.
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The focus of curriculum development is to determine what knowledge, skills and
values are imparted to students within school education (Richards, 2001). Because
modernizing of work does not mean using a computer instead of a typewriter and labeling
it as innovation. Rather, it is the replacement of on hand practices. A practical route is to
begin with assessments, then work on modifying and revising the content and skills
(Jacobs, 2010, p.18). Jacobs has also highlighted three dimensions for revising or
updating the current status of content within a discipline:


to what extent the content choices are out-of-date and unneeded



what content choices are best fitting and essential for learners within discipline



are the interdisciplinary content choices rich, expected, and precise.
(Jacobs, 2010, p.34)
In fact, content, skills, and assessment are three basic elements of a curriculum.
Each element needs to be revised for relevance and aligned for consistency (Jacobs,
2010, p.20; (Nias, Southworth & Campbell, 2005, p.53). Whereas Nichols et al (2006,
p.6) informed that management of the curriculum requires “three major processes: needs
assessment, planning and design, and implementation”.
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Begin with
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And revisit with a new
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Planning and Design
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Development Cycle
Comprehensive
Assessment Plan
Scope and Sequence
Curriculum Guides

Then move on to
Implementation
Material Selection
Assessment Design
Staff Development
Data Use & Program
Evaluation

Figure: 2.2 The Curriculum Management Model
Source: Nichols et al. (2006, p.7)
Pratt (1994) discussed that as standard; conducting a needs assessment prior to
developing a curriculum is strongly desirable. Therefore, it is not essential to develop a
new curriculum always as, the process of needs assessment supports with evidences that
existing curriculum is working satisfactorily sound and only trivial changes are needed
(p.56).
Defranco, Abbott & Ali (2005) acknowledged that various philosophical
approaches have shaped and developed the field of curriculum and have influenced the
process curriculum development. Ornstein and Hunkins (2004 as cited in Defranco et al.,
2005) recommended five approaches: behavioral, managerial systems, academic,
humanistic, and the re-conceptualist.
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One of the oldest approach, based on logics, and means – end processes, is a
behavioral approach. Rather it is a plan, based on specified elements: goals and
objectives, contents, and learning outcomes (ends). Main proponents of this approach are
Franklin Bobbitt, and Ralph Tyler (1949). They emphasis on a planned curriculum and
needs of learners. However, educational institutes are considered as an organization, in
managerial approach, which focus on the curriculum aspect related to supervision and
administration. Under this approach main focus is on the examination of the entire
educational system. The curriculum experts of this approach focus at macro level and do
not indulge in specific subjects. Whereas the academic approach (well known from 1930
to the 1950), gives attention to “analyzing and synthesizing major trends and concepts of
curriculum and focuses on “foundational topics”. However humanistic approach stresses
on the “artistic, physical, and cultural aspects of the subject matter”. John Dewey
supports this approach.. Curriculum under influence of this approach incorporates group
projects, field trips, independent studies, and cooperative learning.
Re-conceptualist approach is an extension of the humanistic approach and takes
curriculum as “an “open, interactive, communal conversation, (Thatcher, 1999)”.
Educational experts have not only signified the essence of curriculum
development but have also proposed essential patterns which serve as guidelines to action
and command the process.
2.3.3

Curriculum Development Processes (Model)
Taba (as cited in Oliva, 1997) stated that “ if one conceives of curriculum

development as a task requiring orderly thinking, one need to examine both the order in
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which decisions are made and the way in which they are made” (p.144). Therefore,
model helps out in understanding and conceptualizing the peculiar principles and
processes of curriculum development and develops greater efficiency and productivity
(Oliva, 1997). Generally, inductive models of curriculum development are non-linear
(adaptable), descriptive (including beliefs or principles, making decisions from among
alternatives),

incorporate a postmodern view of curriculum, being sequential and

naturalistic, begins with the development of curriculum materials and leading to
generalization such as Hilda Taba’s model (1962), Gerald Weinstein and Mario Fantini’s
humanistic model (1970), and Elliott Eisner’s Systemic-Aesthetic Model (1991). Decker
F. Walker, while proposing a descriptive model termed as naturalistic, included three
elements; platform, deliberation and design. Platform means belief and principles as
guiding principles which lead to deliberation, the process of making decision among
alternatives and deliberation in turn results curriculum design (Oliva, 1997, p.145;
Lunenburg, 2011). Conversely, deductive models of curriculum development are linear
and prescriptive (beginning, end and process of making decisions from among
alternatives).Prescriptive models suggest “what ought to be done”. Goals and objectives
are essential in classical and deductive models such as Ralph Tyler’s model (1949), the
Saylor, Alexander, and Lewis model. History of curriculum design is rich with
developmental models (both prescriptive and descriptive) i.e. George A Beauchamp’s
concept of curriculum engineering (1981), Carl Roger’s Interpersonal Relations model,
Robert M. Gagne’s selection of content, Mauritz Johnson’s model of Curricular and
Instructional Planning and Evaluation, the Saylor, Alexander, and Lewis’s model (1981),
Tyler’s model (1949), Hilda Taba’s Instructional Strategies model (1962), Gerald
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Weinstein and Mario Fantini’s humanistic model (1970), and Elliott Eisner’s SystemicAesthetic Model (1991), Decker F. Walker’s Naturalistic model, and curriculum
developmental models presented by Jerry J. Bellon and Janet R. Handler; Gils,
McCutchen, and Zechiel; Francis Hunkins; Posner and Rudnitsky; David Pratt;John
Miller and Wayne Seller; and Weldon Zenger and Sharon Zenger (Oliva, 1997, p.160).
An overview of few models of developing curriculum is presented below:
2.3.3.1 The Tyler Model (1949)
Tyler’s name is most famous in the realm of curriculum development. He presented
the classic rationalist view of curriculum (objective-driven curricula based on prespecified content and objectives) in 1949. Tyler, in his book “Basic Principles of
Curriculum and Instruction”; state-of-the-art summary of mid-century modern
curriculum design (Halvorson, 2011), mainly focused on four questions, rather than
eighteen produced in 1927 by Harold Rugg, as rationale for “viewing, analyzing and
interpreting the curriculum and instructional program of an educational institution”
(Tyler, 1949, p.1):
1. What are the objectives a school seeking to achieve?
2. Which experiences are being provided to achieve pre-determined objectives?
3. How can these educational experiences be effectively organized?, and
4. How is it determined that objective are being achieved.
(Schubert, 1986, p.171; Richard, 2001, p. 39; Denham, 2002; Dopson & Tas, 2004;
Dillon, 2009; Ladwig, 2009; Park, 2010; Halvorson, 2011; Gallagher & Wyse, 2013, p.
39-40)
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Tyler’s paradigm, a linear logical model of curriculum development based on the
objectivist paradigm (Vrasidas, 2000; Hlebowitsh, 2005; Westbury, 2005; Lunenburg,
2011), was originally written as course syllabus for Education 360, known as the Tyler’s
rationale (Schubert, 1986; Ladwig, 2009; Park, 2010), which he taught at university of
Chicago. Later on it is considered as the most widely cited book on curriculum and rated
as the most influential book on curriculum along with Dewey’s Democracy and
Education. Tyler himself acknowledge in an interview (1980b) that his curriculum
rational (1949) is a summary and synthesis of the early writer’s work on curriculum i.e.
Franklin Bobbit (1918, idea of test-driven curricula), W.W. Charters, John Dewey (1916,
1938), Boyd Bode (1927), Harold Rugg (1927), Henery Harap, L. Thomas Hopkins
(1927) (Schubert, 1986, pp.171-172; Hlebowitsh, 2005), and “logically consistent with
global understanding of what curriculum is”. Werner and Aoki (1980) described the
influence of Tyler’s book containing his rationale on curriculum design by suggesting
that “go through the ‘Table of Contents’ of a random sample of program development
texts on a library shelf” (p. 28). The book technologically is worth noticing and works as
a curriculum design, and is being used in designing curriculum across the globe. Pinar
(2010) observed this phenomenon and noted that Tyler’s rational set the stage for the
notion “no child left behind” during “the Bush-era legislation of the test-driven
curriculum” (Halvorson, 2011). Although, his work remain under numerous and harsh
criticism in the English-speaking world for half of the decade (Ladwig, 2009); in brief as
“Tylerian-based beliefs are an induction into error” (Halvorson, 2011), but in the manner
Tyler handled the questions (pointing out criteria and principles for decision) made his
work exceptional. The four essential questions are reformulated into the familiar four-
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step process for curriculum development: describing educational objectives, selecting,
and organizing “experiences,” and evaluation. The Tyler rationale is essentially an
expansion and clarification of these steps (Kliebard, 1970; Dopson & Tas, 2004). He
mainly focused on procedures by which these questions can be answered (Tyler, 1949,
p.51). Tyler’s perception heavily influenced with the educational ideas of Edward
Thorndike, and John Dewey. He adopted the approach to acknowledge “children's
interests” which can “serve as the focus of educational attention"(Denham, 2002).
Sometimes he is referred as the father of behavioral objectives. Tyler precisely identified
what he believed by focusing on “stating objectives”, encompassing two aspects: the
patterns of the behavior to be exhibited by the learner, and the specification of the content
for which the behavior is to be shown (Park, 2010).
Tyler model gives special attention to the planning phase in a curriculum
development; it mainly focuses on specific objectives for selecting educational tools. This
comprehensive model proposed by Tyler is comprised of various parts which gives
special attention to the selection of objectives (Oliva 1997, p.145; Dopson & Tas, 2004).
2.3.3.1.1 Selection of Educational Objectives
Tyler proposed the data collection for developing objectives to be gathered from
three major sources; the students, the contemporary life and the subject matter (Oliva,
1997, p.145; Kliebard, 1970; Dopson & Tas, 2004). The objective of studying child is to
find out child’s interest, the problems he encounters and to enquire the purpose he has in
mind. He also interested to probe the relatedness of learning with issues of society and
contemporary life (Denham, 2002; Halvorson, 2011).
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2.3.3.1.1.1 Students as Source
Tyler proposed the data collection for researchers to analyze the needs and
interests of the students in order to determine the objectives which is “less strained and
more analytical” than subject matter. He assumed that “education is a process of
changing behavior patterns of people” and “a study of the learners themselves would seek
to identify needed changes in behavior patterns of the students”. He identified two step
processes to identify learner’s needs (as gaps between the existing and the preferred
state): firstly, to probe the present status of the students, and secondly, evaluating this
status on acceptable norms since “concept of need has no meaning without a set of
norms” (Kliebard, 1970; Dopson & Tas, 2004; Halvorson, 2011). Tyler suggested the
data to collect by interviewing the students and proposed techniques like questionnaires
and tests to be conducted in order for the curriculum developer to identify a set of
potential objectives (Oliva, 1997, p.145).
2.3.3.1.1.2 Society as Source
Suggestions by Tyler give reasons to believe that studying the society as a whole
and the local community can be a strong determinant in formulating objectives for
curriculum development. He proposed that by dividing the aspect of life into sub groups
like health, family, recreation and vocation can help in further developing potential needs
of objectives. This can lead to elaborate sets of needs and objectives in a social aspect
(Dopson & Tas, 2004; Halvorson, 2011).
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2.3.3.1.1.3 Subject Matter as Source
Tyler’s model proposed that an intricate consideration in the subject matter itself
can also lead to develop instructional goals and objectives that can give a curriculum
developer elaborate insight into the disciplines as a whole. Tyler’s Model further
proposed screening processes in order to eliminate all the unimportant and contradictory
objectives. According to Kliebard (1970) “subject matter is mainly one of several means
by which one fulfills individual needs”.
Tyler asserted that the objective formulation after retrieving the above three
sources must be filtered using two screens i.e. philosophical Screen (an acceptable
educational philosophy to determines the nature and scope of the objectives) and
psychological filtration (Oliva, 1997, p.146, Kliebard, 1970; Dopson & Tas, 2004;
Halvorson, 2011)
2.3.3.1.2

Philosophical Screen:

Tyler urged the teachers of particular schools to determine an educational and
social philosophy, further outlining as set of values. He talked about the formulation of an
educational social philosophy where he embodied schools as per the social and
educational philosophy to which it is committed. He personified the schools so that the
curriculum developers can extract a list of general objectives from the faculty’s agreed
upon philosophy. Educational Philosophy will define “a good life and a good society”
and will serve in screening attainable objectives (Tyler, 1949, p.34; Oliva, 1997, p.146;
Halvorson, 2011).
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2.3.3.1.3

Psychological Screen

In the psychological screen that Tyler has devised the teachers have to clarify the
principles of learning that they believe to be sound. According to Tyler, devising a
Psychology of Learning not only helps in identifying definite findings but also involves a
unified formulation which helps to outline the nature of learning process.
The Tyler’s Model is expanded by adding in further steps in the planning process
after carefully examining some specific instructional objectives. Expansion include three
more steps in curriculum planning: selection, organization and evaluation of learning
experiences (Oliva, 1997, p.147; Dopson & Tas, 2004; Halvorson, 2011)
2.3.3.1.4

Selection and Organization of Learning Experiences

After stating the objective, the next critical step is selecting and organizing the
learning experience as the means to achieve the outcome. According to Tyler’s rationale,
organized experiences “reinforce and produce a cumulative effect” (Halvorson, 2011).
The learning experience is considered as the amalgamation of the “perceptions, interests,
and previous experience of the student” (Kliebard, 1970; Dopson & Tas, 2004). The
statement of objectives provides foundation of selection and organization of experiences.
‘Organization” is an important element because it influences the effectiveness of
instruction and the extent to which “major educational changes are brought”. Tyler
(1945/ 1975) identified principles for “selection of learning experiences” as the learning
experiences provide the students:


the opportunity to perform according to the stated objective



the satisfaction and motivation



an activity as per the student’s capability to perform
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ability to identify the desirable and undesirable experiences
(Park, 2010)
Organization of experiences demands three aspects to be catered: Continuity,
sequence, and integration of the expected behavior to develop a “unified world picture”
(Tyler, 1949; Denham, 2002; Park, 2010).
2.3.3.1.5

Evaluation

The process of evaluation is certainly a process of determining the degree of
achievement of educational objectives and matching it with realistic and behavioral
objectives with targeted ends or intended outcomes. According to Tyler’s rationale the
evaluation is as an integrated notion and “as one of describing and of applying criteria of
excellence to the activity itself” (Tyler, 1949, p. 105; Kliebard, 1970; Dopson & Tas,
2004; Park, 2010). The process of evaluation helps in identifying inadequacies and
suggests improvement and expansions but Tyler asserts that evaluation should be
sensitive to the uniqueness of the individuals being assessed (Denham, 2002).
Kliebard stated that rationality is the key stone of Tyler’s rationale. Tyler’s
Rationale stands on Taylor’s (1911) principles of scientific management and on Rugg’s
earlier outline of curriculum making tasks. It is a highly logical framework for
developing a curriculum (Halvorson, 2011). Goodlad remarked as “Tyler put the
capstone on an age of curriculum inquiry" (Kliebard, 1970; Dopson & Tas, 2004).
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Figure 2.3 The Tyler model of curriculum development
Source: Oliva, 1997, p.149; Dopson & Tas, 2004
2.3.3.2

The Taba Model
Taba took on the grass root or bottom-up approach (Krull, 2003; Oliva, 1997,

p.149). Unlike Tyler’s rational (1949), she proposed that the curriculum should be
decided upon by the teachers. According to her the teachers should begin the process by
creating tools for specific teaching learning units rather than initially focusing on
developing a curriculum design (Oliva, 1997, p.150).
Taba presented an adaptable model of curriculum renewal and revitalization based
on mutual efforts of practicing and professional teachers, educational administrators and
researchers. Her curriculum model covers a range of significant topics i.e. aims and goals
of education, the selection of the content, the procedure of organizing learning,
development of school, and evaluation. Many modern curriculum theories are founded on
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general principles and ideas of curriculum design proposed by Hilda Taba. Her ideas on
curriculum development are considered as a psychological expansion of Tyler’s
curriculum rationale (Laanemets & Kalamees-Ruubel, 2013). Taba’s transformation of
Tyler’s Rationale is important, because her technical-logical development of Tyler’s
ideas illustrated the context further and turned up with Schwab’s (1969) “The Practical:
A Language for Curriculum” (Halvorson, 2011). Hilda Taba is well- known as an
outstanding American educator and curriculum theorist and there are “over 100 recent
articles and monographs referring to the work of Taba in the ERIC database”. Many ideas
underlying Taba’s curriculum model significantly influenced curriculum developers
during the 1960s and early 1970s (Krull, 2003).
Taba introduced a five step sequences following on an inductive approach for
developing a curriculum rather than the commonly used deductive approach starting with
specifics rather than working down towards the specifics.
Halvorson (2011) stated that “for Taba, curriculum design was a comprehensive
“organization” of curricular elements and the “organizational” requirements of
implementing these elements”.
According to Taba model following are the five step sequence for developing a
curriculum; her preliminary focus is on the demand for education in a particular society
rather than objectives (Oliva, 1997, pp.148-151; Laanemets & Kalamees-Ruubel, 2013),
according to her it is unreal and unfeasible “to set up rigid general goals of education
from which more precise and specified objectives would be derived for a tangible plan
(Krull, 2003).
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2.3.3.2.1

Producing Pilot Units

Identifying each pilot unit Taba introduced eight-step sequence for developing the
curriculum.
2.3.3.2.1.1 Diagnosis of Needs
According to the first step Taba proposed that the curriculum developers must
undergo an analysis of objectives by diagnosing the needs of the current students. She
emphasized on an elaborate diagnosis of all the deficiencies and gaps in the already
developed structure of curriculum.
2.3.3.2.1.2 Formulation of Objectives
The second step sequence proposed by Taba after having diagnosed the needs
follows a need to identify specific objectives of what a curriculum is supposed to achieve.
She used the terms goals and objectives interchangeably in this context. Objectives as
foundation step serves in consistent focusing on curriculum, establishing criteria for the
selection of content and learning experiences, and guiding and directing evaluation of
learning outcomes (Oliva, 1997, p.150; Lunenburg, 2011).
2.3.3.2.1.3 Selection of Content
The third step sequence proposed by Taba after the formulation of objectives is
the selection of content based on the objectives. Objectives serve as a stream line for
selecting the content of study for any curriculum development. Moreover, the content
should also be relevant, valid and provide sufficient significance in regards to the
curriculum development.
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2.3.3.2.1.4 Organization of Content
The fourth step as per sequence proposed by Taba, the selection of content is
followed by the organization of content. Organization of the contents also includes the
understanding of the level of academic achievement and sequence of subject matter,
which in turns requires knowledge of learners’ maturity and their readiness to confront
the subject matter.
2.3.3.2.1.5 Selection of Learning Experiences
The fifth step sequence proposed by Taba after the organization of the content is
the selection of learning experience; it proposes that the selection of technique for
adoption of a particular teaching methodology should be decided by the curriculum
developer.
2.3.3.2.1.6 Organization of Learning Activities
The sixth step sequence proposed by Taba after the selection of learning
experiences is the organization of learning experiences. Taba proposed that learning
activities should be organized by teacher in a manner that best suites learners. She also
emphasized that various teaching methodologies can be adapted and combined keeping in
view the needs of learners.
2.3.3.2.1.7 Determination of What to Evaluate and the Ways of Doing it
The seventh step as per sequence proposed by Taba is the most important aspect
of the determination of what to evaluate and of the ways and means of doing it. The
instructor must select from a variety of techniques and appropriate means for assessing
the achievements of the students.
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2.3.3.2.1.8 Checking for Balance and Sequence
The eight step sequence proposed by Taba after evaluating the ways and means
for achieving the objectives is checking for balance and sequence. Taba advised the
curriculum developers to investigate if there is consistency among the various parts for
the teaching-learning units for proper flow of the learning experiences.

2.3.3.2.2

Testing Experimental Units

Taba further proposed that since these efforts have been made to create such a
curriculum pertaining to all the subject matter and the pilot units and keeping in
consideration the fact that the teachers themselves have come up with the objectives by
determining the relevant needs and after establishing the validity and teach-ability of the
developed curriculum.

2.3.3.2.3

Revising and Consolidating

The decided objectives, content and teaching methodology along with classroom
activities further require revision in regards to the context of compatibility with the
students’ needs and abilities. Amalgamations with the structure of units and the selection
of content and the learning activities should be customized as per the requirements of
each particular class.
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Figure 2.4 Hilda Taba’s conception of curriculum development
Source: Lunenburg, 2011
2.3.3.2.4

Developing a Framework

Taba recommended that once sufficient numbers of structures of pilot units are
constructed then the next step that should be followed is to spectrum in context to validity
and appropriateness of the developed sequence.

2.3.3.2.5

Installing and Disseminating New Units

Once the objectives are identified and a framework is decided, the teachers should
be given appropriate training to operate with them.
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2.3.3.3

The Saylor, Alexander and Lewis Model
In order to understand the concept of curriculum development, the definition of

curriculum and curriculum planning must be understood. Curriculum is defined as a set
of plan which provides people opportunity to learn and grow. Furthermore the scope of a
curriculum plan is not restrained to just a document but it is rather a diverse approach
comprising of various components of different proportions of curriculum. Following is a
brief account on the proposed model (Oliva, 1997, pp.151-153):

2.3.3.3.1

Goals, Objectives and Domains

The model proposed by Saylor, Alexander and Lewis supports the ideology that
curriculum

must first develop a strong understanding of the educational goals and

specific objectives under four major domains which support the learning techniques
adopted by many curriculum developers. The main variants in the context of curriculum
development are personal development, social competence, persistent learning skills and
specialization. Once the curriculum developers have decided upon the goals and
objectives they move on towards the designing of the structure of the curriculum. Once
the structure of curriculum is decided then it is designed keeping different aspects in view
such as standards of a social institution or alignment of the proposed design of the
curriculum with academic discipline or needs and interests of the students.
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Figure 2.5: Saylor, Alexander, and Lewis’s conception of the curriculum planning
process (Source: Oliva, 1997, p.152)
2.3.3.3.2

Instructional Modes

Saylor, Alexander and Lewis proposed that after the goals, objectives and
domains are decided, teachers are supposed to develop instructional objectives and
strategies to achieve those objectives in order to implement the curriculum along with the
proposed objectives, standards and benchmarks.
2.3.3.3.3

Evaluation

The curriculum planners participate in the evaluation process. The main idea of
this step is to evaluate the educational plan, the process of evaluation and its
implementation. This will help the curriculum planners to align the goals and objectives
(Oliva, 1997, pp.151-153).
2.3.3.4

The Oliva Model
Peter F. Oliva (1976) proposed a model of curriculum that consisted of a criteria

based on three main features: simple, comprehensive and systematic. Comparatively, this
model is equipped with most essential components which can be custom designed in
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ways, to expand a curriculum into an extended model by adding marginal variants in
terms of curriculum development. As Oliva (1997) mentions that this model proposes
twelve components that can be added to it in order to create an extended model out of it
(pp.155-158):
2.3.3.4.1 The Twelve Components
The model proposed by Oliva (1976) guides the curriculum developers through
various steps from designing a curriculum till the evaluation of it.
This model is divided into two major phases that are the planning phase and the
operational phase.
The initial component, that is Component I, is the start of the process. This is the
point at which the curriculum developers plan the aims and objectives of the education,
learning experiences, philosophical and the psychological principles which are generated
through the need analysis from the students and the people from the society. This
component holds similarity to Tyler’s screening.
Component II in the model proposed by Oliva focuses mainly on the requirement
of the needs analysis keeping in mind the community in which the schools are located
and the suitable content for particular subjects. According to Oliva a close study of
Component I and Component II leads to the fact that the Component I mainly focuses on
the needs of students and the society in general whereas the Component II focuses on the
needs in terms of particular students and their particular needs prevailing in a particular
society.
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The Component III and Component IV deals with the needs and objectives as
identified in Component I and Component II and connecting them with specified
curricular goals beliefs and needs.
The Component V basically develops an organized path way to implement the
curriculum and to further formulate a pathway to establish a structure for the curriculum.
Components VI and VII proposes that Instructional Objectives should be
developed to achieve educational objectives kept in the curriculum
After developing specific instructional goals the next step for the curriculum
developers is Component VIII to develop a Lesson Plan that is to establish instructional
strategies. This is followed by the initial step of Component IX that is developing modes
of assessment of the student’s performance.
The curriculum planners then analyze various techniques in order for
implementation of the curriculum. This further leads to the Component X which provides
the planner with the opportunity to refine, add to and complete the selection of means
through which the evaluation can be done.
Furthermore, Component XI is the process of evaluating instructions. Component
XII is the last step of evaluation that completes the evaluation process thus completing
the curriculum program as a whole.
2.3.3.5

Weinstein and Fantini: Humanistic Model
Weinstein and Fantini (1970) connected socio-psychological aspects with

cognition to better deal with learner’s problems and concerns. They adopted an inductive
approach for organization of the curriculum and proposed a notion of “relevant content”
from traditional content.
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Initial step in this model is to identify learners’ common characteristics i.e. age,
grade level, and cultural and ethnic characteristics. They believed that learners are taught
in groups. Therefore, knowledge of general characteristics and interests is a precondition
to differentiate and diagnose individual problems.
Second step is to determine learner’s concern (including needs and interests, selfconcepts and self-image), and assessing the reasons of these concerns.
Next step is “diagnosis” which helps in developing relevant strategies for instruction
aligned with these concerns. Fourth step is “organizing ideas”, in which teacher select the
themes and topics around learners’ concerns (needs and interest), rather than on the
demands of subject matter. They further proposed that the content organization
encompasses three principles as vehicles:


life experiences of the learners,



learners’ attitudes and feelings



learners’ living the social context
After that they focus on learning skills along with self-awareness skills and personal
skills. They view learning skills as the basic skills which enhances learner’s ability to
cope up with their environment. These skills would make them able to synchronize with
content vehicles, and problem solving skills in different subject areas.
Subsequently, they recommend developing Teaching procedures to persuade learning
skills aligned with their learning styles, content vehicles, and organizing ideas.
Lastly, evaluation of outcomes of curriculum is proposed in terms of behavioral
objectives (cognitive and affective objectives). This evaluation component of Weinstein
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and Fantini’s model is similar to the prescriptive model however they adopt a descriptive
approach rather than prescriptive (Lunenburg, 2011).

Content Vehicle

Outcomes

Teaching Procedures

Attitude
feelings

Learning Skills

Organizing Ideas

Diagnosis

Concerns

Learners

Life
experience

Social
context

Figure 2.6: Designing the curriculum—Weinstein and Fantini’s humanistic model
Source: Lunenburg, 2011
2.3.3.6

Elliott Eisner: Systemic-Aesthetic Model
Eisner (1991) proposed a “systemic and dimensional” view of curriculum

development model. His model encompasses “behavioral principles with aesthetic
components”. Moreover, he described five dimensions of his model: (a) intentional, (b)
structural, (c) curriculum, (d) pedagogical, and (e) evaluative
The intentional dimension refers to analyze “what really matters in schools; the
intentions, the features of teaching, evaluation practices, and the nature of workplace”
(Lunenburg, 2011).
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The structural dimension focuses on “how schools are structured; defining
different roles, and allocation of time. An understanding of structure promotes
“facilitating and constraining educational opportunities”.
The structure of the curriculum further signifies the design of curriculum through
taking decisions about three aspects; content, skills development, and means for
interacting between students and the program.
The Pedagogical dimension refers to the development of quality teaching, as a
primary concern. Eisner viewed teaching as a performing art which requires scrutiny,
assistance, and support
The Evaluative dimension refers to define, in rational terms that “what really
matters for students and teachers” and how well we and our students are”. Evaluation
dimension determines and ensures the quality of the whole developmental processes.
(Lunenburg, 2011).
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Figure 2.7: Designing the curriculum—Eisner’s systemic-aesthetic model.
Source: Lunenburg, 2011.
2.3.4 Curriculum Concerns for a Religious Education
Introducing Islam as a subject within core curriculum and looking for a right
balance between the dichotomous subject (secular and religious) is a great deal of
concern for teachers, academicians and curriculum developers. It is also noted that a
restricted

structure

of

religious

curriculum

causes

a

serious

problem

of

compartmentalizing the thoughts of the learners that student can pose religious questions
only in class with specific time and place, however, teaching religion in academics is to
equip them with the knowledge they need for the rest of their life (Sanjakdar, 2001;
Niyozov & Memon, 2011). This remained the problem with Muslim educators that they
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had been taught the “fact about Islam” but did not address the challenge of “being
Muslim”, against the goal of Islamic education which is to teach children about being
Muslim (Tauhidi, 1995).
In contrast to the contemporary dimensions of knowledge, Al-Hudawi, Musah and
Hamdan (2014) proposed five dimensions of knowledge in Islamic World view and In
Islamic framework which are: 1. The Faith Dimension 2. The Knowledge Dimension
3.The Virtue Dimension 4. The Psycho-Social Dimension

5. The Civilization

Dimension. They emphasized for the institutions to put collective efforts in regard to
develop such a framework. Therefore the incorrect selection of the content of education
and curriculum will not be efficient to groom a well disciplined personality (Baba &
Zayed, 2015). Mark (2004) suggested that curriculum should be developed and designed
aligned with the true understanding of human nature particularly spiritual aspects and
nature of knowledge. Therefore, the independence of the subjects or discipline requires
the guiding spirit of religion to achieve purpose and direction (Mark, 2004).
With respect to the curriculum, the foundations of the subject of Islamic Studies,
is laid down on the Islamic Philosophy of Education and it requires an integrative and
comprehensive approach. The concept of stability including a variety of aspects of
emotion, spiritual, intuition and imagination of individual also encompasses Islamic
Philosophy of Education (Hassan, Abiddin, & Ahmad, 2011).
2.3.4.1 Rationale and Significance of the Proposed Themes for Survey
In academia, the objective of the inclusion of Islamic Studies as a compulsory or
core course is to keep Muslim students aware and remind them about what deen -e- Islam
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demands from them to meet with the challenge of a true believer. Similarly, in globalized
circumstances, the subject is tagged with strategic significance. If the subject is taught
well, it can lead to a vision for peaceful co-existence. Islamic Studies is a conscious and
systematic effort to understand Islamic religion and related aspects such as its doctrines,
teachings, history, daily practices, and systems of worship etc. More succinctly, “Islamic
studies” is an umbrella term for the Islamic sciences ('Ulum al-din; a broad set of
knowledge about deen- e- Islam). The Holy Quran is the most sacred book of Allah
revealed on the Prophet Muhammad (SAWW). In this sense, Quran and Islam are
significantly related to each other. Pertinent to the fact, Islamic education is exceptionally
different from other types of educational theories and practices largely because of the allencompassing influence of the Qur’an. The Qur’an serves as a comprehensive blueprint
for both the individual and society and as the primary source of knowledge.

In the subject of Islamic Studies some of the themes from which diverse topics
and sub themes could be derived include: Tawhid (the study of faith on unseen in Islam),
Fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence; it includes lbadah (worship) and Mu'amalat (all
encompassing human dealings), Tahdhib (a broad spectrum on teaching of morals based
on the Qur'an and Sunnah), Sirah or Tarikh (the study of the historical development of
Islam; the life of the prophet (SAWW) and the leadership of the four orthodox caliphs,
and the contributions of Muslims to the world civilization ), and Hidayah (the study of
the scriptures which includes the teaching of the Qur'an and Hadith (Olawale, 2013;
Hassan, Abiddin, & Ahmad, 2011; Mark, 2004; Baba & Zayed, 2015; Al-Hudawi, Musah
and Hamdan, 2014). Also internationally, the endeavors on Islamization of knowledge
particularly, the sixth conference in South Africa (1996) which worked on the
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development of syllabuses for Muslim schools, and drafting curriculum guidelines for
primary and secondary stages of education (Dangor, 2005),

shaped the core or

compulsory courses of Islamic studies in local context. Besides, extensive
recommendations for religious education in educational policies of Islamic Republic of
Pakistan reveal the core areas of study about Islam for compulsory courses of Islamic
studies (National Educational Policy, 2009). Text books are taken as the principle study
materials aligned with the curriculum, which are issued by authorized Text Book Boards
and approved by the curriculum wing within the ministry of education, government of
Pakistan. The study of all these archival records encompass about six core areas of
Islamic knowledge generally, included in the existing compulsory courses of Islamic
Studies from grade III to XII. These areas of knowledge are: the study of the sacred text
(recitation, memorization, and translation), the study of faith in Islam, worship, sirah (the
study of the life of prophet (SAWW), selective study of morals based on the Qur'an and
Sunnah, and a brief profile introduction of few eminent Muslim personalities. However,
at undergraduate level (XIV) the similar core contents further extended to the study of
Quran and science, Islamic jurisprudence, social and economic systems of Islam and
Islamic civilization and history; extended from the life of prophet (SAWW) to Muslim
Abbasid’s period (see chapter four for details) by Higher Education Commission (HEC).
HEC has been empowered to revise curriculum in all subjects for grade XII upwards.

Pratt (1994) considered that learners are the most obvious clients of a curriculum
and understanding learner’s present status ((learners’ characteristics; background
knowledge in the subject material, level of intellectual and social development, and
motivation level) is a pre- requisite in planning a curriculum (p.40, Lattuca & Stark,
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2009, p.145). Moreover, designing a course requires understanding “what students’
priorities are” (Donald, 2006, p.53). Lattuca & Stark (2009) further stated that the
intellectual (cognitive) development is linked with students’ emotions and attitudes.
These emotions or motivation is the determining factor of conceptual change. Conceptual
change learning refers to the “integration of new information into memory”, and
“restructuring of existing knowledge” (Pintrich, Marx, Boyle, 1993; Sinatra, 2005).
Therefore, learners’ thinking is influenced by their intentions, goals, purposes, and beliefs
(Pintrich et al., 1993). Moreover, two factors affect concept change: cognitive processing
and emotional investment; students must have interest in the topic at hand and personal
characteristic or need of that information, a change process in turn guide educator to
establish a environment which would ensure students engagement with multiple
perspectives, because knowledge is assimilated by students when they extend, expand,
and refine existing concepts (Dole & Sinatra, 1998).

The topics of Islamic studies proposed for engineering program in the current
study are comprehensively aligned with the core of the subject matter of Islamic studies,
and with the educational policies of Islamic Republic of Pakistan (National Education
Policy, 2009). Also, the proposed contents are aligned with the broader themes included
in the approved core courses of Islamic Studies for engineering program by Higher
Education Commission of Pakistan. Several factors were considered while the topics of
Islamic Studies were proposed for needs assessment: learners’ characteristics, learner’s
background knowledge in the subject material (Islamic studies), level of intellectual
(cognitive) development, and motivation level. Various selective sub-topics under
thirteen themes were proposed, which at one end probe respondents’ interest towards the
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existing contents while on the other, it seek respondents’ endorsement of the new
proposed themes. Although these themes are not new within the realm of subject but
remain unknown to the existing practice of designing compulsory courses of Islamic
Studies.

Religion remains to be a force shaping and instilling identity and behavior and
developing attributes such as better adjustment ability in life and its condition (Slattery,
2006; Taves, 2010; McGuire, 1917; Webster, Buckley, Jensen, & Thomas, 2011; Post,
2013; Webster et al., 2011; Barnes, 2007, 2008; Kay, 2005; Newton & Newton, 2006;
Sail, 2013; Dawood, 2014; Bloch, 2008; Kuran‐Burçoğlu, 2011; Hashim & Abdallah,
2013). The objective of first theme “the role of religion in human life” is to broaden
learner’s horizon about the spectrum of religion and its implications in life. The
suggested theme is never being observed in the existing contents of Islamic studies at any
academic level.
The second proposed theme is “the fundamental beliefs of Islam”; beliefs are
fundamental in every religion which affects every aspect of ongoing stages of life
irrespective of the time (El-Menouar, 2014; Bell & Lugo, 2013; Meer & Mir, 2014; AbdAllah, 2012). It is also noted that fundamental beliefs are mandatory part of the
compulsory courses of Islamic Studies. In contrast to the traditional stance on beliefs
which is mainly on describing beliefs, the proposed theme shifted the trend towards what
is disapproved as per the religious beliefs, and interplay of the same in human life either
professional or personal level.
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The study of sire (biography of the Prophet (S.A.W.W.)) in purview of the social
and professional dynamics and developing skills proposed under theme three “Teachers
and Leaders”.

The study of the life of the holy prophet of Islam is essential to

understand and to practice Islam (Warner, 2010; Ahmed & Ogunsola, 2011; Ishak , 2011;
Ali, 2009; Marbun, 2013; Almoharby & Neal, 2013; Wan Daud et al. 2014; Najmi, 1997;
Munir, 2009; Qureshi & Lodhi, 2011; Qa’im, 2012). With this objective, the inclusion of
biography of the Holy Prophet (SAWW) remains an essential element of the courses of
Islamic Studies either compulsory or at advanced levels. Additionally, the trend of this
theme is shifted from “introducing history only” to the study of significant skills and
traits of a professional in the light of Sunnah.

Teachings of any religion originate from the sacred written text and sources. In case
of Islam, these sources are the holy Qur’an and Hadith. Islamic sciences are pertinent to
three disciplines: knowledge originating from religious sources – Qur’an and Sunnah are
of prime importance (Khoshkhu, 2012; Thawaqib, 2012; Faruqi, 2006, 2007; Furlow,
2005; Shah, 2011; Fahimi-Tabar, 2015). The translation and explanation of holy text
from Qur’an and the holy sayings and words of the holy prophet of Islam (SAWW)
remain another essential feature of the courses of Islamic studies. Seemingly, the
significance of the knowledge area in the core subject and the characteristics of the
learners; they are more concerned to discuss scientific aspects addressed in the religion,
another theme “Teaching and Authority” was proposed under two concepts i.e. scientific
approach of Qur’anic teachings, and an understanding of the link between Quran and
Hadith: examples and case studies.
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The primary signs of Islam are: worship, basic Islamic practices, the five pillars of
Islam, the central religious rituals aligned with the statements of belief, which are
accepted by Muslims across the world. These are observed as a significant knowledge
area across all stages of the academic discipline (El-Menouar, 2014; Abdullah &Suhaib,
2011; Clingingsmith, 2008; Benthall, 1999). The objective of theme five “concept and
forms of worship” was to confirm the relevance of theme for engineering programs.
The next theme was proposed under the “Religion, Family and Community”. The
objective is to introduce Islam’s stance on gender’s role for the establishment of a healthy
society and how they contribute to building a healthy nation. The topic “status of
women” is a traditional view towards the role of women in society seeking Islam’s stance
on it, however, other are newly presented to the respondents seeking their views on it,
and these may not address the purview of Islamic studies academically. This may
possibly be a socio-religious aspect of society. And Pakistan is seriously facing the
dilemma of gender inequality (Orgocka, 2004; Rafi, 2015; Hasan 2015; “Criminal
Advances”, 2014; Sethna, 2014; Syed, 2014). The topics cover Islam and gender roles;
gender mixing at work place and in society, sexual harassment, and the importance of
family life as a foundation of society.
Moral and ethical education has now become a topic of interest in the fields of
psychology and education (Selo et al., 2015). Moreover, the greatest objective of ethics
or morality in Islam is to accomplish and establish justice and welfare of the whole
creation (Mohamed, 2012). Therefore, Islam regards ethics as an essential factor for
building individual, communities and societies either personally or professionally
(Hameed, 2009, Sattar, 2014).
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Acknowledging that Islam regards ethics as an essential factor of human
development either personal or professional, theme seven under “ethics, good behavior
and profession in Islam” is proposed. The proposed theme is different from the traditional
stance in the sense that moral values of Islam are discussed in the core courses of Islamic
studies at earlier academic stages. These were discussed in a more general manner, but
were never presented aligned with the ethical professional concerns in the light of Islam.
Moreover, the study of professional ethics is usually not included in the core courses of
Islamic Studies approved by Higher Education Commission of Pakistan. The proposed
theme at one end deals with the conception of morality and ethics in Islam; on the other
hand, it promotes the understanding of personal ethics and mutual or community ethics at
work place and dealing with human resources.
Punishments impose a deterrent effect. The proposed theme eight “Islamic
Punishments (Hudood) and their Implications” has never been introduced in any of the
core subjects of Islamic studies at any academic level. Research studies approve the
significance of the concept of punishments for the ethical implications. Also “religious
beliefs in supernatural punishment mechanism serve as the development of cooperation
in human with multiple advantages. More accurately “the fear of God” is an “immensely
successful technique of persuading people to collaborate and cooperate”. The concept of
punishment serves as a rehabilitation mechanism for offenders, also reduces the level of
aggression (Spalek & El-Hassan, 2007; O'Connor, 2002; Reinstein et al., 2006; Johnson
& Krüger, 2004).
Interfaith Dialogue is an emerging term for basic principle of Dawah and Tabligh; an
essential responsibility of a Muslim individual and community at large. Dialogue is a
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conversation between the adherents of different religions to come up with the mutual
respect and understanding of religious sentiments in a globalised perspective. Since these
professionals would have to work in a pluralistic society; living in religious isolation in
the age of globalization for professionals seems impossible. The objective of the
proposed theme is to equip Muslim engineers to deal with conflict resolution techniques
with the paradigm of religion Islam (Forde, 2013; Takim, 2004; Yousif, 2000; Habib,
2010; Sanaullah, 2014; “Unitarian Universalists and Islam”, 2008; “Initiative for
Interfaith Dialogue”, 2011; Bell & Lugo; 2013; Kuran‐Burçoğlu, 2011; “Road to
Religious Harmony”, 2015; Rafi, 2015; Berger, 2010)
Environmental ethics, the objective of the next proposed theme, was to educate
Muslim engineers about environmental sensitivity within the realm of religion.
Researches approved that environmental ethics or education falls within the realm of
religious institution (Mohamed, 2012; Akhtar, 1996; Qur’an 30:41; Qur’an 14:32-33;
Cisse, 2008; Bagader et al., 1994; Jickling, 2005). The ethical foundations for the safety
of environment fall under the principle of “no injury” and this is of prime concern to a
Muslim engineer while benefitting with the environment, and Islam being a religion of
nature preserves nature. The proposed theme never remained a concern of academia at
any level in the paradigm of core courses of Islamic Studies.
Although, the understanding of Islamic Economic System has been included in the
proposed list of Higher Education Commission but it only presents a broader
understanding at theoretical level. At other levels of education, most of the time the text
from the Holy Qur’an about the concept of lawful earning is shared but it never specifies
as to what makes any business dealing unlawful and how it can be avoided. Since
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engineering is a unique profession in the sense that after four years of academic study an
individual becomes a member of the professional field, it seems to be more relevant to
equip them with what is unlawful and how the business practices may turn into a void or
impermissible practices (Al-Ajmi, Abo Hussain, & Al-Saleh, 2009; Wan Daud et al.
2014; Khraim, 2010; Dusuki, 2008; Naser, Jamal & Al-Khatib, 1999; Chong & Liu,
2009; Karim, 2001; Shukor & Jamal, 2013; Dawani, 2015).
Nothing is without the concept of management. It’s an emerging skill for
professionals having diversified aspects (Abbasi, Rehman and Bibi, 2010; Abbasi et al,
2011; Lam & Chin, 2005; Branine & Pollard, 2010; Dar & Presley, 2000; Channar et
al., 2015). The objective of proposing the concept of management in Islam is to introduce
Muslim engineers with the significant role of Islamic management principles in
developing ethical organizational culture. The theme has never been proposed in
designing core courses of Islamic Studies for engineering program. However, the sacred
sources of religious teachings, Qur’an and Sunnah emphasize on the concept of
management (Siti & Mahazan, 2014; Branine & Pollard, 2010; Zaman et al., 2013;
Ashtankar, 2015).
Establishment of a healthy community is paramount in Islam and becoming more
crucial with the developing time (Qur’an, 49:13, 49:9; Shomali, 2015; Schmeets & Riele,
2010). Traditionally, the approved topics under theme “social system of Islam” revolve
around most generic topics i.e. basic concepts of Islam, elements of family, ethical values
of Islam. Therefore, the proposed theme focused on the value and importance of social
interaction, significance of the principle of preaching and guidance, unity of ummah in
local and global context, and cultural diversity and social cohesion. These concepts may
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guide Muslim professionals in team building and developing cohesive workplaces with
all those people having varied socio-religious perspectives.
These thirteen themes further passed through the approved research validation
protocols (see chapter 3 for details).
2.4

Needs Assessment – an Essential and Initial Stage towards Development
There is an agreement among experts that any initiative to bring improvement

towards human learning, training, and performance, educational planning and
development should commence with needs assessment. At times, it is considered as a
research and evaluation activity proposes to determine a community’s service needs, and
utilization pattern, or to establish priorities, or to identify gaps (Kaufman & English,
1979; Kaufman & Stakenas, 1981; Myers, 1988; Pratt, 1994, p.37; Leigh, Watkins, Platt
& Kaufman, 2000; Seel & Dijkstra, 2004, pp.131-134; Ghufron, Saleh,Warsono &
Sofwan, 2016; Needs Assessment for Cancer Survivors, 2016; Positioning Women for
Success, 2016). Hayward (2013, p.60) viewed assessment as a support to “ bring
curriculum to life, to enhance learner’s experiences in learning and to provide a necessary
data for teachers to support them in their quest to boost learning and allow all to
distinguish the extent to which learning is taking place”. Among educators, there is a
general consensus that curricula should be based on learners needs where need is
considered as gap between the present and ideal state. Accordingly, needs assessment is a
method for gathering information about learners’ needs. Various curriculum philosophies
agree that “the justification for a curriculum resides in a human need” (Pratt, 1994, p. 35).
Taba (1962) stated that the curriculum developers should begin by determining the needs
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of learners for whom the curriculum is being designed or planned (Oliva, 1997, p.150). In
a simplest mode the curriculum needs assessment is “a process for identifying
programmatic needs”. Fenwick W. English and Roger A. Kaufman presented numerous
explanation of the term “needs assessment. According to them needs assessment is a
process of: “defining the desired ends (outcomes, product, or result) of a given sequence
of curriculum development”, “making specific; in comprehensible manner, what
schooling is about and how it can be assessed”, and “determining the validity of
behavioral objectives”. Needs assessment is not a curricular innovation by itself but it is a
method for determining innovation if necessary or desired. It is a logical problem solving
tool which formally “harvest the gaps” between the current outcome and desired outcome
and “place these gaps in priority order” and also “select those gaps of utmost priority for
action” (Oliva, 1997, p.222).
Needs assessment is particularly the critical initial point that discovers various
areas for development and perfection and maximizes the benefits of curriculum appraisal
and development. A well design and articulated needs assessment plan focuses on the
mission, purpose and outcomes of the program, identifies gaps in existing and desired
state of learner’s achievement and provides foundation on which curriculum development
will be built. The needs assessment process identifies the areas of concern based on both
types of data i.e. qualitative and quantitative (Nichols et al., 2006, p. 7- 9). Robin Barrow
(1988, as cited in Pratt, 1994, p. 36-37), a philosopher suggested that “philosophical
inquiry, democratic consensus, and empirical assessment of needs” are the three possible
ways to make decision about “what should be composed of an educationally meaningful
curriculum”. However, these three approaches are mutually inclusive. The function of
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needs assessment primarily is to provide tested evidence against and informed by the real
and felt needs of others members than philosophical orientations on part of planner, and
hard evidence from the outside world. Suarez (1991) defines needs assessment as an
information gathering and analysis process about the needs of individuals, groups,
institutions, communities and societies at large (Seel, 2004, p.133). David Nunan viewed
needs analysis as a “family of procedure for gathering information about learners a
communication task to use in syllabus design”.
In fact, two variables are ever common with the notion of needs assessment;
unhappiness with the current situation and a quest for change. The processes of needs
assessment comprised of exploring needs and to address them (Gupta, Sleezer & RussEft, 2007). Oliva (1997) stated that the objectives of needs assessment are twofold: to
identify needs of learners not met by the current curriculum and to form a basis for
revising the curriculum (p.224).
Generally, “a change” is a need to progress or develop performance of some
kind”.

Knowledge and skills and attitudes are the key domains which demand

improvement. Therefore, these demands can take numerous forms such as development
of a learner’s of a particular content area or subject specific domain, or to excel the work
efficiency or productivity of an employee, or alleviating simplicity in using a new
product. Therefore, a needs assessment procedure helps to search out the core of the
problem (Kaufman & English, 1979, p. 8; Brown & Green, 2016).
Needs assessment and needs analysis are alternatively used, rather both
are varied in nature such as needs assessment is “the process of determining, analyzing
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and prioritizing needs, the process also include identifying and implementing need-based
solution strategies”, whereas needs analysis is “ the process of analyzing needs once they
have been assessed”. Rodriguez (1988 as cited in Altschuld & Devraj, 2010) commented
that “it is impossible to analyze an entity that has not yet been identified” (Altschuld &
Devraj, 2010).
Indeed, there is general consensus among curriculum scholars that the elementary
source and validation for curriculum development is human needs. One of the essential
assumptions of curriculum improvement and advancement is that an educational plan
should be institute on an analysis of learners’ need. Need assessment is an approach that
blends multiple methods for different respondents in a group for assessment (Altschuld &
Devraj, 2010).
Needs analysis first introduced in the United States in the early 1960 as a distinct
and essential segment in planning educational programs and a component of systems
approach to curriculum development (Pratt, 1994, p. 38). It determines that a proposed
program is a response to genuine needs. Richard (2001) quoted Berwick’s comment as
“the obligation for credible accuracy in educational needs assessment was also reinforced
during this period by the behavioral objective movement in educational planning”
(Richards, 2001, p.51). However, the horizon for needs assessment has immensely
changed since 1999. In the field of needs assessment Thomas Gilbert, Roger Kaufman,
Joe Harless, Robert Mager, Geary Rummler, Allison Rossett, and Richard Swanson are
called pioneers.

According to Jim Altschuld, theories and practices about needs

assessment “are constantly evolving”. Its importance can be judge by the fact that just “in
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the last six-to-seven years, at least nine books (and maybe more) about needs assessment
have been written” (Altschuld & Watkins, 2014).
Also, needs assessment is an essential step for the advancement of performance.
It helps to develop a blueprint for the progression of any Human Resource Development
(HRD) or Human Performance Technology (HPT) project. Needs assessment is an
ongoing process for probing and structuring problems and performance development
opportunities in human industry. Needs assessment is diagnostic in nature; it can be used
to diagnose the learning and performance gaps of individuals, teams, or groups,
functional units, organization or society, state or nation and people-related problems at
large (Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007). Needs assessment as an approach also used as
a core element to analyze learner’s training need of instructional development e.g. Dick
and Carey’s (ADDIE) Model (Akbulut, 2007).
To some extent, it is evaluative in nature and essentially referred to as a form of
strategic planning or program planning , because it is “more oriented to planning than
evaluation”. In fact, both concepts along with their related processes; are highly
associated in techniques and mission. Uniqueness attached to the needs assessment
process is that the process identifies needs, their causes, prioritizes them and suggests
interventions to further support an evaluation process. Stufflebeam’s CIPP (Context,
Input, Process, and Product) model, a well known model for program evaluation;
introduced first in the 1960s; is a good reference to see the relation between assessment
and evaluation. He embedds needs assessment into evaluation, in revision of the model.
Therefore, gaps in outcomes are referred to as inputs which results in identifying needs
that guides the development or designing a program. Assessment imposes a vigilant
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examination of: “how to modify needs or “completely alleviate needs”, what are the best
methods to do so, how program operate and where to look at and what effects and
impacts a program might have (Altschuld & Watkins, 2014; Engle & Altschuld, 2014).
Many evaluation experts and theorist, such as Scriven, Roth, Guba, Lincoln, Stufflebeam,
McCormicK, Brinkerhoff, Nelson, Barbier and Lesne, are viewed needs assessment as an
essential element for any program in evaluation process (Labrecque, 1999; Lepicki &
Boggs, 2014; Wedman, 2014).

Needs assessment relies on the insider information about an observable fact.
Needs assessment is not an objective but a process to attain objectives. A needs
assessment outlines the problems or future prospect of interest and interacts among
people. It also endows with the groundwork for planning and action and further
prioritizes actions. It mobilizes and provides facts for decision making and not only
aligns resources and strategy but identifies influencing ends and resources (Gupta,
Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007; Meiers, Watkins & Song, 2014).
Apart from the importance of the process of needs assessment , during 1960s and
1970s when the concept was at raise, a series of disagreements also appeared such as: the
approach is inherently weak rather than to its confusion, approach is descriptive not
analytical, a faulty approach deficient in built-in method for prioritization of needs
recognized (Myer, 1988), many of the “models affected by needs came into the process
as subjects instead of collaborators”, “most approaches were too focused on quantifying
needs and were not ‘humanistic’ ”, relying too much on quantitative data and ignored
qualitative aspects, it’s “a waste of time and money”, and it did not produce outcomes
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that resulted a significant change. Kretzmann and McKnight in 1993 observed the
negative aspects related to the notion of needs assessment that people are viewed needs as
“deficits or missing or wrong things” which can lose their direction. They noted the
prevailed argument that the needs assessment itself pushed people towards an approach
“the glass as half empty, not half full”. But this was not the flaw in viewing the picture
rather the flaw in presenting the full image. Also a technique cannot be blamed for
researchers’, practitioners’ and decision makers’ inaptly to use. (Altschuld & Watkins,
2014). Hall (1982 as cited in Pratt, 1994, p. 38) remarked on needs assessment as “a step
child of educational research methodology”.
Altschuld & Watkins (2014) gave a brief account on how the needs assessment
developed and evolved over time. Brushing up the thoughts and looking back to the
perspective of human existing, there are some historical impressions on the concept of
needs. A few of these examples are: a concept of needs is found in the Egyptian Book of
the Dead as “what a person would “need” to survive in the afterlife”. When we move
forward, we observed that Hansen in 1991 recommended a consistent approach to tackle
“problem and issues by looking at discrepancies (or needs)”, although the term needs was
un-common at that time. Later on, the concept of needs for human beings observed in
theories of Abraham Maslow and the term emerged in national discourse on education.
Many of the historical events from mid 1950s to the present have shaped the
understanding on need and its assessment. A snap shot of major contributions is added
below:
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During the early years (mid- 1950s to mid- 1960s); in 1956 Bernard James
inquired the significance of needs in determining educational goals. Stuffelbeam
introduced a new model for program evaluation, known as CIPP model. Elementary and
Secondary Education act of 1965 by congress of U.S. emphasized on defining needs for
the program.
During mid-1960s to 1980 signified as the formative period for needs assessment.
In 1967 Tom Gilbert initiated discourses on the concept of needs to meet training
requirements. During this period many needs assessment projects being done in public
sector i.e. Witkin executed a country wide project of needs assessment. In 1977 Warheit,
Bell & Schwab wrote a book on “Needs assessment approaches, Concepts and methods”.
Roger Kaufman (1975, 1976, 1977, 1979, and 1981) not only contributed books on needs
assessment but developed an Organizational Elements Model (OEM) on how to conduct
needs assessment. In 1978 Michael Scriven and Roth contributed and published concept
papers about significant benefits and state of dissatisfaction in New Directions for
Program Evaluation. They recommended evaluators to assess relevant needs of targeted
audiences leading to relevant and valued judgments. Whereas, in 1979 criticism on needs
assessment took place, Edna Kamis contributed a major analysis of the criticism on needs
assessment and of the Maurice L. Monette’s critique of philosophical assumptions. The
first national conference (1976) on needs assessment was held in Oakland, California.
From 1980s through the early 1990s, many books on diverse features of needs
assessment contributed by Witkin, Roger Kaufman, Neuber (1980) and Lauffer in 1982.
At university level, many courses on needs assessment within evaluation programs
started in various states i.e. southern Illinois, Ohio State and Utah State. 1n 1987
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Rossett’s endeavor added more value to the concept. Witkin and Kaufman revisited the
models and approaches introduced earlier.
The time period, during 1990 to the early 2000s, remain productive but
challenging in terms of needs assessment i.e critics on Witkin’s approach, also Kretzman
and McKnight observed and reminded the obstructive aspects of assessment. In 2000
Altschuld and Witkin contributed two books. One book, with main focus on business was
contributed by Gupta in 1999. Roger Kaufman added more books on needs assessment
directing private- sector organizations. Concept papers, written by Michael Scriven and
Roth, were republished. American Evaluation Association played a vital role in
publicizing these concepts.
From beginning 2000 to end of the decade, is characterized with developing
foundations on needs assessment. Many pioneers added more papers on needs assessment
introducing innovative ideas such as Altschuld, Wedman, Watkin and Roger Kaufman.
Gupta, Sleezer and Russ-Eft revised their book in 2014. Altschuld edited a five-volume
Needs assessment kit.
From 2010 to the present is the time of maturity. At present the concept reached
to the level of maturity. It is well known and well applied in various contexts and
produced positive outcomes. Books on needs assessment are continuously published by
experts i.e. Gupta, Sleezer, and Russ-Eft revisited the book in 2014, West Meiers, and
visser in 2012, also Altschuld, Kaufman and Guerra also produced new books on the
issue (Watkins & Altschuld, 2014; Altschuld, Hung & Lee, 2014)
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2.4.1

What are Needs?
Generally, it seems easy to define Need. It is a complex phenomenon and a

fundamental concept to needs assessment. Thus, in 1960s and 1970s discussions resulted
in relatively developed concepts of needs and needs assessment, but later these
discussions did not last for long though more debates are required to polish the concept of
need assessment as it is still “obscure”. In fact worth and effectiveness of a program is
measured in terms of the sensitivity to the needs of participants, organizations or
stakeholders (Watkins & Kavale, 2014). The term “need” is used in our life on daily
basis, and in various contexts. Sometimes, the idea of “needs” is hidden under
expressions such as problems, unsatisfactory results, and negative returns which indicate
the idea of an undefined need. In fact everyone is concerned about “need” and needs exist
in every human setting though people may be unaware with the professional use of the
term. The term need is perceived differently in distinguished contexts and diversified
fields of knowledge (Myer, 1988). It is difficult to find agreement among all. Needs are
also associated and linked with motivational factors, goals, and potential. Scriven and
Roth (1978 as cited in Pratt, 1994, p. 37) defined need as anything without which the
individual’s condition would be considerably less than acceptable. But then a question
arises that what would be the acceptable state and who decides this state, and how it is
decided, and what is an acceptable state? Pratt viewed need as a “discrepancy between a
present and a preferred state, where preferred refers “need” as values”. In the domain of
curriculum the gap between where the learner is at the present and where it would wish
the learner to reach, represent the need. Scriven said that wants are not the object of needs
assessment. Want and demand are different than need (Pratt, 1994, p. 37). A difference
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between want and demand is defined as “something people are willing to pay for”, and
“something people are willing to march for”, respectively (McKillip, 1987, p. 16)
Watkins & Kavale, (2014) observed the prevailing usage of “need” under various
regular categories of meaning and Object-Focused Definitions in experts’ writings i.e. “a
thing” (without that life is impossible, Wiggins, 1987), “things” ( in absence of which
the life might be critically impaired. Wiggins, 2005), “Commodities” (essentially
required supporting life, Smith, 1776), “sets of goals and motivations” (psychological
needs as love, safety, self esteem, Kesebir, Graham, & Oishi, 2010), “category of goals”
(needs are related with specific category of goals and human needs are universal, Gough,
2004), “Objective deficiencies” (needs are deficiencies which exist but are not recognized
by the people), “Gap in results” i.e. what is and an ought to be (Kaufman & Watkins,
2000; Watkins & Leigh, 2001), and “gaps in condition” i.e. present and desired,
(Kaufman & Stakenas, 1981;Gupta, Sleezer, & Russ-Eft, 2007), a “state of discrepancy”
and “human requirement” and “means, ends , derives and goals”, Misskey, Moss, Lee &
Hill, ,1985; Kaufman & Watkins, 2000; Kavale, 2012).
Before starting with a needs assessment, it is essential to work out first for the
definition of “needs”, analyzing various possible aspects of relationships, to determine
path towards right direction. Such as pointed out by Watkins & Kavale (2014):


“needs versus solutions to need”, either the objective is to explore “what needs are” or an
objective examination of substitute solutions to needs to achieve desired results
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“noun versus verb”, the usage of need as verb probes to the solutions before knowing
about its results, and focusing on one option leaving alternative solutions, rather need as
noun is a root for an evaluation of prospective solutions and guiding results.



“needs versus wants”, needs are different from wants but often these are closely
associated. A want does not add- value to the identified goals and long term objectives, it
is something the user’s personal desire to have it. In comparison, a need is specific and
identified through procedures, adds-value to the targeted goals and minimizes the gaps
between the present situation and the desired condition, and addresses growth and
development. Needs are employed in a complex system; sometimes change in one part or
level lead to the change in other parts or levels of a system or organization (Gupta,
Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007, p.31). Watkins & Kavale (2014) quoted experts’ definition
differentiating needs from wants i.e. “Needs are not simply strong wants, Hamilton,
2006”, and “wanting something does not entail needing it, vice versa, Frankfurt, 1998”.
Thus this is of prime concern to decide first what does a need mean, in your assessment.
According to Wiggins (1987) Need is a common notion of a “desire of a special kind” or
the term need either denotes “a thing needed” or “a particular given state or condition of
needing”.



“absolute versus relative needs”, absolute needs do not depend on a person’s own goals
and on the goals of others” rather “relative needs depend on goals”. These absolute needs
may be vital (necessities of life) or agency (related to our capacity) needs, and universal
or particular needs. Absolute needs do not remain the same over time. Therefore relative
needs are virtual in nature and are significant to describe (McLeod, 2011).
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“individual versus group versus societal needs”, Kaufman endorsed the diversified needs
are exist within multiple contexts such as individual e.g. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs or
group (organizations or institutions)or societal or state level needs e.g. Plato and Aristotle
prioritized needs
A need is usually defined as “a gap between a current and a preferred state”.

Desired
Condition
Current
Condition

This gap between the current
And desired condition is called need.

Figure 2.8: Definition of need
Source: Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft (2007, p.15)
Defining the gaps between the desired accomplishments and existing achievements,
and making judgments between the two while relating them, makes the venture difficult
rather composite in nature. Kaufman & Stakenas (1981) viewed that “all gaps are
discrepancies but not all gaps are ‘needs’ ”, which can be noted at various places within a
school system i.e. required resources, processes, results. Both Kaufman & Stakenas
suggested a holistic approach (input, processes, products, output, and outcomes- a linkage
between internal and external aspects of needs assessment) as a strategy for educational
system design as compared to Scriven and Roth who focused on internal aspects of needs
assessment. They further commented that the basic understanding for “what should be” is
minimum level of “satisfaction” and “giving” to society after learner complete the formal
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education. “Satisfaction” and “giving” mean economic and social contributions. This
concept serves the basis for external needs assessment because its origin is in society not
within a formal education system. Thus keeping this view, needs assessment is a holistic
approach which interconnects curriculum, instructions and society. Therefore, the needs
assessment process highlights the problem areas, issues, difficulties requires solution. But
mostly the needs assessment process only focuses on gaps and the process is
recommended before starting new efforts or making decisions (Altschuld & Watkins,
2014). Or “needs are assumed to be an observable, knowable reality, and gaps and
current and future states are objective realities as well” (Ayers, 2011).
According to Altschuld & Watkins (2014) need is simply a “measurable gap between
two conditions”, which further requires the understanding and comparison between the
existing and future circumstances. Moreover, it includes making judgments and
prioritizing judgments to decide “what to do next”.
Kaufman and other experts agreed that needs assessment is the hub of educational
planning in general, from instructional Design to curriculum development &
management. Suarez (1991) defined that needs assessment is a process of gathering
information and analyzing information to identify needs of individuals, institutions,
communities or societies. Therefore, a fundamental basis of needs assessment is the
identification of the educational needs of relevant individuals, organizations, and
societies as clients. Task analysis is also a relevant term through which a task is divided
into its components to get a better understanding of the needs (Seel, 2004). Linse (1993
in Richard, 2001, 53) considered needs as “students’ right”. A comprehensive needs
analysis not only includes perceived and present needs but potential and unrecognized
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needs. Richard (2001) also quoted Brindlley’s opinion that ‘needs’ is a relative term
which simultaneously “sometimes used to refer desires, demands, wants, expectations,
lacks, constraints, and requirements”. It is often describe as a deficiency in a particular
discipline. This promotes the idea that “needs have objective reality” and it exists and
“are waiting to identified and analyzed”. Conversely, Porcher (1977, in Richard, 2001,
54) opposed the idea that “needs exist”. He is imparted the view that “needs are
identified” and “need is dependent on judgment/opinion” and it reflects the interests and
standards of those making such judgment or opinion. So different stake holders may have
varied response on what needs are (Richard, 2001, p. 53- 54).
In practice, needs are of three kinds that makes needs assessment compulsory
(Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007, p.31):


Strategic or operational business needs: It is considered as minimizing the gaps between
the current and preferred state to achieve a plan. It is significant for the long term success
of a unit or business.



Individual performance needs: Needs which bridge the gap between the current and the
desired situation, to excel an individual’s performance and behavior are considered as
performance needs.



Learning needs: Needs which are related to both knowledge gaps (facts about a subject
matter) and skill gaps (Knowledge that one skillfully applies in a fitting Situation);
bridging the gaps to excel these needs are called learning needs.
Apart from the above three kinds there can be other specific needs involve various
groups. But only that interference is value added which is reducing the needs and
presenting solution. The type of analysis addressing to the specific needs is considered
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the same i.e. knowledge and skill analysis, business analysis, performance analysis, cause
analysis and Training needs assessment.
2.4.2

An Overview of the Proposed Models of Needs Assessment
There are different views about measuring or determining performance and

examining problems and prospective opportunities. Few people are in the view that it is
impossible to determine performance, others claim that it is not necessary that Human
Resource Development initiatives ever produce economic value, most people rely on
compromised measures to make decisions and also place economic values on
performance outcomes. Therefore experts’ also identifies models for performance
measurement. These models represent varied professions and related fields of human
knowledge. Each model serves a particular direction.
Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft (2007) identified few of such models. One of them is
Behavior Engineering Model (BEM) presented by Gilbert in 1978 and considered as a
classical model for performance measurement. Its main emphasis is on the relationships
among behavior, accomplishments, and performance; behavior is individual’s input,
accomplishments are output, both behavior and accomplishments results in performance
(p.33). He also reported the influence of classical model that return-on-investment (ROI)
formula is used to measure performance development, generally. His performance matrix
was widely used by trainers in various disciplines to sort out both at individual and
organizational levels.
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Allison Rossett’s Purpose- Based Assessment model was widely applied in
industry and business sector for analyzing trainings and training needs. He focused on
probing sources of problems as opinions and ideas.
A diagnostic model for revealing root causes of an emerging problem prior to
exploring solution is recommended by Harless in 1970 which is called a front-end
analysis. Through which root causes of a problem are examined. To find out opinions and
ideas about training issues, he proposed surveys, interviews and focus groups data
gathering techniques which result in decision making. However, practitioners found it
difficult to generalize the results from individuals and small groups at organization level.
There are various reasons for a performance gap; not all the time a skill deficiency
creates a performance problems but some time a lack of motivation and resources results
in deficient performance, this conceptual understanding imparted by Mager and Pipe
during 1984 (p.36). Whereas Gilbert identified six barriers which make performance
deficient i.e. data or information for completing a task, tools or needed resources,
Incentives financial or non financial, knowledge or skills deficiency, capacity or abilities
required for a job, and motives (Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft , 2007, pp. 36-37).
Organizational systems are complex so are their problems; therefore, assessing
performance of an organization is more complex than an individual. Kaufman presented
an Organization Elements Model (OEM) to address such complex problems.
Synchronizing the developments, by Witkin and later on by Witkin and Altschuld’s joint
venture, Kaufman introduced an application of systems engineering perspective to needs
assessment. Initially he focused on educational reforms in U.S. but very soon his
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developed model got implemented both in public and private institutions, globally. The
model combines variables needs assessment and strategic planning. The model defines
desired results whether internal or external or both.

The model comprised of five

elements i.e. inputs as resources, Processes as methods, and activities and procedures,
products as produced results, outputs as end results and Outcomes as payoffs for society.
The OEM outlines three perpetually interlinked needs: gaps in results are defined at three
levels: at the societal level (Mega), organizational level (Macro), and individual level or a
group level (Micro). These gaps on next level are aligned with the Processes and Inputs
(Altschuld & Watkins, 2014).
Two other experts Rummler and Brache modernized the use of needs assessment
in organizations during 1995. They portray the organizational system comprised of
various component including input, process, output, markets and shareholders. They
further define the diagnostic process at three levels, the organization, the process itself
and the individual jobs; all three levels are interdependent and interconnected to produce
results. Practitioners nowadays support the view presented by Rummler and Brache
(Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007, pp.38-39).
2.4.3 Approaches to Needs Assessment
Experts proposed many formal needs assessment approaches. Some of these
approaches to needs assessment, which can be used alone or in combination (Gupta,
Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007, pp.77), are presented below:
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2.4.3.1 Knowledge and Skills Assessment
This approach can be used to assess needs of learning knowledge and skills of a
targeted group or audience before initiating training, learning and developing programs.
This approach helps to gather information about the developmental needs of the group
and determines that a proposed program of training is a fitting solution. Only the
deficiency, which is caused by lacking in knowledge and skills, can be improved through
training. Other performance gaps occur because of lack in motivation, environmental
issues, cannot be improved through training intervention. In this regard, a needs
assessment supplies the information that is essential for designing and executing a
relevant training program. The fundamental objectives of this approach are; to identify
the knowledge and skills people would need to employ a particular job, efficiently; and to
recommend solution to close these gaps. The study at hand is the one of the example of
knowledge assessment.
2.4.3.1.2 Purposes of a Knowledge and Skills Assessment
A Knowledge and skill assessment is recommended to be used under such
circumstances when:


new business prospect are taking place



putting a new system or technology into operation



an existing curriculum, course, or training program need to be revised or updated



new job responsibilities are assumed and jobs are upgraded



organizations are planning downsizing



organizations are reaching to the swift expansions
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Particularly, it is used for


learners analysis (what does a learner know or what does he not know)



Subject-matter analysis (in view of subject experts, what is important?)



Analysis of knowledge levels (to what extent the current level of knowledge differs from
what is needed)



Analysis of the skill levels (to what extent the current skills differ from what is needed)



Analyzing attitude toward learning (what is the approach towards learning among
targeted audience/ group)



Analyzing attitude toward Change (what is the attitude among targeted audience towards
a change)



Analyzing attitude toward existing training programs (What do they feel about the current
training program)



Analyzing attitude toward a new system or technology (How do they feel about a new
method or technology)



Investigating the quality of an existing training programs (to what extent an existing
training program is worthwhile) (Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007, p. 86)
Two main benefits of this approach are; it represents the identified needs; secondly it
is easy to execute but this approach lacks in task analysis and competency and strategic
assessment.
2.4.3.1.3 Phases of a Knowledge and Skills Assessment
The first phase, to approach knowledge and skills assessment is to gather
preliminary data about the required training. First step should be to review available
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document and records which can provide an insight about an organizations’ vision and
mission statement along with the details related to job, task or performance. To review
some additional external sources i.e. stakeholders, targeted audiences, higher officials /
managers. This elementary phase helps to determine the purpose and scope of needs
assessment and also a holistic perspective supports to determine the knowledge and
skills.
After analyzing situation and setting goals the next phase is work plan. It
comprised of four steps:


to determine the types of data collection,



determine the sources of data, and sample size,



connecting the purpose of knowledge and skills assessment and determining the types of
analysis



determining data collection tools
The third phase is executing the work plan; which requires the development of tool
because every organization’s requirement is varied and unique, and performing data
collection
The fourth phase is analyzing data, collected during third phase. During this phase
the process is used for compiling results which earlier determined during phase 2. The
data is reviewed for removing discrepancies, and the irregularities found in the data are
reported. Irrelevant data is omitted and codes are established if data is qualitative in
nature. Frequency against each category of response should be reported.
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The fifth and final phase is reporting the results or preparing reports. It is comprised
of various parts i.e. executive summary, goals and objectives, reporting about data
collection methods, findings, conclusions, results, appendices.
For a successful execution of the most basic and common form of needs assessment
it is recommended to:


Adapt the strategy fitting best to the situation



smooth the progress of data collection and consider the existing data determine the ideal
size of the group from which information must be acquired (Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft,
2007, p.104; Johnston & Williams, 2015)
2.4.3.2 Job and Task Analysis
Job and task analysis is another systematic approach to needs assessment related
“to a work” and “to perform a job”, respectively. The main objective of this approach is
to collect information including the scope, requirements and tasks for a particular job
function and to develop workforce potential (Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007, p.108).
The main function of task or job analysis is to identify the important component of a task
which in turn results significant elements of a curriculum. This approach is usually used
in the context of training programs for employment or raising employability rather it has
a wider application beyond vocational framework. Franklin Bobbitt’s work “How to
Make a Curriculum” is considered an earliest work on planning a curriculum. He actually
defined curriculum by using task analysis of the activities of expert in (Pratt, 1994, p.53).
Generally, a task analysis includes two elements: task identification and task evaluation.
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The information gathered through tasks or job analysis can be used to prepare a
job profile or description. Job description further helps in connecting job prerequisites for
current and future training needs. The length of time required for the completion of a job
and task analysis vary from few days to months.
2.4.3.2.1 Purpose of a Job and Task Analysis
This particular approach of needs assessment is used when:


new or existing job profiles or job descriptions are developed under any performance
management system



job and task are re-designed and knowledge, skills, performance and attitudes are reconsidered



regular set of training requisites for highly technical or specialized jobs are created
This approach stimulates interest among employees because they are directly
involved during defining their tasks or jobs. It also grants managers with identified set of
skills necessary for a job function and differentiates among the skills requirements for
different jobs. Job and task analysis also determines the essential set of skills, knowledge,
and attitudes which people must comprehend to move ahead within a job type or to
switch the job across categories. It enriched people with professional growth and
development. Apart from these benefits; this approach lacking in few aspects; it is not
proficient in terms of time and unable to grasp external factors affecting performance;
neither a cost efficient approach. The success of this approach is conditioned with the
support from higher and senior officials, sufficient human and monetary resources, a
stable environment and open communication.
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2.4.3.2.2

Phases of a Job and Task Analysis

Experts identify three stages to execute a job and task analysis.
First phase is preparation phase included multiple tasks; selection of team
members who are high performers, preparation of questionnaire, and material. Team
should be comprised of four to six key members who are expert in a particular job task
with an organization or from an external source. It is also obligatory to brief team
members about the job and task being analyzed. Before conducting a survey, a jobrelated questionnaire is prepared and distributed among the audience before starting a
work session.
Second phase is to conduct a work session, refining job responsibilities and
defining job tasks and training and non training necessities. Preparing an agenda for a
focused meeting is obligatory keeping in view all necessary credentials and resources for
a meeting, to execute a work session. Typically during this phase, the participants reach
to a consensus on key responsibilities related to job function. Moreover, they are asked to
use information from the completed surveys and list down tasks for each job
responsibility along with identifying the training needs to acquire or develop certain
knowledge, skills and attitudes reaching to the standards.
Third phase is developing and presenting recommendations after reviewing and
organizing the information acquired from second phase (Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft,
2007. pp. 105-125).
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2.4.3.3 Competency-Based Needs Assessment
The term “competency” is defined by International Board of Standards for
Training, Performance, and Instruction (2005 in Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft 2007, 132;
Spector et al., 2006 ; Kisirkoi & Mse, 2016) as a measurable standard, observable,
knowledge, skill, and behavior which is expected for performing the activities in a given
occupation or employment, effectively. A denotation meaning of competence is “a state
of being adequately or efficiently qualified to perform a task that is rationally explicit”
(Spector et al, 2006). “Competence is an essential concept to describe human ability to
deal with new challenges in developing societies through the mobilization of
psychosocial prerequisite (including both cognitive and non-cognitive aspects)” (Kim et
al, 2007).
With the beginning of performance- based educational practice, the concept of
competence emerged as the heart for design and development program and served as
measuring program efficiency. Competency based technique further applied innovation
system design and mastery learning methods by Young and Van Mondfrans in 1972.
During 1970s the competency based program design technique was widely used in
teacher education and K-12 education which later on overlapped with the work of
McClelland; who introduced methods for identification of competencies for job
performance during 1973. His approach applied for job selection, employee selection,
and determining career paths and performance appraisal. Moreover, in 1997 McLagan
defined six different aspects of competency. Therefore, she observed that the term
competency is viewed as the job tasks, outcomes of efforts, outputs, knowledge, skills
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and attitude or behavior, attributes of high performers, a package of distinctive qualities
(Richey et al., 2001).
Robert White, David McClelland, and Spencer and Spencer are the psychologists
who introduced the concept of competencies. As current practice in business industry,
many competency models are developed for improving managerial and organizational
performance. Throughout the world, organizations expect employees to develop and
exhibit proficiency in a challenging job, representing a wide range of job domains
(Spector et al, 2006). The concept of competence include four essential traits of human
potential i.e. “wholeness, mobilization, context-dependency, and learn-ability”. Most of
the researches outlined three domains of competence to approach further, “managing the
self, relating to others, and managing tools” (Kim et al., 2007; Stevahn, King, Ghere &
Minnema, 2005).
2.4.3.3.1

Purpose of a Competency-Based Needs Assessment

Competency based needs assessment is required in the following context


to identify competencies for a higher job performance



to create a well-rounded competency models for a specific job performance throughout
world



to create a job profile or position description



to define and highlight a list of in-competencies which can obstruct performance
This approach serves to distinguish between average and exceptional performance. It
promotes awareness about performance predictors for job market with growing age, and
creates job satisfaction because people would have a clear idea of job expectations. It
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provides standards for recognition and certification for assessment. Without good
management skills this approach can result well. Alongside it is costly and time –
consuming since it require many years to complete and many individuals and
organizations take part in the process.
2.4.3.3.2 Phases of a Competency-Based Needs Assessment
Most of the scholar recommended two approaches to proceed with competency
based needs assessment i.e. critical incident and behavioral event interviewing and expert
development and validation (Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007, p.136). Both approaches
are similar in many aspects, rather a few features varies.
First approach is described with five phases: development of a plan for the
project, conducting behavioural interviews, construction of a competency model,
assessing gaps, and implementing model.
First phase included three steps. Step one is to set parameters i.e. objectives and
scope of the project, identification of competency development areas or a job family,
availability of needed resources such as time, personnel, and budget, strategies dealing
with additional constraints or external factors. Second step is to identify people who are
taking part in the project. Generally, a short and average level project requires sponsor,
selection of high- performers, the target audience, human resource manager, field
personnel and training professionals. However a large scale project also requires a
steering committee, experts of job areas, and a project coordinator to establish linkages
between various working groups and levels and to oversee the project. Therefore, third
step is developing a work plan.
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Second phase starts with data collection process and conducting behavioural
interviews. Behavioural interviews can serve with diversified information necessary for
developing competency models such as background of the interviewee and job-specific
information and the information about key aspect such as: what high performers adopt
and to identify the incompetencies which result low or poor performance. In this process
usually, success of interview depends on how the questions are phrased during interview.
Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft (2007) recommended Flanagan’s (1954, 1974) Critical
Incident Method to conduct behavioural interviews. The critical incident technique is an
established; “a versatile, adaptive, and robust research method” (Butterfield, Borgen,
Maglio & Amundson, 2009). They adapted the method for gathering specific behavioural
information. Conducting behavioural interviews are comprised of two steps. Initially in
the first phase, the preliminary information should be grabbed. Second phase of interview
essentially probes behavioural information and job related queries. These interviews can
be two or two and half hours long. The direction of questions pose during behavioural
interview should be probed for behaviours and actions particularly.

John C. Flanagan and his colleagues first introduced “critical incident technique”
during summer 1941. Later on, it is well recognized and established till 1954 in the field
of industrial psychology. In Flanagan’s word the origin of the technique can be found
previously in the writings of Francis Galton “nearly 70 years ago” (Flanagan, 1954). The
technique initially was developed to advance the prevailing methods of “describing and
evaluating job performance” including job description, performance appraisal, and
designing training program in the Aviation Psychology Program of the United States
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Army Air Forces in World War II. The Aviation Psychology Program was established to
develop procedures for the assortment and categorization of aircrews. The technique
basically aims to get information about behaviours “in the observed work situation”.
Behaviours are critical because they make a difference “between effective and ineffective
performance”. According to Flanagan, the “outstandingly effective performance” is
associated with “efficient adjustment to the job situation”. The technique actually is not
an evaluation of an individual but an observation of behavior of a person on a job i.e.
what happened, why happened and what were the results. During 1960s the technique
was used to design “the behaviorally anchored rating scale, Smith and Kendall’s name
are well known for developing well known scale of similar kind during 1963. During
1966 another expert Dunnette summarized their procedural steps (Ansari, & Baumgartel,
1981). The usefulness of the critical incident technique is proved and discussed in nine
directions: “criteria of typical performance (criteria); measures of proficiency (standard
samples); training; selection and classification; job design and purification; operating
procedures; equipment design; motivation and leadership (attitudes); counseling and
psychotherapy. He also suggested guidelines for conducting effective behavioural
interviews” (Flanagan, 1954).
Phase three is to construct competency model. Step one is reviewing, editing and
analyzing data collected during second phase; to create definitions or competency
dictionary. Step two is to create and revise the sample competency model for job family
in line with the created definitions. Later on the sample model can serve for assessing
performance gaps
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Phase four is assessing gaps. Step one is identifying gaps between “is” and “ought
to be”. Surveys and rating scales can be used to collect data on identifying these
performance gaps. Targeted audience for needs assessment will be identified during step
one. Step two is to analyze survey results.
Final phase is “implementing phase”. Competency model can be used to develop
individuals and performance- management systems, selection and hiring processes. It
includes reviewing areas of strength, identifying development opportunities, allocating
resources and support to facilitate performance, making acting plane and agenda for
implementing development activities. Later on quarterly or annual progress checks of
individuals or impacts of assessment at organization level can be measured.
2.4.3.4 Strategic Needs Assessment
Strategic needs assessment approach is used in business, generally. When speedy
solutions to close performance gaps cannot be used, in such situation strategic
interventions are preferred. But it is fundamental to inspect performance gaps within the
context of and entirety of the business operation. This systematic approach analyzes
internal and external factors causing performance gaps or operational needs of a business.
This approach can also be used providing strategic based solution at various levels i.e.
country, community, non-profit organizations, and organizational entity
2.4.3.4.1 Purpose of a Strategic Needs Assessment
Strategic needs assessment approach is recommended in certain conditions:


to improve performance needs when these are linked to a business plan
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when, for long-term performance advancement, a change initiative is planned



when the objective is to identify practices or procedures which serve no value-addition
In spite the facts related to cost, time and analytical skills, typically, the approach
helps in determining long term solution towards performance enhancement, identifying
factors causing poor performance, and solving problems effecting key business functions
i.e. service delivery, production development etc. But few critical matters if not address
can affect the usefulness of this approach i.e. funding or finance, willingness for change,
positive contribution of senior management, access to resources.
2.4.3.4.2

Phases of a Strategic Needs Assessment

Mainly five phases are the basic requirement to process a strategic needs
assessment i.e. collection preliminary information about situation, examining external
and

internal

environment,

mapping

prospective

environment,

and

proposing

developmental plan.
Phase one is to get aware with performance needs and understanding of the whole
situation. This is the performer’s task to identify key management staff addressing
various management levels to widen the span of inquiry and to get insight about the
problem and possible opportunities. This initial inquiry helps to determine the scope of
problem and goals of strategic needs assessment. The findings of initial inquiry should be
documented and reported.
Second phase is to determine external environment, factors or forces, threats and
opportunities that may impede or enhance the business or organizational performance i.e.
new business competitors or analyzing market share of a business, role of major suppliers
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or vendors controlling the cost and availability of business products, substituting products
or services to control demand, customers’ forces causing imbalances between demand
and supply, and rivalry among businesses. The information can be gathered through
interviewing senior management or using secondary sources i.e. business reports,
conference proceedings, markets research data, business news papers and research
journals, sale-purchase record of a product, market surveys, product surveys and
customers- satisfaction surveys.
Third phase is to examine internal environment or factors creating a performance
problem i.e. organizations competitive strategies, or business processes causing particular
problem. This phase includes three steps. First step is to review or analyze a current
business strategy. Business strategies are generally aligned with the policies and plans
which move in a direction to achieve predecided business goals. A business problem is
defined as the misalignment of a business strategy with its goals and business plan.
Therefore, second step is analyzing, documenting and mapping out deficiencies and
discrepancies generating a performance problem. Experts recommend different
organizational performance models (discussions about these models are out of the scope
of this study) because the organizations are comprised of multiple processes. Third step
to uncover the real cause of problem by comparing the current and ideal environment.
Phase four is planning and mapping of future environment. When deficiencies or
factors affecting a performance are identified; it is a time to chalk out and reconfigure the
desired strategies; which were previously created during second step of third phase.
Typically, a new organizational system requires organizational charts, job taxonomy,
performance procedures and actions or measures, team organizations. Particular, realistic
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and workable decisions about job content lead to progress i.e. at organization level,
strategy level, and task or job level.
Final phase is the development of an improvement plan, preparing a blue print
according to the information collected at previous phases, assessing willingness for
change within an organization and selecting and introducing interventions (Gupta,
Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007, pp. 163-180).
2.4.3.5 Witkin’s Approach to Needs Assessment (A Three Phases Approach)
According to Altschuld & Watkins (2014), Witkins suggested a three phases
approach to needs assessment which later on updated by Altschuld & Kummar during
2010. The three phases are pre-assessment, assessment, and post assessment. The
objective of pre-assessment phase is to get an insight on the situation to determine scope
and depth either to be pursued further or needs are not there. Witkin recommended using
existing data to get information.
When phase one, does not impart enough understanding about needs then a
researcher will require entering into second phase “assessment”, to proceed further. This
phase would necessitate the deeper analysis or in-depth surveying of existing data or
resources, and the collection of required data to prioritize needs and takes decisions either
to go on further or we have enough information to plan and suggest interventions or
solutions.
Third phase “post-assessment is initiating and repairing of actions. This phase
also take an account of evaluating the process of needs assessment.
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Brown & Green (2016, pp. 74- 79) jolted down a variety of approaches to carry
out needs assessment developed and proposed by many experts. Each approach uses
different expressions to refer to the needs analysis process however; these approaches are
similar in determining outcomes.
2.4.3.6

Mager’s Approach to Needs Assessment (A Performance Analysis)
Robert F. Mager is well known in the field of instructional designing. In 1988

Mager described the process for determining an appropriate procedure for analyzing
performances. He termed the procedure as Performance Analysis. Mager suggested four
steps to proceed with this type of analysis: Firstly, describe the individual or group
“whose performance is being questioned”. Secondly, to find out what it is specifically
their activity which in turn generated remarks “there is a problem”. Thirdly, defining the
standards of performances expected from these persons or individuals. Fourthly, defining
the cost of discrepancy keeping in view the internal and external variables influencing
performances; after estimation if the cost of discrepancy is small, the process will stop. If
the cost is higher and necessitates going on then probe the knowledge of people further
about what it is expected from them. If people are aware with the standards of
expectation then investigate further for determine the consequences and obstacles of
performing. Later on, assess the gaps in existing and desired situation and draft possible
solutions. Futhermore, determine the implied cost of these interventions and compare it
with the cost of the problem. Finally, select one of the solutions best fitted to the problem
and have easy implications. In Mager’s view the approach requires less time.
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2.4.3.7

Morrison’s Approach to Needs Assessment (A Four Phases Approach)
Morrison, Ross and Kemp proposed a four phases approach to needs assessment.

These are planning, data collection, data analysis, and compilation of formal reports.
Their approach to needs assessment is technical and systematic not generic in nature,
which supports four functions:


Identification of needs relevant to particular task, or identification of problems result a
deficient or weak performance



recognition of significant needs which have significant impact on finances, safety, or
cause disruption in educational environment



setting remedial priorities



supports in assessing instructions with basic data
Planning phase includes defining the audience and determining the type of data needs
to be collected; and what segment of the audience data will be collected and how it will
be collect: i.e. techniques of data collection, surveys, interview, and focus groups,
questionnaires etc.
Second phase is collection of data phase which requires the understanding and
decisions about representative sample, sample size, distribution and collection of
questionnaires.
Morrison conveys that the third phase is the output of the data analysis or
identification of Needs. He further described needs as “comparative or normative, felt or
expressed, anticipated or critical incident” (Brown & Green, 2016). They proposed many
techniques to prioritized needs such as Delphi method.
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Final phase is recording and accumulation of the data. The summery should include
the summary of goals, process, results and recommendations. They also described two
approaches such as goals analysis and performance analysis. Their approach to
performance analysis is an addition to the Mager’s approach to needs analysis. However,
goals analysis is narrower than needs assessment in focus.
2.4.3.8

Rossett’s Approach to Needs Assessment (A Five Step Approach)
Rossett believes that needs assessment allows developers and designers to gather

data to make responsive recommendation based on the data collected earlier. As an
approach needs assessment allows gathering data related to various factors such as
current performance and optimal performance, individual’s feeling, causes for deficient
performance and results. Rossett identified four causes which disrupts performances.
These are lack of knowledge and skills, inappropriate environment, improper incentives,
and lack of motivation.
Rossett (1995, as cited in Brown & Green, 2016) sketched out a five step
approach to conduct needs analysis. Step one is to probe that what type of circumstances
initiated the problem, and for what rationale need to be dealt with in order to develop the
solution for the existing problem. Step two is identifying sources to get information
needed and also the constraints that may hinder access to information. Step three is
selection of proper tool or tools for required data collection. Step four is execution of the
needs assessment plan. Step five is decision making based on finding of the data
collected at previous steps.
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2.4.3.9

Smith & Ragan’s Approach to Needs Assessment (A Five Step Approach)
Smith & Ragan viewed needs assessment as an activity helps to determine

whether a need exists for new instruction. They figured out three approaches or models of
needs assessment: Discrepancy- based needs assessment model, problem solving or
problem finding model, and innovation model. They also imparted that DiscrepancyBased Needs Assessment Model is used when learning goals are identified and
instructions are aligned with the goal. This approach is followed by five steps:


listing of goals for instruction



determine, to what extent the listed goals have already been achieved



determine the gap between existing and the desired state of goals



prioritize gaps based on consensus of opinion



decide which gaps are instructional needs and which are related to designing and
development of instructions
Smith & Ragan believe that Problem-Finding or Problem-Solving Model is related to
the organizational achievement issues. The stake holder may be management,
administration, parents, clients, community leaders, students those who have identified
the problem in achievement of organization’s mission. This model is followed by four
steps:



to determine whether a problem exist or does not exist



to determine the cause or causes of the problem i.e. employees’ performance in training
atmosphere or students’ achievement in educational setting



to determine solution or intervention to the problem
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to match the current instruction with the desired one to meet the identified learning goals
However, Innovation Model of needs assessment works out well when a change or
innovation is initiated in educational setting. This approach takes up four steps:



determining the nature of change



setting the learning goals match with the change



determining the appropriateness and priority of set goals in learning system



designing activities for analyzing learning environment

2.4.3.10 English and Kaufman’s Approach to Needs Assessment (Generic and Post
Assessment steps)
English and Kaufman’s approach to needs assessment is one of the most detailed
plans for conduction a needs assessment including fourteen generic steps and seven postassessment steps. Following these steps are:
2.4.3.10.1

Generic Steps of Needs Assessment

Initial step is “planning to plan”; chalking out means and ends, allocation and
decisions of needs for conducting needs assessment; time allotted, resources available,
participatory group or individuals.
Second step is “goal derivation”, identifying desirable outcomes of education by
asking learned and knowledgeable persons.
Subsequent steps are “goal validation; determining face validity of derived goals
by asking citizens, educators and non educators”, and “goal prioritization; ranking the
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goals in order of importance, depending on the collected information from a large sample
of citizens including students, educators, and school board members”, “goal translation;
and conversion of goal statements into measurable performance standards”.
Sixth step is “validation of performance objectives”; validating the accuracy of
translation of goals into performance objectives by using the large sample of citizen
including students, educators and school administration.
Next step is “goal reprioritization” based on second level sampling including
students, staff and community members, similarly step two.
Following step is “futuristic input in goal ranking”, predicting and determining
future –oriented objectives derived from educational goals by asking knowledgeable
person. Delphi- technique is recommended to validate and generate these standards.
Step nine is to “re-rank goals” by using research and predictive studies.
Next step is selection of “testing instruments or evaluative strategies for assessing
the current state”. Step eleven is to “collate data” gathered. According to English and
Kaufman, needs assessment is the “process of formulating gaps or discrepancies between
two sets of criteria” thus data should be presented in a manner by which decisions must
ultimately be made about gaps.
Following remaining three steps are:

“developing initial gap or ‘needs

statements’”; making a list of gaps in students’ performance. And “prioritizing gap
statements” replicating step four; gaps should be clustered around educational goals,
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relating and ranking by the degree of differences between desired and actual students
achievement. Finally, is to “publish list of gaps statements”.
(Oliva, 1997, p.228)
2.4.3.10.2

Post-Needs Assessment Steps

English and Kaufman’s approach to needs assessment identifies seven post- needs
assessment steps: interpolation or identification of gaps by program and level, conducting
diagnostic or planning sessions for designing implementation strategies to meet identified
needs, determining cost and budgeting for implementation strategies, funding strategies
all are highly prioritized strategies, implementation of strategies in existing or new
programs, re-assessing gaps using feedback both formative and summative, and repeating
the steps if needed; English and Kaufman stated that generic step 1 to 9 should be
repeated periodically, and step 10 through 14 continually (Oliva, 1997, p.229).
2.4.4

The purposes of Needs Assessment (Generic Nature)
A need assessment phase usually requires a complete analysis. The idea of

analysis phase is to gather enough information which further helps to make learned and
receptive decisions. These decisions are commonly about the need of an instructional
involvement, type of the contents, its sequence, instructional strategies relevant to the
audiences. In other words, needs assessment is the description of the actual needs and
recommended interventions. Needs assessment helps in identifying the gap between what
students are able to do and what they need to polish and develop. It also assists to collect
information about a particular problem that learners experience. Needs analysis is a part
of the development of a course either prior to, during or after a program but the literature
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mainly support the assumption that it is a part of planning phase for the development of a
course or a program (Richards, 2001, p.45).
Needs Assessment further supports:


to find out subject specific knowledge and skills a learner need in order to perform a
particular role, such as an engineer, a manager, a teacher, a university student, an active
member of a social organization, a leader



to determine the efficacy of an existing course and its compatibility for future with
identified needs through an assessment



to identify a change in the perception of targeted audience about a phenomenon



to identify willingness for any change for which needs assessment is being carried out



to compile a demographic profile of users of any change in direction



to determine cultural, political, religious and personal characteristics of learners



to determine variation in gender based needs and trends on subject specific phenomenon



to find out sensitive socio-political issues to include or exclude in a subject specific
academic discipline



to find out the audiences’ level of literacy and eagerness towards a subject specific
academic discipline



to determine what cognitive and academic skills learners have acquired and in what they
will have to be promoted



to receive an insight about an ongoing phenomenon



to probe an emerging situation
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Gupta, Sleezer & Russ-Eft (2007) defines that generally the needs assessment request
have the similar objective such as probing a current difficulty or crises to a solution,
avoiding the past difficulties, producing benefits of an upcoming opportunity, and to
excel learning, growth and development (p.15). It would be correct to say that needs
assessment is a type of evaluation.
2.4.5 Procedures (Tools) for Conducting Needs Assessment
For collecting information during needs assessment one or multiple procedures
from the list of procedures can be selected. Various techniques and tools for needs
assessment such as extant data analysis, subject matter and performance document
analyses, observations, focus groups, interviews, written surveys, Questionnaires, selfratings, meetings, collecting learners language samples, task analysis, and case studies
are recommended by experts (Grabowski, 2004, pp. 174-175; Richards, 2001, p.45). Each
tool has its own limitation; therefore a blend of techniques authenticates the data,
collected for analysis. An instrument is a device for measuring phenomenon, therefore it
is used to collect and record information for analysis, decision making and understanding
a situation (Colton & Covert, 2007, p.5).
2.4.5.1 Extant Data Analysis
Extant data analysis technique is used for document analysis; exist within an
organization, at present. Subject matter analysis is an interview with experts including
assessment of the documents comprised of contents and description of performance
(Grabowski, 2004, p. 174; Ayers, 2011). Wolff (2004b in Flick, 2009, p. 255) defined
document as “standardized artifacts”, usually occur in particular formats, as notes, case
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reports, contracts, drafts, death certificates, remarks, diaries, statistics, annual reports,
certificates, judgments, letters or expert opinions”. Flick (2009) also mentioned Prior’s
definition about documents as “In fact, the status of things as "documents" depends
precisely on the ways in which such objects are integrated into fields of action, and
documents can only be defined in terms of such fields” (p.256). These documents can be
solicited or unsolicited, either available as text (in a printed form) or an electronic file
(i.e. a database). Scott (1990) differentiates 12 categories of documents, with two
distinguishing dimensions: the authorship, and the access to the documents. He further
defines accessibility with four alternatives i.e. closed, restricted, open – specific archival,
open published (pp.14-18). Documents are not just simple facts and reality but means for
communication (Ghufron, Saleh, Warsono & Sofwan, 2016). One of the pioneer study
earliest uses documents as a source of data analysis is the study of Thomas and
Znaniecki's (1918-1920) (Flick, 2009, p.256).
2.4.5.2 Observations
Observations are good in a sense that it allows the analyst to observe the task
being performed and lived experiences. However, observations are subjective in nature
and a time consuming technique (Richard, 2001, p. 61; Grabowski, 2004, p. 175)
Observation is a data collection technique, where information about an individual is
obtained by someone external (Colton & Covert, 2007, p.5). With an observation
technique “the current status of a phenomenon is determined not by asking but by
observing” (Gay, 1996, p.264). A valid argument in favour of observation is that it allows
the researcher to explore how something exactly works or occurs. Any objective of the
study categories observation as covert or overt, non-participant or participant, systematic
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or unsystematic, natural or artificial situations, and Self-observation or observing others
(Flick, 2009, p. 222).
2.4.5.3 Focus Group Interviews
In spite of the difficulty to arrange a focus group interview, a small group focus
interview gives an insight about differing views and perception and nonverbal
communications. Hinds (2000) defines focus groups interview as “the process which
supports the philosophy of self-disclosure, grounded in a comfortable environment, a
particular type of questioning, and the establishment of focus group rules (p. 49). The
Group generally comprised of four ten members. Focus group interviews are mainly used
to obtain information on “how people think” and about the opinion of “an event, idea or
experience” and for “seeking the perspective of the client” (Hinds, 2000, p. 50; Ayers,
2011). Flick (2009) defines that focus groups or group discussion particularly suggested
with the aim to study “opinions and attitudes about taboo subjects” or the dynamics of a
group discussing such topics should be used” when required. It is more appropriate than a
well-ordered single interview (p. 209). Patton (2002) defines “a focus group interview is
an interview with a small group of people on a specific topic”. Generally, a group is
established with six to eight people for interview of duration one - half to two hours
(p.385).
2.4.5.4 Interviews
According to Flick (2009, p.166)) focused interview as a source of data
collection, first developed by Merton and Kendall in the 1940s. An interview gives a
chance to probe the discussion further that emerges during an interview. Interviews are of
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different kinds according to the objectives of the study. However, a small number of
interviews can be suspected with the notion of biasness. Interview are a time –consuming
activity, therefore it may not be a good technique when dealing with large samples (Pratt,
1994, p.50; Richard, 2001, p. 61; Grabowski, 2004, p. 175; Ayers, 2011). Interviews can
vary in their structure. These can be structured and un-structured or a blend of both
according to the pre-defined objective. Meuser and Nagel (2002 in Flick, 2009, 179)
defined “the expert interview as a specific form of applying semi-structured interviews”.
An interview gives in-depth information about the phenomenon. With interview, both
verbal and non-verbal response supports towards better understanding of the phenomenon
(Hinds, 2000, p. 50; Silverman, 2005, p.154).
2.4.5.5 Written Survey
Written survey is used for large samples that contain a series of questions and can
address a large scale data (Grabowski, 2004, pp. 174-175; Richards, 2001, p.45).
Surveys are used to explore relationships, to examine attitudes and beliefs, to obtain
sensitive information, and other data collection approaches can be merged with surveys,
however, it may take longer time to gather data (Pratt, 1994, p.38; Colton & Covert,
2007, p.10; Altschuld & Devraj, 2010, p. 84; Ayers, 2011). However, surveys may be
twenty-five or thirty minutes long. Usually, the time-limit for returning surveys is up to
ten days (Gupta, 2007, p.93).
2.4.5.6 Questionnaires
Questionnaire is a standard method and one of the common tools for data
collection, typically used to obtain factual information, support observations, or assess
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attitudes and opinion” (Colton & Covert, 2007, p.5; Pratt, 1994, p. 46; Ayers, 2011). It is
relatively easy to prepare and can be used while addressing large samples. It can be used
to elicit information on issues where other techniques mainly face to face interaction is
not recommended. Questionnaires are developed either structured items with the response
choices or unstructured with open-ended items.

However, the disadvantage is the

obtained information may be unnecessary and imprecise but this can be catered with the
follow-up techniques or with the blend of another technique or by developing a blend of
open-ended and structured questions (Richard, 2001, P.60; Hinds, 2000, p.42).
2.4.5.7 Self-rating
Self-rating scales are used to rate the knowledge or abilities. These rating scales
can be partially developed as part of the questionnaire but these scales provide
impressionistic knowledge (Richard, 2001, 60). Colton & Covert (2007) describe rating
scale as generic term, this instrument “is evaluative” in nature and mostly used “where
response choices are ordered on a continuum”. It is different from ranking in a sense that
scale is predetermined and the research respondent select one value i.e. strongly agree
(p.7). Aiken (1975 in Colton & Covert, 2007, 8) notes that “rating scales are a primary
tool in contemporary assessment methodology”. Rating scales usually measure attitudes,
opinions and records direct observation and assessment (Colton & Covert, 2007, 8)
2.4.5.8 Meetings
Meetings are also a good tool as focus group interviews. It gives an insight about
the research phenomenon. Meetings might be a good source of collecting large amount of
information in a short time. But if it is not well planned there will be the higher
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probability of obtaining subjective and biased thoughts. Colton & Covert (2007)
described the term subjective as “information that originates within an individual and is
reflected by items that measure attitudes, feelings, opinions, values and beliefs” (p.5).
2.4.5.9 Case Studies
In Case studies, a targeted individual or a group of targeted audience is followed
through a relevant experience in order to explore the characteristics of a peculiar
situation. Although the information obtained with case studies cannot be generalized but
it provides a healthy source of information to understand the phenomenon and compare it
with the information obtained from other sources (Richard, 2001, p.62). Punch (1998 in
Silverman, 2005, 126) defined the objective of case study as “… to develop as full an
understanding of that case as possible” (Silverman, 2005). In the view of Flick (2009)
“the aim of case studies is the precise description or reconstruction of a case” (p.134).
So the technique proves to be a workable technique as it gives better insight into
the phenomenon and leads to a solution. Needs assessment is a systematic problemsolving process which works around probing the problem and to find out the means about
how to fix the problem.
2.4.6

Designing the Needs Assessment
The Needs assessment may be conducted for a variety of different stakeholders in

response to their requests and demands. Connelly and Clandinin (1988 in Richard, 2001,
56) explained stakeholder as “a person or a group of persons with a right to comment
on”. Needs assessment can be conducted on small scale carried out by a single teacher
of a specific class or it can be carried out at large scale with a political dimension or for
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the sake of curriculum development or as an economic survey of a state. In each case,
determining the users of the study is of prime concern. Stufflebeam et al. (1985 in
Richard, 2001, 56) comments that “not all key audiences are possible to identify at the
start of the study”; the procedure itself identify the key users; moreover “it is entirely
possible that the importance of key audience will change during the study” (Richard,
2001, p.56). During needs assessment, the term target population refers to the people
about whom the relevant information will be collected i.e. educational officials, policy
makers, students, teachers, academicians, employers, parents, community agencies.
Designing of the needs assessment means to select a suitable procedure from
many of the procedures i.e. interviews, focus group, observations, etc. A systemic
investigation is particularly essential in the needs assessment phase. Without a holistic
understanding of the complete system along with the understanding of each separate part
is required to design, or develop or update a system (Grabowski, 2004, p.171). Gupta
(2007) defines the mechanism of needs assessment process as the comparison between
the existing and desired condition, defining the problem, in-depth understanding of the
behavior and mechanism involved in current condition, determining the facts that how
these behavior and mechanism can be developed to provide solutions and support
mechanism into a desired estate (p. 15). So the steps in needs assessment phase involved
identification of the problem, specifying the goals of needs assessment, specifying the
ideal state, selection of tools, describing contextual environment, and explaining factors
affecting the problem.
The fundamental objective of analysis phase is to analyze and evaluate gathered
information for taking responsive decisions i.e. decision about an instructional
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intervention. During, planning phase the designer or researcher plans to gathers all the
data to explore “actual needs”, to identify performance gaps, and how these identified
future needs can be installed within the analyzed system.
Other expert like Kaufman, Rojas, and Mayer (1993 in Grabowski, 2004, 172)
suggested that firstly, the scope of the problem should be determined. Scope of problem
is in accordance with the type of audiences i.e. society, particular organization,
individual, or small group. Any decision about scope of the study or problem facilitates
the extent of analysis, time line and efforts i.e. large scale or mall scale, and longitudinal
or snap shots. The nature of the problem itself supports further decision about outlining
or shaping the scope of study. This phase is important because it develops understanding
as the lack of understanding of the phenomenon will not improve the situation.
The second step in designing a needs assessment is to specify the goals. Setting of
goal is impossible without an authentic understanding of the context in which problem
occurrs. A clear decision about goals supports toward desired outcomes. Step 3 is the
understanding of the ideal situation or context desired by the client or organization. The
next step is to verify that whether a need for intervention exists or not by relating the
actual needs desired by the organization or group or individual and its difference from the
ideal situation. Further steps are to determine the possible causes along with the
suggested interference and propose updates and to communicate the results back to the
customer or interested audience. This is the blue print for collecting data.
Conclusively, part one is making a blue print for needs assessment i.e. planning a
clear approach, description of the parameters to be examined and selection of data
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collection tool/s. Part 2 is the collection and analysis of the data and part 3 is explaining
the actual and the model situation (Grabowski, 2004, pp. 172-174).
2.5

Learner’s Analysis: Understanding Learner’s Present Status
Pratt (1994) emphasized on describing and understanding learners as “the most

obvious clients of curriculum are learners/ students” (p.40). He stated that determining
the learner’s present status (learners’ characteristics; background knowledge in the
subject material, level of intellectual and social development, preferred learning style,
and motivation level) is a crucial step in planning a curriculum, and a critical dimension
of effective curriculum design (Lattuca &Stark, 2009, p.145). Therefore, this remains a
prerequisite for a good instruction. It must be noticed that instruction remains an obvious
component of curriculum development processes (models) (Oliva, 1997, p.144-152;
Pratt, 1994, p.149). The objective of learner’s description is to illustrate those uniqueness
of learners for whom the curriculum is proposed, this in turn results in planning
appropriate instructions too. Donald (2006) stated that designing a course requires to
understand “what our students’ priorities are” (p.53). Tyler (1949) stated that a study of
the learners themselves helps in “seeking needed changes in behavior patterns of the
learners / students”. When the acquired information from students is compared with
desirable standards or standard norms, the difference between the existing condition and
the preferred condition or acceptable norms is identified and this difference is generally
considered as gap or need (p.53). If certain needs are not met or answered, the system is
exposed with disequilibrium. Tyler discussed that one of the problems of education is to
provide means through which certain needs are to be met (p.54).
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2.5.1

Educational Background
Students’ Schema or the quality of students prior experiences (either of failure, or

success, or of interest or boredom) can be found either by means of pretest; NormReferenced or Criterion- Referenced measurements (Oliva, 1997, P. 405; Lattuca &Stark,
2009, p.146), measurement is determined as “the extent to which an individual
demonstrates a particular characteristic or behavior”, and assessment refers to “the
procedures used in appraising student learning”, and evaluation is concerned with
“making judgments about the relative or absolute worth of entities i.e. essay, class
project, or a new teaching method”(Krause, Bochner & Duchesne, 2003, pp.340-41), and
Pratt (1994) mentioned that assessment refers to “judgments about people, and in
particular about students’ learning”, while evaluation refers to “judgments about
instruction, curricula, policy, programs, and instructions” (p.104) or by the study of
curricula and programs that students have previously taken (by using extent data analysis
or archival records) (Pratt, 1994, p.150; Scott, 1990, p.14; Grabowski, 2004, p. 174;
Flick, 2009, p.255; Lattuca &Stark, 2009, p.146; Ayers, 2011). Experts consider that
“previous teacher evaluations” are the major determinants of learners’ academic self
concept in a particular subject. Adele Gottfried (1990 as cited in Pratt, 1997) stated that
“achievement is a more consistent predictor of motivation than failure” (p.151). Kubiszyn
& Borich (2003) stated that test provide objective data that with subjective impressions
results more valid decisions (p.45). Such decisions are classified in various categories
suggested by Thorndike, Cunningham, Thorndike & Hagen (1991): instructional
decisions, grading decisions, diagnostic decisions, selecting decisions, placement
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decisions, counseling & guidance decisions, program or curriculum decisions, and
administrative policy decisions (p.47).
2.5.2 Level of Intellectual Development
Schiro (2013) stated that “many of the today’s new issues and trends, and
concerns about education are not new but related to continuing educational concerns that
have been discussed extensively (p.xv; Moore, 2015, p.17). McGuire (1917) stated that
“a normal act of the human mind is a first fact in human knowledge”. Therefore, research
on cognitive development supports curriculum planning. When a curriculum is planned
considering to the developmental level of the learners the expected failure of teacher and
students can be reduced significantly (Pratt, 1994, p. 152; Lattuca & Stark, 2009, p. 153).
“Cognition in philosophic terminology means an action or a faculty of knowing,
perceiving and conceiving, as opposed to emotion and volition” (Haq, 1990). Cognitive
development is perceived as the ability to “think, reason, understand and remember”.
Moreover it includes the mental process of organizing and making sense of information
such as perceiving, attending to, understanding, and recalling information. Jean Piaget
(1952, 1964) and Lev Semanovish Vygotsky (1962, 1978) are considered as two of the
most important and influential theorist in this domain (Krause et al., 2003, p.30; Olds, &
Johri, 2011). Kay (2005) observed with reference to many experts that “the focal belief of
child psychology is concerned with cognitive development and not with skills”. McIntosh
et al., (2012) stated that “adult learning is a process of linking previous knowledge and
experiences with new experiences”. Moreover, “reflection and /or critical thinking are/is
a key factor/s” during this linking process. Piaget believed that cognitive development
was an artifact of the mind “achieved through observation and experimentation”.
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Piagetian theory was comprised of two essentials “ages” and “stages”, and these elements
help in understanding about “what children can and cannot comprehend at different ages”
(Weegar & Pacis, 2012; ).
Piaget’s stage development theory, a classical cognitive theory is significant in
describing the intellectual development of learner identifying four stages (Pratt, 1994, pp.
152-153; Krause et al., 2003, pp.41, 157; Ojose, 2008): the sensorimotor stage, preoperational Stage, the concrete Operations Stage, and the formal operations stage.
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Goal directed action
Deferred imitation

Main
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language
acquisition &
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Abstract thought
Ability to represent
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secondary school
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by motor
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Figure 2.9: Piagets’ stages of cognitive development
hearing, seeing,
changes
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From around 12 years
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Piaget's work on the psychology of learning later on developed the perception that
“human cognition is based on the co-operation of perceptions, mental images and
conclusions with the previous structures (schemes and constructions) of the mind”
(Kallioniemi, 2002; Weegar & Pacis, 2012). Piaget discussed that across the ages range
“how we think” remains the same, changes occurred during childhood to adolescence in
“the way we organize our thoughts into what” , which piaget termed as “schemes or
schemas; abstract concept or mental image, a cluster of ideas about a particular object or
experience”. The notion of equilibrium or cognitive balance between familiar and known,
and new and unfamiliar, is significant in Piaget’s theory. This balance depends on two
factors: readiness; information that is already available to the child, and child’s level of
cognitive development; stage of reasoning, how child interpret something new or
unfamiliar. The term developmentally known education is referring to this idea.
Apart from this significance, Piaget’s theory is not beyond criticism such as there
are gaps between data collection and the time of publication, variability in ideas and
research methods, overestimated concepts of ages and stages, stage concept are
ambiguous, absence of the concept of skills, insufficient attention to child’s social
environment, avoidance of other factors, influence development, individual differences,
incomplete description of cognitive development, abstract directions and requirements
may cause young children to fail: Beilin, 1992; Lourenco & Machado, 1996; Bryant,
1974; Goswami, 1991; Rutter & Rutter, 1992; Siegler, 1998; Eggen & Kauchak, 2000;
Gelman, Meck, & Merkin, 1986; Zimmerman & Whitehurst, 1979 (Krause et al, 2003,
pp.53-57; Ojose, 2008) .
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Neo-Piagetians have extended Piaget’s work that arose out of criticism of Piaget’s
thoughts and scheme. They have extended theory with an information processing
framework while holding many of Piaget’s basic thoughts (Anderson, 1998). Egan (1979)
proposed a new developmental theory, influenced by Piaget’s and Erikson’s stage
theories, based on some of the deep-seated issues in education and therefore, deserve to
be termed as an educational-development theory. At the core of Eagan’s theory is his
description of the four stages of educational development: the mythic (0 – 7 years), the
romantic (7 – 14 years), the philosophic (14 –21 years), and Ironic (21+ years), which he
visualized as receptive period for the development of abilities and competences that are
uniqueness of each stage, teaching also requires sensitivity to these characteristics (Egan,
1979, 2012; Osser, 1980; Pratt, 1994, p.155; Lourenco & Machado, 1996). In brief,
obtaining a clear perception of the developmental range of the learners to be taught is a
significant task for the curriculum planner, and more exclusively, not only the
understanding of “what students most need to learn” but also “in what order” and “at
what stage they are most ready to learn it” (Pratt, 1994, p.155).
The relationship between religion and psychology is not new (Grimmitt, 2000).
McGuire (1917) stated that “Religion, like education and social science, must be
grounded finally in the facts of experimental psychology”. Kay (2005) identified “the key
texts on the psychology of religion i.e. Wulff, 1991; Paloutzian, 1996; Hood et al., 1996;
Goldman, 1964; Lee, 1965; or even more earlier work of Yeaxlee, 1939; Thouless,
1924”.
Piaget’s developmental theory found significant in describing the religious
development by researchers, it is applied as a standard for the development of religious
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curriculum as well, investigations performed in such area, found during second half of
the present century: James Fowler (1981, 1991) proposed six stages of Faith
Consciousness, extend from childhood through adulthood, and “first four stages of his
theory are similar to Piaget's four stages of cognitive development”. Heywood (1992 as
cited in Korniejczuk & Martin, 1993) stated that Fowler’s theory is one of the structural
development theories of human development based on Piaget’s work, and the other most
famous person that of Lawrence Kohlberg"; David Elkind (1971), a Jewish classical
thinker and a professor at Yale University , considered piaget’s theory, as an excellent
guide for evaluation and planning of curriculum, his work regarding” Denominational
Conception of Religious

Identity” or “Cognitive Development

in Religious

Understanding” were first to be conducted and published in the United States. He
distinguished between personal religion and institutional religion; , Fritz Oser’s five
developmental stages and a sixth universal stage or the development of religious
judgment; Ronald Goldman’s (1964, 1965) work on “children's ability to understand
religious ideas”, also Lawrence Kohlberg adapted cognitive stage theory to moral
development (Peerless, 2004; Openshaw & Stendler, 1965; Korniejczuk & Martin, 1993;
Day, 2001; Brodie, 2012).
2.5.3

Level of Motivation
Motivation is commonly defined as an aspiration “to act or move towards a

particular activity or task” (Pintrich, 2000a; Weiner, 1992), Buehl & Alexander (2009)
stated that motivation is “ multifaceted and manifested in a variety of constructs
including self efficacy, competency belief, task value and interest, self determination, and
goal orientations”, moreover it can be viewed as “a movement towards a goal”, and in
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schools it can be refer to “ the various motivational constructs, in educational
setting”(p.480).
Lattuca & Stark (2009) stated that intellectual (cognitive) development is linked
with students’ emotions and attitudes, therefore, student’s involvement in learning
requires the development of positive attitudes, and motivation, and an appropriate
challenging environment (p.153). Pintrich (1988a as cited in Lattuca & Stark, 2009)
explained the dynamic interplay of motivation, cognition, and meta-cognition at college
level as “motivation as a determining factor of conceptual change”; conceptual change
learning refers to the “integration of new information into memory”, and “restructuring of
existing knowledge” (Pintrich, Marx, Boyle, 1993; Sinatra, 2005). Researches with the
passage of time rejected a notion that “students come to education as blank slates”, and
illuminating, as a substitute, the critical role of prior experiences and previous knowledge
in learning “e.g., Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert, & Goetz, 1977; Piaget,1952”

or

knowledge construction through every day experiences “e.g. Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992”
(Lattuca & Stark, 2009, p.174; Pintrich et al., 1993; Sinatra, 2005), which influence
(facilitate; “by providing a basis for understanding and judging the validity of solutions “,
or impede; “through the alternative frameworks that students possess”) students’
processing of information including encoding and processing, their selective attention,
retrieval of information and comprehension, and process of thinking and problem solving
activities. Most of the cognitive models describe a conceptualizing students learning
generally, not particularly students' actual cognitive engagement in classroom such as
“Alexander & Judy, 1988; Alexander, Schallert, & Hare, 1991; Pintrich, Cross, Kozma,
& McKeachie, 1986; Winne & Marx, 1989” (Pintrich, Marx & Boyle, 1993). Conceptual
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Change model of learning described by “Hewson & Hewson, 1984; Posner, Strike,
Hewson, & Gertzog, 1982; Strike & Posner, 1985; Strike & Posner, 1992” have high
similarity index to Piagetian theory, however presents a “more domain-specific view of
individuals' conceptions or schemata in contrast to the more global, formal structures and
operations of Piaget” (Pintrich, 2000a, 2000b, 2002). Pintrich et al. (1993) stated that
learners’ thinking is influenced by their intentions, goals, purposes, and beliefs, moreover
motivational beliefs can influence the direction of thinking, and these motivational
constructs are: goal orientation, values, efficacy beliefs, and control beliefs (Pintrich,
2003). Empirical research studies have dealt with the relations between beliefs and
knowledge e.g. Nespor, 1987; Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Rokeach, 1968” (Buehl &
Alexander, 2009, p. 481; Alexander, 2004). Sinatra (2005) signified the Pintrich’s
conceptual change theory was signified by many researchers that “his concept was the
earliest to elucidate how motivation and cognition interact in complex ways to produce a
learning outcome such as knowledge change, and “left an indelible mark on the field”,
and “a wonderful legacy for the researcher” (Sinatra, 2004, 2005; Luque, 2004; Mason,
2004; Winne, 2004; Garcia-Celay & Dios, 2004). Dole & Sinatra (1998) stated that two
factors effect concept change: cognitive processing and emotional investment; students
must have interest in the topic at hand and personal characteristic or need of that
information, a change process in turn guide educator to establish a environment which
would ensure students engagement with multiple perspectives, because knowledge is
assimilated by students when they extend, expand, and refine existing concepts. Another
model of knowledge change while incorporating affective and cognitive factors focused
on the interplay of learners ’ prior knowledge, beliefs about topic, and their interest in the
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topic along with the characteristics of the text. This understanding developed while they
reviewed the contribution of cognitive psychology, social psychology, and science
education. According to them social psychologists worked on the theory and
methodology of cognitive psychology to elucidate how attitudes and beliefs are
represented in memory; however, they have focused on identifying the conditions of
change (Alonso-Tapia)
Patricia Alexander’s (1997) model of domain learning (MDL) blends the
information about motivation, cognition and meta-cognition describing the development
of students’ competence in a particular academic subject. The MDL model particularly
probes “how cognitive and motivational factors come together in a process of academic
development in a particular discipline or field”, moreover domain learning model
encompasses theory and research on development, strategic processing, motivation, and
expertise. The model can be applied for curriculum development in higher education
because it is tested on college students (Lattuca & Stark, 2009, p.176; Alexander, 1997,
2003). The MDL differentiate between various types of subject-matter knowledge:
domain and topic knowledge. Domain knowledge refers to the breadth of knowledge
within a field (e.g., how much one knows about history, biology, psychology). While
topic knowledge refers to the depth; how much an individual knows about specific
domain topics (e.g., the Magna Carta). The domain learning model emphasizes
quantitative and qualitative adjustments that take place in the knowledge result to
individual’s progress toward expertise (Alexander, 1997, 2003, 2006; Alexander et al.,
2004).
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Alexander suggests that mainly students progress through three stages of expertise
in an academic domain: acclimation, competence, and proficiency/expertise, but not all
the students. And this journey towards proficiency is a gradual transformation process
that work “in association with one another: domain knowledge (depth and breadth of a
student’s knowledge about a given academic subject area), interests (interest strengthens
and motivates a student’s thoughts (judgments, beliefs, and feelings), and actions toward
a aspiration), and strategic processing (A learning strategy that is intentionally bring into
play when individuals want to maximize their performance in understanding or learning,
furthermore strategic knowledge develops a connection between cognitive (subject matter knowledge) and motivational (interest) forces Lattuca & Stark, 2009, p.176;
Alexander, 1997, 2003, 2004).
Various research studies based on the framework of the MDL and investigate on
the proposed interplay of interest, strategic processing, and knowledge at the different
levels of development e.g. “Alexander, Jetton, & Kulikowich, 1995; Alexander, Murphy,
Woods, Duhon, & Parker, 1997; Alexander, Sperl, Buehl, Fives, & Chiu, 2002; Shen,
Chen, Tolley, & Scrabis, 2003; Lawless & Kulikowich, 1998; Murphy & Alexander,
2002” (Fox & Alexander; Alexander et al., 2004).
2.6

Conceptual Framework in Present Study
The current study is based on curriculum development processes in general, and

particularly Tyler’s conception of curriculum development. Needs assessment is
determined as an initial method towards development in many fields i.e. curriculum,
business, psychology, health. Researchers suggest finding out a definition first to proceed
with the method of needs assessment to further clarify dimension of work.
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The current research study is based on the definition of needs as “gaps”.
Along with, the study encompasses the knowledge & Skills assessment approach (Gupta,
Sleezer & Russ-Eft, 2007, p.15, 104). This approach can be used to assess knowledge and
skills learning needs of a targeted group or audience before initiating training, learning
and developing programs. Targeted group, in the study, is undergraduate students of
engineering program. Knowledge particularly refers to the knowledge of Religion
“Islam”. The study mainly aims to assess knowledge gaps in the compulsory core course
of “Islamic Studies” offered to undergraduate students of engineering program aligned
with recommendations of Educational Policies, Higher Education Commission and
Pakistan Engineering Council’s regulations and recommendations. From many procedure
tools of needs assessment, current study incorporates extent data analysis (archival
records, policy documents, see chapter 4 for details), written survey technique using a
questionnaire (blending quantitative and qualitative approach (see chapter 3 for details).
Research identified needs from three sources: students (7th semester out of 8th semesters),
society (teachers in various engineering disciplines) professionals joined industry
working in their core engineering fields, subject matter (Subject experts and subject
teachers)
To explore learners’ needs, three variables considered rooted in educational
psychology: background knowledge, the level of intellectual development (Piaget’s
theory) and level of motivation (Paul Pintrich’s conceptual change, and Patricia A.
Alexander’s domain learning concept).
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
3.1

Introduction

The current chapter gives an account of the research methodology and techniques
used in this study. The chapter discusses the design of the study. It focuses on population,
target population, sample along with the justification for the selected sampling technique.
The chapter narrates the process of instrumentation and the way issues of validity and
reliability threats are dealt in this study. This chapter also gives account of piloting,
process of data collection and procedure of data analysis. It further elaborates the
methodological frame work which is used to inquire the research questions.
3.2

Design of the Study
According to the needs of the research questions, quantitative research method

has been adopted as an appropriate way to explore and analyze the responses of a large
sample to find the answers of the questions posed by this study. The research design of
the study is cross-sectional survey. Since “a survey usually begins with the need for
information where no data – or insufficient data – exist” (“Survey Methods and
Practices”, 2010). Moreover, according to Cohen, Manion & Morrison (2006), “surveys
can be exploratory, in which no assumptions or models are postulated, and in which
relationships and patterns are explored” (p.207).
A cross- sectional exploratory survey was conducted to discover the needs and
demands for the subject of Islamic Studies from the students of engineering discipline,
teachers of engineering discipline, teachers of Islamic studies (experts) teaching in
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engineering discipline, teachers (experts) of Islamic Studies that were teaching to wide
range of academic disciplines, and engineers who

worked as professionals. As

“researchers for higher degrees will find cross sectional survey research appropriate, and
it is widely used in higher degree research” (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2006, p.205),
3.2.1 Justification for Selecting the Design of the Study
The researcher employed a cross-sectional survey because of the several reasons:
Firstly, responses from a large group of respondents were required in five
categories (the students of engineering discipline, teachers of engineering discipline,
Teachers of Islamic studies (experts) teaching in Engineering discipline, Teachers
(experts) of Islamic Studies teaching to wide range of academic disciplines, Engineers
working as professional). According to Marczyk, DeMatteo & Festinger (2005) “The
principal advantage of survey studies is that they provide information on large groups of
people, with very little effort, and in a cost effective manner”.
Secondly, the data was required to collect in a naturalistic manner. As stated,
“surveys allow researchers to assess a wider variety of behaviors and other phenomena
than can be studied in a typical naturalistic observation study” (Marczyk et al., 2005).
Thirdly, respondents’ views were required against the wide variety of themes and
issues. As Cohen, Manion & Morrison (2006) “surveys, typically used to scan a wide
field of issues, populations, and programs etc in order to measure or describe any
generalized features”( p.206).
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Fourthly, educational surveys to develop need based core courses of Islamic
studies for professionals are particularly uncommon in local context / Pakistan.
According to Walker (2003) “anyone who discusses any curriculum question or common
places of curriculum thought, must consider four domains, topics or common places—the
student, the teacher, the subject matter, and the society”.
3.3

Research Population and Sample for the Main Study

Two criterions were used to recognize accessible population: 1) general
universities of both public and private stream, which had department of Islamic Studies,
are included. Which are also recognized by Higher Education Commission (HEC) of
Pakistan either it is public sector university or private sector university or would comes
under the authority of provincial government of Sind or federal government of Pakistan
or such universities’ specific campus located at Karachi.

2) Secondly, engineering

universities accredited with Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) sited in Karachi were
recognized as accessible population. However, one of the private sector engineering
universities, refused to give the data. Keeping in view the criterion, data for the main
study was collected from 12 universities.

3.3.1 Target Population

The target population of this study was undergraduate students of engineering
universities at Karachi, teachers of engineering universities (from engineering discipline
and Islamic Studies discipline) at Karachi, teachers and experts from Islamic Studies
departments of general universities at Karachi those who were teaching the subject of
Islamic Studies at undergraduate and postgraduate level and they had multi-disciplinary
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and diversified experience in the subject area, and engineers practically associated with
engineering profession and worked at Karachi. As “the target population is the population
for which information is desired” (“Survey Methods and Practices”, 2010, p. 23). Besides
this “in any research study, the population of interest is usually defined by the purpose of
the research and the research question itself” (Marczyk, DeMatteo & Festinger, 2005).
The details of target population are presented in Appendix B.

Nicholas et al (2006, p. 9) commented that typically, the stakeholders in needs
assessment stage are: administers, teachers, students, community leaders or parents, and
educational staff. Three main groups of respondents may be consulted during needs
assessment prior to plan a curriculum: Experts or specialists who have a holistic
experience of the subject fields, not only academicians but also those working in
government, business and industry, and essentially teachers who not only have extensive
experience but they have a good reflection on the purpose and meaning of the subject,
they teach. Secondly, the most observable clients of curriculum are students. It is
essential not only to ask them about what they want to learn but also how they prefer to
learn. Former students both graduates and dropouts are more valuable source of
information than current students. Because they have experienced existing curriculum
and now in a position to better judge the beneficial aspects as well as lackings. In
addition, teachers, parents and employees also fall in this category. Third category is the
gatekeepers; individuals who can affect the implementation of decisions. Teachers above
all, fall into all the three categories i.e. experts, clients, and gatekeepers (Pratt, 1994, pp.
40-45). Tyler (1949) suggested that “no single source” is sufficient for “wise and
comprehensive decisions” about objectives (p. 5). Therefore Tyler recommended that five
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resources be considered: 1) the learners, 2) contemporary life, 3) subject experts, 4)
educational philosophy, and 5) psychology of learning.

3.4

Sample and Sampling Technique

In the current study data was collected through purposive sampling from 808
respondents in the above mentioned categories altogether, that is 541 Undergraduate
students (7th semester or final year), 202 teachers including engineering discipline (170)
and Islamic Studies Discipline (32 teachers of Islamic Studies and 65 professionals) of
respondents and 65 professionals working in their core feilds. The sample was comprised
of 66% male respondents and 34% female respondents. “Purposive samples are used if
description rather than generalization is the goal (Dawson, 2002, p. 60)”, and needs
assessment process identifies and describe gaps and interventions (Nichols et al., 2006, p.
7). Moreover, “for large scale, quantitative surveys you will need to contact many more
people than you would for a small, qualitative piece of research. The sample size will
also depend on what you want to do with your results” (Dawson, 2002, p. 60).

The objective of selecting the sample from varied categories is to address the
research problem from all possible aspects. As described by Korniejczuk & Martin
(1993), “a study of religious development makes sense when taken from observation of
people who portray in their behavior that they live in accordance with what they profess”.
Final year or 7th semester undergraduate students were selected, as they have many more
academic experience, cognitive maturity and more exposure to the field of engineering,
as compare to the third semester or second year undergraduate students to whom the
subject of Islamic Studies is offered as compulsory subject of two credit hours.“In some
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ways former students (both graduates and dropouts) are more valuable as sources of
information” (Pratt, 1994, p. 41).

Due to time constraints (schedule of the respondents and for the research at
hand), and availability of respondents, the non-ideal circumstances, a purposive sampling
techniques was incorporated. Purposive sampling is used to facilitate the study, the
universities and to facilitate the respondents in terms of their academic affairs. To
address the research problem within the time framework, it was essential to get the
responses of students and teachers and professional who were bound to work with many
constraints such as timetable, attendance, course completion dead line and so on.

3.5 Research Instrument: Development of Questionnaire
A questionnaire was required to collect data and conduct survey.

“A

questionnaire is a group or sequence of questions designed to obtain information on a
subject from a respondent (“Survey Methods and Practices”, 2010, p.55)”. In the absence
of a specific subject-based research tool (questionnaire) which can be used in the local
context; and because of the unique requirements of the current study (Gupta et al, 2007,
p.87), and to assess the needs of Islamic Studies curriculum at tertiary level professional
universities, researcher had to develop the research tool, primarily a questionnaire for
survey.
The content and structure of the questionnaire for the survey was developed after
reviewing various sources (Gupta et al., 2007, pp. 81-83). The process was completed in
the following steps: 1) the structure, layout and last three questions of the questionnaire
were adapted from Training Curriculum Priorities: A Survey. Marczyk, DeMatteo, and
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Festinger (2005) discussed that “it is not un-usual for researchers to develop their own
measures or measurement strategies. This is a legitimate approach to data collection as
long as the measure or strategy accurately captures the construct of interest”. They also
emphasized that the objective of literature review was to find out any pre-existing
measure for quantifying a certain behavior. Therefore, it is considered necessary to create
a measure in order to capture the certain behavior rather than abandoning the research.
The tool was developed considering the needs of the local context and the requirements
of the Users. Similarly, “the researcher would have to make certain that the test
developers considered and captured this population when developing the instrument”
(Marczyk, DeMatteo & Festinger, 2005). As well as “the questionnaire should be user
friendly to obtain maximum cooperation” (Hinds, 2000, p.42).
Simultaneously a framework for developing curriculum contents (topics of
Islamic Studies for engineering program) under different themes adapted from a non statutory national framework of religious education from the Reproduction,
Qualifications and Curriculum authority, UK (“A non-statutory national framework of
Religious Education”, 2004). Topics of Islamic Studies for engineering program have
also explored after reviewing the extent data and existing resources (Grabowski, 2004, p.
174; Ayers, 2011) i.e. the existing (implemented) text books for the core courses of
Islamiyat from class (grade) III to XII issued by Sind Text Book Board, Jamshoro (see
appendix B), The National curriculum of Islamiyat compulsory 2006 from class III to
Class XII issued by federal government and provincial government of sindh, respectively,
chapter “four” in National education policy document of Islamic studies (NEP, 2009),
HEC revised curriculum for engineering programs on and before February 2012 (see
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www.hec.gov.pk/curriculum ), Current (implemented) course outlines of Islamic studies
in public and private sector engineering universities in Karachi received from subject
experts of concerned universities during January 2012 to February 2013, outlines of
courses of Islamic studies offered to undergraduate and graduate students irrespectively
at core and advance levels, internationally.
The questionnaire developed on closed questions with a prescribed range of
answers from which the respondents could choose. This was decided upon as an open
question requiring writing and suggesting topics or contents of Islamic Studies from
respondents of engineering discipline would have produced high level of stress in
respondents (Perry & VanZandt, 2006, p.30). This significant aspect (respondents’ input
or choice) has been addressed by putting two open ended questions at the end of survey
Questionnaire (See Appendix E). “This ensures that the respondent has the opportunity to
include everything that he or she feels is relevant to the issues being addressed by the
questionnaire (“Survey Methods and Practices”, 2010, p.64)”. Besides, the needs
assessment process identifies the areas of concern based on both types of data i.e.
qualitative and quantitative (Nicholas et al., 2006, p. 9).
3.6 Validity and Reliability of Research Instrument (Survey Tool_ Questionnaire)
Proceeding to the final administration of the research instrument for collecting
and recording the responses, it was essential to validate the instrument. “The concept of
‘validity’ refers to ‘what’ the test or measurement strategy measures and ‘how well’ it
does so” (Marczyk, DeMatteo & Festinger, 2005). The validity of instrument was
determined through following three steps:
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3.6.1

Self Validation
Firstly, self validation was done by the researcher as per the guidelines provided

by the supervisor of the study who is an expert in the field of “Applied Linguistics” and
“Curriculum Designing and Development”. It improved the face validity and content
validity of the tool. Since the objective of the research was; to update the themes, topics
and contents of Islamic Studies and align it with the needs of engineering profession.
The tools were designed keeping the criterion that helps in seeking the data to achieve the
objectives. The items of the tool helped in reviewing the content; to avoid repetition of
knowledge, to enhance it to advance level or explore another dimension of the same
content if it repeats, in case. In all, the criteria served the purpose of exploring the data
that assists in suggesting content that makes knowledge of Islamic studies meaningful at
tertiary level for engineering students and professional. “The characteristics of
respondents should be considered when drafting the questions (“Survey Methods and
Practices”, 2010, p.64)”. At this stage, through self validation, the questionnaire or survey
form was comprised of 80 topics under thirteen themes, total items 92.
3.6.2

Expert Validation
Secondly, expert validation was conducted. Jerome Bruner emphasized that

“learners learn key ideas from different academic disciplines and each discipline has its
own structure of integrating ideas which are considered as major generalizations. And
subject matter specialists, in their respective area of academic specialization, are the key
identifiers of these structural ideas (Ediger & Rao, 2007, p. 45). Moreover, “it might be
more effective if we start with what teachers are familiar with: their curriculum” (Jacobs,
2010, p.19). Survey forms were presented to three experts of Islamic Studies from
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renowned public sector general and engineering universities for validation and
comments. Their identity and comments of each one of three were kept secret from one
another. In survey form, against 92 items in all, 78 items were recorded to have positive
agreement of three experts while two items showed negative agreement of experts, which
were excluded afterwards (see Appendix C). Fourteen items showed no agreement
(suggested revisions from experts incorporated). Percentage of overall agreement was
(0.898549_ Kappa (see appendix D). One of the subject experts suggested few topics.
One suggested topic “signs of doomsday” was incorporated in theme no 2. Another
suggested sub topic “Scientific approach of Qura’n’s teachings” was included in theme
no 4. Moreover, as per expert’s recommendation, theme no 8 “Introduction of Islamic
Punishments (Hudood) and their implications” was also incorporated to the questionnaire
for survey. Lastly, theme no. 11 was updated by including a topic” Introduction of
Islamic Modes of Finance: Mudaraba, Musharaka and Ijara. Following comments
received from subject experts about the suggested topics of Islamic Studies for
Engineering Program presented to experts for validation:


It’s comprehensive, beneficial and well managed.



Its good and comprehensive list of suggested topics, a little bit lengthy but
a course should be a bit lengthier. Also if it’s for all engineering
universities it is a great work.



Suggested contents are already rich in content, comprehensive in nature
and diversified in themes.
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3.6.3

Pre-Test Validation
Thirdly, since “ a small scale pre test study provides an advance opportunity for

the investigator to check the data collection questionnaire to minimize error due to
improper design elements such as questions wording , sequence and so on (Adams et al,.
, 2007, p. 92)”, therefore, the questionnaire or survey form was pre-tested before piloting.
A blend of informal pre-testing method and observation of the respondents used to test
questionnaires (their content, layout, etc.) which can be typically based on small,
subjective non-probability samples of respondents from the target population (“Survey
Methods and Practices”, 2010, pp. 58-59)”
The objectives of pre- test were:
- to ensure the availability of the data being sought
- to ensure the respondent’s willingness to provide the data as its difficult to conduct a
field study on religion in local context
- to evaluate the likelihood of no response
- to be acquainted with administrative requirements
- to avoid repetition if there is any in any concept or topics or themes
- to avoid errors in the selection of vocabulary in the tool that could hinder correct
comprehension
- to improve any possible difficulty in the layout of the questionnaire or survey tool
- to explore sources of measurement or response error
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- to be familiar with processing of the questionnaire or survey form
- to estimate time required for response
Informal pre-test was applied on a small, subjective, non-probability sample of
respondents from Electrical Engineering department & Polymer and Petrochemical
Engineering department and Mechanical Engineering department of a representative
public sector engineering university at Karachi, Pakistan. The comments and responses of
12 teachers from Electrical and Polymer & Petrochemical departments (6 from each)
were recorded. Likewise for undergraduate students’ response category, comments and
suggestions, from 45 undergraduate students of 7th semester from Electrical Engineering
Department, nine undergraduate students’ of 7th semester from Polymer and
Petrochemical Engineering Department and two graduated students of Mechanical
Department, were recorded.
Comments from the participants of pre-test were used to make necessary changes
before the pilot study and main study were conducted. Keeping in view the results, after
administration of an informal pr e-test, the questionnaire was adapted in the following
ways: The title of the survey form “course contents of Islamic Studies for engineering
Program” was modified as “topics of Islamic Studies for Engineering Program”. Sub
topic “Sign of Doomsday” under theme no.2, “Fundamental Beliefs of Islam” was
revised as “Signs of Doomsday (qayamat) in the Light of Hadith”. Sub topic “Sense of
Corporate and Social Responsibility” under theme no.7 was merged into theme no. 7
replacing a sub-topic “Role of Believer in Corporate Responsibility” under theme no 3.
Theme no. 7 was revised and sub divided into two categories only, 7 (1) “Link between
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Ethics and Professionalism” and 7 (2) “Professional Engineering Ethics in the Light of
Islam” (see appendix E). After revision of vocabulary and merging of similar thoughts
which was based on pre-pilot testing ,the first category of theme no. 7 resulted in
consisting of two sub topics (see appendix E),which was initially comprised of three sub
topics , while second category of theme no.7 included 20 sub topics under the title of
Professional (Engineering) Ethics in the light of Islam, which was initially sub divided
into sub-themes of professional ethics, environmental ethics, computer ethics, medical
engineering ethics and business ethics .The revision was conducted in order to improve
the quality of the tool as, “the number of questions should be kept to a minimum, and
then each question must have a reason for being on the questionnaire (“Survey Methods
and Practices”, 2010, p.57)”. Vocabulary of sub topics under theme no. 9 “Interfaith
Dialogue” was revised. Layout and structure of the survey form was revised in the
manner that sub topics under each theme were presented later on in a separate table (see
appendix E).
A positive breakthrough for contextual validity of the tool is that during data
collection for main study major topics of Islamic Studies mentioned in the research tool
were adapted and included in the upcoming revision of the compulsory course of Islamic
Studies by the head of the department of Islamic Studies , one of the major private sector
engineering universities in Karachi.
3.6.4

Pilot Validation
In piloting phase, data was collected by the researcher. In this phase data was

collected from 65 respondents of a public sector engineering university and a private
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sector engineering university, the two major engineering universities of Karachi. 47 male
(72%) and 18 females (28%) respondents participated at piloting phase.
3.6.4.1 Objectives of the Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted keeping the following objectives:
1. The main objectives of the pilot study were to examine whether the instrument
were understood by the subjects to complete the questionnaire as well as to
monitor the time taken by the respondents to fill the questionnaire. To determine
the cost on surveys. To fix issues related to permission for data collection. To
further asses the validity of research design and research instrument. It was
piloted on two engineering universities situated in Karachi, one from each public
and private stream.
2. To pilot research instrument and methods and to ensure that they were valid and
reliable.
3. To assess the validity and suitability of the research design in the local context.

3.6.4.2 Demographic Characteristics of Sample for Piloting
Keeping in view the demographic variables i.e. Gender (male respondents 72.3% and
female respondents 27.7%), Institution (Public sector, 72% : Private sector, 27%),
Education (BE, 75%; BE/M.A. , 17% ; ME/M.Phil, 8%), Experience_ professional (no
experience, 81%; 1-5 years, 12%; 6-10 years, 3%; 11-15 years, 3%) and teaching (no
experience, 75%; 1-5 years, 21%; 6-10 years, 1% ; 11-15 years, 2%) , Designation
(Lecturer, 18% ; Asst. Professor, 3%; Student, 75% ; Professional, 2%) and Discipline
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(Computer and Information Technology, 12% ; Bio Medical, 8% ; Chemical, 2% ; Civil,
16% ; Computer, 4% ; Computer Science, 3%; Computer System, 3% ; Electrical, 8% ;
Electronic Engineering , 21% ; Material, 01% ; Mechanical, 2% ; Polymer, 6%;
Telecommunication, 8% ; Urban, 5%), sample of 65 respondents for piloting can also be
viewed in the tables attached in appendix F.
3.6.4.3 Frequency of Responses on Three Point Scale during Piloting
Result of piloting paved the way of reliability from another angle as a cross check
was added through a last opinionated question (see appendix F). 82% respondents did not
suggest any other topic to be included in the presented list of survey. The minimum value
of positive responses observed in almost each case is <=75%. Therefore the one way
ANOVA test selected to observe the difference between for each of the thirteen themes.
Frequency against each on three point likert scale showed that each category is used
by respondents however the frequency differs in each category but for “yes” category it’s
on higher side with the range 75% to 97%. For “no” category it range between “35-18%”,
and for “don’t know” frequency range 1%-17%. Another valid reason of taking three
point likert scales is that conducting research on religion was a sensitive issue in the
context of Pakistan. A miner mistake could terminate the possibility of needs assessment
on contents for Islamic Studies at tertiary level. Because the process of developing
curriculum of Islamic Studies is highly official and therefore religious contents are
approved by governing bodies at state level. Detail about frequency of responses on three
point scale is attached in appendix F.
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Identify the purpose and focus of the
study (questions you want to be
answered).

Obtain feedback from
stakeholders to clarify the
purpose and focus.

Administer instrument;
analyze and report results.

Identify the research
methodology and type of
instrument to use for data
collection and measurement.

Pilot test and revise
prior to final administration.

Revise instrument

Begin to formulate questions
or items.

based on feedback; prepare
for pilot testing.

Pretest items and preliminary draft
(with content experts, stakeholders,
potential respondents or raters).

Figure 3.1: Steps in the Instrument Construction Process (Adopted from Colton &
Covert, 2007, p.18)
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3.6.4.5 Validity and Reliability of Translation of Research Instrument (Survey
Form)
Survey form translated into national language Urdu, to make sure that respondents
understand each item clearly. “The questionnaire should be translated into all languages
that are commonly spoken by the target population” (“Survey Methods and Practices”,
2010, p.57). As Urdu is a lingua franca across all ethnic communities in Pakistan,
therefore translation of the tool in Urdu only, served the purpose. Translation was done
by the researcher and to validate the translation it was presented to three experts (see
appendix G). Against 85 items the percentage of overall agreement is Kappa Po:
0.882351 (see appendix H). All suggestions were incorporated accordingly. Item no 1, 2
under theme no. 2 were revised. Translation of theme no 4 was improved. Topic no. 1, 5
(a), 11, 16 and 17 under theme no. 7 (A) were modified. Topic no. 4 under theme no.7
(B) was revised. Sub-topic no. 2 and 3 under theme no. 9 were modified. Sub-topic no. 8
under theme 11 was also improved (See appendix I).
3.7

The Main Study
Data for the main study as described in this thesis was collected during March

2013 to July 2013. The data for the main study was collected in five categories of
respondents as students of engineering discipline, teachers of engineering discipline,
Teachers of Islamic studies (experts) teaching in Engineering discipline, Teachers
(experts) of Islamic Studies those are teaching to wide range of academic disciplines,
Engineers who are working as professionals. The details of population and sample
involve in this study was mentioned above in sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
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3.7.1

Process of Data Collection
Data for the main study was collected in two phases. In first phase, data was

collected from subjects from engineering universities of both public and private streams.
Details have already mentioned in section 3.4. After analyzing data, which comprised of
two steps testing of hypothesis and content analysis of suggested contents from subjects
of engineering and general universities. At second phase, a final list of contents of
Islamic studies comprised of accepted hypothesis and suggested content was presented to
experts for endorsement. However, to triangulate the results and to trace the patterns in
the responses of professionals working outside Karachi and those who were graduated
from other engineering universities, data also collected from a group of 90 professional
engineers having diversified engineering disciplines. These Professional were currently
working with a Company Limited, Plant Site, District Rahim Yar Khan, Punjab, Pakistan.
Also these professionals were graduated from the different engineering universities of
both public and private stream from almost all provinces of Pakistan.
3.7.1.1 An Operational Framework for the Study
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Operational Framework for the Study
Needs Assessment: Identifying gaps in topics of compulsory Islamic
Studies for engineering program
Methodology: Written Survey
Research tool: Questionnaire
Development of
Questionnaire

Extent data analysis

Formulation of themes and sub themes,
qualitative questions and validation

Expert 1

Triangulation of
Results

Expert 2

Second Stage

Expert 1
From 90
engineering
professionals
working
outside
Karachi

Expert 2
Expert 3

Conclusions: findings of the study
supported the notion of gaps in topics
of Islamic studies for engineering
program also the study contributed
topics pool to replace with

Figure 3.2: An operational framework

Pre-test validation

Pilot validation

Expert 3

First Stage

Data analysis Quantitative and
qualitative

Expert validation

Self validation

Main Study

Students of engineering
discipline (RQ1)
Teacher of engineering
discipline (RQ 2)
Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline (RQ3)
Engineering professional
working in Karachi (RQ4)
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3.7.2

Statistical Methods
Quantitative methods were employed to answer the research questions.

Descriptive statistics was used to describe the data and demographical variables.
Goodness of fit test and test of randomness of data was applied to justify the use of nonparametric tests for data analysis. Data reliability was determined through Cronbach’s
alpha which was 0.92. Testing of research hypothesis was endorsed separately under
thirteen themes using one way ANOVA based on averages of responses of each group
(Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2011, p.645; Leech, Barrett & Morgan, 2005). Details and
justification of each is in the following chapter. All statistical analysis was performed
using SPSS version 20 (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences).
3.7.2.1 Qualitative Data
As mentioned above, for the respondents’ choice or input two open-ended
questions were incorporated in the questionnaire, therefore, this part was analyzed and
explored qualitatively by using content analysis technique (Cohen, Manion & Morrison,
2011, p. 563) to search possible factors or commonality or overlapping pattern or
identifying general themes correlated or uncorrelated with the quantitative data, in the
suggestions and comments of the research participants (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.256).
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The objective of the current chapter is to report results of the study regarding need
assessment of the contents of Islamic Studies that are offered as compulsory subject (core
course) to undergraduates students of engineering universities. The results of the needs
assessment, conducted by Pinchas Tamir during 1990 in the connection with the revision
of electricity curriculum is a relevant reference. His study was based on the thorough
needs assessment with all the information obtained from 1,206 respondents (including
students, teachers and electrical engineers). His findings give a strong support to the use
of needs assessment in program design. Moreover, the overall effect of needs assessment
is to make the process of curriculum planning more reflective, inclusive and more
professional (Pratt, 1994, p.59).
The respondents in current study are mainly divided into five categories that are
undergraduate students of Engineering discipline, teachers of engineering discipline,
subject (Islamic Studies) teachers of engineering discipline and subject teachers of
Islamic Studies discipline, and engineering professionals working in their core
professional feilds.
Data collected from both public and private sector universities in the abovementioned categories of participants, while the data from subject (Islamic studies)
teachers were collected from both general universities and engineering universities in
Karachi. Since the tool tends to collect the quantitative data, SPSS (Statistical Package
for Social Sciences) version 20 was used as an appropriate software to test the research
question leading to hypotheses.
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The chapter is divided into three sections. First section gives a preliminary
overview of the existing content list or subject themes offered under the compulsory
subject of Islamic Studies at three tiers of education. Second section endorsed main
analysis; which gradually deals with brief profile of each category of the participants
(undergraduate students of engineering discipline), teachers of engineering discipline,
subject teachers (Islamic Studies) of engineering discipline, and subject teachers of
Islamic studies discipline, and engineering professionals; based on the demographic
factors that are comprised of gender, education, professional experience, teacher’s
training attended, and discipline. The frequency distribution of each demographic factor
is recorded and converted into percentages. The participants’ responses for each theme
are then presented and followed by testing hypotheses along with the results from
professionals’ validation and the respondents’ comments and suggestions regarding
selection of contents. Afterwards the results from experts’ validation are recorded. In
analyzing

respondents’ responses on the survey tool, the discussion of results are

accompanied with a cross-tabulated display of numbers and frequencies obtained from
respondents on 3-point scale ranging from ‘yes’ to ‘don’t know’ towards need assessment
for topics of Islamic Studies for engineering program.
4.1

A Preliminary Analysis of Existing Themes (Contents) of Compulsory
Islamic Studies (Islamiyat) Offered at Three Tiers of Education (Grade III
up to Undergraduate Engineering Level)

This critical review about the topics under themes of Islamic Studies is divided
into five levels. Primary level (From Grade III to Grade V), Elementary level (Grade VI
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to Grade VIII), Secondary level (up to Grade X), Higher Secondary level (Up to Grade
XII) and Undergraduate level.

4.1.1

Primary Level (From Grade III to Grade V)

Details of the contents are adopted from the text books issued by Sindh Text Book
Board Jamshoroo on (September 2007, April 2011 vide circular no. F.1-1/2001.1E-IV of
November 8, 2001, and August 2011 vide circular no. F.1-1/2001.1E-IV of July 13,
2002) respectively.

It is observed that main areas of study about religion (Islam) are limited under
following themes: Al Quran Kareem (Nazra, Hifz (remembrance) and translation of
Tasbeehat-e- Salah), articles of faith, forms of worship, biography of Prophet (SAWW)
(at grade three up to upbringing, at grade IV up to Migration to Medina, at grade V life at
Medina – Medina Charter, and brief description about three holy wars), and moral values
of Islam such as tolerance, forgiveness, promise. Topics and the material in the text
books refer to the factual dimension of knowledge about religion (Islam).

4.1.2

Elementary Level (Middle Stage) (From Grade VI to Grade VIII)

Similarly, details of the topics under various themes are adopted from the text books
issued by Sindh Text Book Board Jamshoroo on (January 2010 vide circular no. F.11/2001.1E-IV of September 18, 2002, and February 2009 vide circular no. F.1-12/97-1EIV of January 10, 1998, and January 2010 vide circular no. F.1-12/97-1E-IV of January
10, 1998, respectively.
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It is observed that main areas of study about religion are limited under following
themes: Al Quran Kareem (Nazra up to grade VII, Hifz (remembrance of selected
chapters (surah)) and translation of Quranic Duaa & selected chapters (surah) of Quran),
Fundamental Articles of Faith, Forms of Worship, Biography of Prophet (SAWW) (at
grade VI –Charter of Medina and study of two Holy Wars,, at grade VII few more events
from life at Medina –Victory of Khyber, Letter to Invitation, Ghazwa-e-Tabuk, and at
grade VIII holy ethical values of Sunnah of Prophet (SAWW) such as Khulq-e-Azeem,
patience, justice, fulfillment of promise, sincerity, social well being and piety are
discussed. Moreover brief introduction of few eminent religious personalities are
included exclusively at this stage. Moreover, Islamic ethical values e.g. truthfulness,
abstinence of backbiting, honesty, simplicity and human rights are included. Topics and
the material in the text books refer to the factual dimension of knowledge about religion.

4.1.3

Secondary Level (Grade X)

Details of the contents are adopted from the text book issued by Sindh Text Book
Board Jamshoroo on (February 2010 vide circular no. F-1-1/2000-1E-IV of December
12, 2000).

Following contents under given themes are noted: Translation and related questions
and answers of two chapters (Surah) from Quran, Brief Qur’anic Studies under title
Introduction of Quran, Safety of the text of Holy Qur’an, Greatness of the Holy Qur’an,
20 selected text from precepts/ traditions (Ahadith), Zakat (poor alms) and Jihad (Holy
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War) as forms of worship, Concept of Migration, Patience and Gratefulness. Importance
of Family Life, and Purity and Cleanliness are included.
4.1.4

Higher Secondary Level (Grade XI)

Details of the contents are adopted from the text book issued by Sindh Text Book
Board Jamshoroo on (February 2010 vide circular no. F-1-1/2000-1E-IV of December
12, 2000).
Translation and description of selected verses of Holy Quran, translation and brief
explanation of ten selected text of Ahadiths, articles of faith, Forms of Worship, few
topics about ethical values of Islam with reference to Biography (Seerah) of Prophet
(SAWW) are included at this level.

4.1.5

Undergraduate Level (Engineering Program)

As per the Federal Supervision of Curricula, Textbooks and Maintenance of
Standards of Education Act, 1976 supervision of curricula, textbooks and other learning
material as well as to maintain standards of education comes under the jurisdiction of
federal government. While higher education commission was empowered to revise
curriculum in all subjects for grade XII upwards. HEC reviews curriculum every three
years as agreed in its 44th Vice Chancellors’ Committee in 2001(Jamil, 2009). As far as
the revision of the contents of Islamic studies for engineering program by Higher
Education Commission in 2005, 2008 and 2009 and revision in 2012 are concerned, it is
noted that contents of core course for various engineering disciplines remained the same
during these years. Moreover it is the repetition of what students had taken at previous
levels. Following themes are observed:
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Translation and Description of the Selected text of the Holy Quran following the
given themes such as Tauheed, Hereafter, Prophet hood, Obedience of Prophet (SAWW),
Forms of Worship, Human Rights, Halal and Haram, and Unity.
Brief discussion about greatness, security and history of Holy Quran are included.
Similarly, introduction of Sunnah and the study of selected text of ahadith under titles
such as articles of Faith, Importance of Worship, Unity, Importance of Halal and Haram
are included.
Forms of worship and its importance, Seerat-e- Tayyiba (Biography of Prophet
(SAWW), Ethics & moral values such as forgiveness, piety, respect for law, fulfillment
of Promise, Equality are also included.
Likewise under the title “Introduction to Islamic Law and Jurisprudence”, the sub
topics, like Nature of Differences, Sectarianism, Source, History and importance of
Islamic law are also included. Moreover themes like, “Islamic culture & civilization”,
Islam & science, political system of Islam, Islamic Economic System, Islamic History –
Rightly Guided Caliphs, Umayyad and Abbasids period and social system of Islam are
also incorporated. Topics under given themes are broad and require depth of
understanding. A review of contents of Islamic Studies implemented by universities
disclosed that a minimal part of syllabus that is revised and recommended by HEC, are
included by the universities. Although engineering universities are striving for the similar
objectives but their syllabi of the core course of Islamic Studies varies. The objectives of
Islamic Studies revised by HEC for various engineering discipline e.g. Petroleum
Engineering, Textile Engineering, Civil Engineering, and Electrical Engineering are also
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found to be divergent (see www.hec.gov.pk/curriculum ). Moreover, these objectives are
ambiguous and the relevant competency is also undefined.
Consequently, questions arise about the efforts that are made for introducing the
subject of Islamic Studies as a core course. It is required to examine;


The quality of knowledge provided to the learners, during nine years of
academic teaching of Religion (Islam),



The scope of the subject as adequate and realistic



The relevance and connectivity of topics between levels

The balance within the content and sequence regarding the development in all the
three domains (cognitive, affective and psychomotor) of learning as learners
lose their own balance if learning is limited to one domain (Oliva, 1997,
p.448)


The quality and scope of the goals and objectives of the subject within
discipline like the natural, humanities, and social sciences should offer “a
mixture of didactics and inquiry learning” (Oliva, 1997, p.449).



The contents and competencies that are offered to the professionals, as a part
of the course outline, are updated, as “the most obvious clients of curriculum
are students” (Pratt, 1994, p.40)?

Since needs assessment is a medium to disseminate concern about areas in which
change is being considered, it allows identifying the changes that will be welcomed and
the changes that would meet resistance.
Following are the descriptive results for topical framework of Islamic Studied for
engineering profession through a formal needs assessment.
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4.2 Quantitative Analysis
This section is divided into three sub parts. One part deals with descriptive
analysis of the sample for the main study. Second part deals with the results of inferential
analysis of the sample data based on four research questions, whereas third part describes
results of the qualitative data.

4.2.1 Descriptive Analysis (Demographic Characteristics of the Sample)
This section deals with details of data on demographic factors. Data was collected
from the purposive sample of 808 respondents (see details in chapter 3) of 12 universities
in the following categories (541 Undergraduate students (7th semester or final year) of
engineering universities,

170 teachers of engineering discipline and 32 teachers of

Islamic Studies Discipline and 65 engineering professionals).
4.2.1.1 Demographic Profile of Students

Profile of students against five variables (gender, education, professional
experience, teaching experience, and teacher’s training attended, respectively) reveals
that out of 541 students 70% were male and 30% were female. Since the sampling
technique was “purposive”, the variable “Education” proves that 99.6% students were
final year or seventh semester students in bachelor of engineering. However, 0.4%
respondents had another Master’s degree along with bachelor of engineering. As
mentioned in chapter no. 03 that final year or 7th semester undergraduate students were
selected, since they have many more academic and cognitive maturity and more exposure
to the engineering field up to this academic level, as compare to third semester or second
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year undergraduate students to whom the subject of Islamic Studies is offered under the
title of core courses of two credit hours.
Around 99% students had no job experience. Only one percent (six students) had
a very little working experience. It also revealed that during studies there is weak trend to
get involve with job or having job experience during studies. In fact it was not the prerequisite for this category of respondents. As well as for “Teaching Experience” data
disclosed that only 11 students out of 541(2%) had little teaching experience (for details,
see appendix J).
Demographic data for “Institutional representation” disclosed that 06% students
belonged to respondent 1, 05.5% to respondent 2, 04% to respondent 3, 3.5% to
respondent 4, 13% to respondent 5, one percent to respondent 6, 3.5% to respondent 7,
43% to respondent 8, 02% to respondent 9, 3.5% to respondent 10, 10.5% to respondent
11, and 4.5% to respondent 12 (see appendix J).

As far as engineering disciplines are concerned, data disclosed that two percent
students represented automotive engineering, one percent students were from Avionics,
3.5% from Bio-Medical Engineering, one percent from Chemical Engineering, 9% from
Civil Engineering, 02% from Computer and Information system Engineering, 03% from
Computer Engineering, one percent from Computer Science, 4% from Computer Science
and Information Technology, 1.5% from Computer System, 8% from Electrical
Engineering, 22% from Electronics Engineering, 3.5% from Electronics (industrial),
0.6% from Energy and Environmental Engineering, 04% from Industrial and
Manufacturing Engineering, 04% from Materials Engineering, 05.2% from Mechanical
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Engineering, 02.8% from Metallurgical Engineering, 03% from Petroleum Engineering,
04.4 from Polymer while 02.2% from Polymer and Petrochemical Engineering, 08.5 from
Telecommunication Engineering, 02.8% from Textile Engineering, and 01.7% from
Urban Engineering (see appendix J).
4.2.1.2 Demographic Profile of Teachers of Engineering Discipline

Profile of teachers against five variables (gender, education, professional
experience, teaching experience, and teacher’s training attended, respectively), reveals
that out of 170 teachers of engineering Discipline 58.38% were male and 41.11% were
female. As far as “Education” is concerned, data reveals that 41.8% teachers were
graduated having 16 years of education, 48.8% post graduated having 18 years of
education, and 9.4% had completed doctoral level of studies in their respective fields.
For “Designation” it divulges that 62.4% were lecturers, 28% Assistant Professors, 05%
were Associate Professors, and 02% were Professors. As well as for “Professional
Experience” it reveals that 25.9% had no professional experience, 41.2% fell into “1-5
years experience” category”, 15.9% fell into “6-10 years’ experience category”, 7.61%
into “11-15 years’ experience category”, 04% in to “16-20” years’ experience category,
3.5% in “21-25 years’ experience”, and 2.4% fell into “above 30 years’ experience
category”. However “Teaching Experience” disclosed that 7.11% teachers of engineering
discipline had no teaching experience, 47.72% fell into the category of “1-5years”
teaching experience, 18.78% fell into the category of “6-10 years”, 9.14% fell into “1115 years’ category”, 7.11% into “16-20 years”, 5.08% into “21-25years”, and 2.4% into
“above 30 years’ experience”. An interesting fact is that 79.19% teachers had not
attended teacher’s trainings; only 4.57% attended B.Ed (Bachelor of Education) teachers’
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training courses, while 3.05% attended M.Ed (Master of Education) training courses.
However 13.20% teacher attended other in-house short training courses of varied nature
(see appendix K).
Demographic data for “Institutional Representation” disclosed that 2.4% teachers
of engineering discipline belonged to respondent 1, 08.8% to respondent 2, 9.4% to
respondent 3, 2.9% to respondent 4, 19.4% to respondent 5, One percent to respondent 6,
6.5% to respondent 7, 40% to respondent 8, 3.5% to respondent 9, 1.8% to respondent 10,
1.8% to respondent 11, and 2.4% to respondent 1 2 (see appendix K).
So far as engineering disciplines are concerned, data disclosed that 1.8% teachers
of engineering discipline represented Automotive Engineering, 5.3%

Bio-Medical

Engineering, 7.1% Chemical Engineering, 15.3% Civil Engineering, 2.4% Computer
and Information system Engineering, 1.8%

Computer Engineering, one percent

Computer Science, 2.4% Computer Science and Information Technology, 4.7%
Computer System Engineering, 10.6%
Engineering, 1.2%

Electrical Engineering, 14.7% Electronics

Electronics (industrial) Engineering, 2.9%

Environmental Engineering, 1.2%

Energy and

Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering, 3.5%

Materials Engineering, 3.5% Mechanical Engineering, 3.5% Metallurgical Engineering,
1.8% Petroleum Engineering, 1.8% Polymer and Petrochemical Engineering, 8.9%
Telecommunication Engineering, 4.1%

Textile Engineering, and 1.8% represented

Urban Engineering (see appendix K).
4.2.1.3 Demographic Profile of Teachers of Islamic Studies Discipline

Profile of teachers of Islamic Studies discipline against five variables (gender,
education, professional experience, teaching experience, and teacher’s training attended,
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respectively), reveals that out of 32 teachers of Islamic Studies discipline 59.38% were
male and 40.62% were female. As far as “Education” is concerned, data reveals that
28.12% teachers were graduated, having 16 years of education, 9.37% were post
graduated, having 18 years of education, and 59.3% had completed doctoral level of
studies in their respective fields.
For next variable “Designation”

divulges that 25% were lecturers, 43.8 %

Assistant Professors, 21.9% were associate Professors, and 9.4% were Professors. As
well as for “Professional Experience” it reveals that 9.37%

fall into “1-5 years’

experience” category”, 21.87% fall into “6-10 years’ experience category”, 9.37% into
“11-15 years’ experience category”, 31.25% in to “16-20” years’ experience category,
12.5% in “21-25 years’ experience”, 12.5% in “26-30 years’ experience”, and 3.12% fall
into “above 30 years’ experience category”. However, “Teaching Experience” disclosed
that 9.37% teachers of Islamic Studies discipline fall into the category of “1-5years”
teaching experience, 25% fall into the category of “6-10 years”, 9.37% falls into “11-15
years’ category”, 25% into “16-20 years”, 12.5% into “21-25years”,15.62% into “26-30
years” and 3.12% into “above 30 years’ experience”. An interesting fact is that 43.75%
teachers had not attended any teacher’s training course; only 21.87% had B.Ed (Bachelor
of Education) , while 9.37% held a degree, M.Ed (Master of Education) . However,
15.62% teachers had attended other in-house short training courses of varied nature (see
appendix L).

As far as the teachers of Islamic studies discipline are concerned, data was
collected individually from departments of Islamic Studies of engineering universities
and general universities of both public and private stream. It is also significant to
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document that data was collected from full time regular faculty only. Part time or visiting
faculty was excluded from the scope of data collection.
Demographic data for “Institutional Representation” disclosed that 3% teachers of
Islamic studies discipline were from respondent 1, 03% from respondent 2, 15.6% from
respondent 3, 3.1% from respondent 4, 9.4% from respondent 5, 6.3% from respondent 6,
6.3% from respondent 7, 03% from respondent 8, 15.6% from respondent 9, 12.5% from
respondent 10, 03% from respondent 11, and 18.8% from respondent 12.

4.2.1.4 Demographic Profile of Professional Engineers
Profile of “professional engineers” against demographic variables (gender,
education, and professional experience) reveals that out of 67 professional engineers 63%
were male and 37% were female. As far as “Education” is concerned, data reveals that
75% professional engineers were graduated having 16 years of education, and 25% were
post graduated (M.S./M. Phil) having 18 years of education. As well as for next variable
“Professional Experience” data

reveals that 83% fall into “1-5 years’ experience”

category”, 08% fall into “6-10 years’ experience category”, 07% into “11-15 years’
experience category”, and 02% fall in “21-25 years’ experience” (see appendix M).

So far as engineering disciplines are concerned, data disclosed that 30.8%
engineering professionals represented Civil Engineering, 6.2% Computer Engineering ,
4.6% Computer Information System Engineering, 18.5% Electrical Engineering, 20.0%
Electronics Engineering, 1.5% Environmental Engineering, 1.5% Computer Science and
Information Technology, 6.2% Mechanical Engineering, 1.5%

Metallurgical
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Engineering, 1.5%

Petroleum Engineering, 3.1%

Telecommunication Engineering,

1.5% Textile Engineering and 3.1% represented Urban and Infrastructure Engineering.

4.2.1.5 Percentage of Responses across Thirteen Themes
The following contingency table describes percentages of the responses against
thirteen themes across various categories of the respondents.

Themes

Table 4.1 Percentage against each category of Response per group
Groups
Students

1
2
3
1
97% 2% 1%
2
90% 6% 4%
3
86% 8% 6%
4
87% 8% 5%
5
75% 13% 12%
6
76% 15% 9%
7
78% 15% 7%
8
82% 10% 8%
9
76% 12% 12%
10
78% 13% 9%
11
76% 10% 14%
12
80% 12% 8%
13
82% 11% 7%
1= yes, 2= no, 3=don’t know

Engineering
Teachers
1
99%
89%
87%
88%
80%
77%
83%
80%
75%
80%
75%
90%
84%

2
.5%
7%
8%
7%
11%
15%
11%
15%
14%
9%
10%
6%
12%

3
.5%
4%
5%
05%
9%
8%
6%
5%
11%
11%
15%
4%
4%

Subject Teachers

Professionals

1
100%
96%
92%
94%
86%
83%
82%
87%
86%
85%
75%
87%
85%

1
94%
87%
83%
79%
76%
73%
81%
73%
64%
76%
84%
87%
80%

2
4%
6%
6%
10%
13%
14%
10%
10%
8%
18%
7%
11%

3
2%
4%
4%
4%
3%
4%
7%
7%
6%
4%

2
4%
11%
10%
11%
15%
20%
11%
19%
19%
14%
5%
7%
14%

3
2%
2%
7%
10%
9%
7%
8%
8%
17%
10%
11%
6%
6%

The contingency table shows that higher responses are for “yes” category in all
four groups of respondents. The minimum percentage is recorded for theme nine from
professionals. However, for the rest of the responses percentages are greater than or equal
to 75%. The maximum disagreement recorded 20% for theme six from professionals. In
all other cases it is below 20%, and for the unawareness (don’t know category) it is
maximum 17% recorded.
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Figure 4.1: Agreement on Thirteen Themes across Four Groups

A cumulative view elaborates the percentages of agreement in favour of each of the
thirteen themes. The higher agreement is for theme one (97.5%), then for theme two
(90.5%). Theme three and four received similar agreement (87%). Theme twelve
received 86% agreements. Theme thirteen is with 83%, theme seven is with 81%, and
theme eight and ten received 80% agreement. Theme five, six, eleven and nine remain
with 79%, 77%, 77%, and 75% agreement, respectively. The minimum agreement is
75% for theme nine “interfaith dialogue” however, for the remaining twelve themes the
percentage of agreement remains higher than 75%.
It is noted that percentages are low either for the themes which are newly
introduced or for the topics that are offered to them in a traditional theoretical manner
which no more grab their attention now i.e. theme eleven, theme six and theme five.
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4.2.2 Inferential Analysis
This section presents inferences from the sample data, a view of reliability of
items of the research tool, cross tabulation and testing of null hypothesis using one way to
infer results of four research questions.
4.2.2.1 Reliability Statistics against Items of the Research Instrument.
Data reliability of 68 items of the research tool collectively is 0.92 Cronbach's
alpha which is considered good, since “a value of Cronbach alpha above 0.70 can be used
as a reasonable test of scale reliability” (Gaur & Gaur, 2006, p.134). The study at hand is
specifically in local context. Since any particular questionnaire which could be used
contextually, to assess the required contents of Islamic Studies for engineering program
was not found locally, researcher had to develop the research tool, mainly a questionnaire
or a form for survey. The questionnaire includes thirteen themes under various sub
themes or sub items. Because of the reason the researcher had to determine data
reliability of items of the research tool. Reliability estimates reliability statistics for the
components of multiple-item additive scales, because at one end individual items can not
have a Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency reliability calculated and on the other
summated scales are an assembly of interrelated items designed to measure underlying
constructs (Gaur & Gaur, 2006, p.148).
Table 4.2: Overall Reliability Statistics of Items
Overall Reliability Statistic
Number of Items

Cronbach Alpha

68

0.92
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4.2.2.2 Results of Hypothesis Testing
As far as inferential statistics is concerned, the nature of data collected lead to the
selection of test applied for. In this study the data was collected on three point scale _
yes, no, and don’t know, under different categories; students of engineering discipline,
teachers of engineering discipline, subject teachers of professional and general streams,
and engineering professionals working in their core field. Data also collected from
professionals working outside Karachi region to triangulate the responses. Descriptive
results approved that higher percentages are for “yes” category and comparatively low
percentages recorded for “no” category. Third category “don’t know” is found in rare
cases. To find out the possible unanimous agreement or

disagreement among four

categories of respondents one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) applied based on
averages of the individual’s responses as per theme to investigate how the responses on
each theme is affected by categories of groups (Cohen et al., 2011, p.648).
Testing of the null hypotheses and related findings are as follow:

H0:

There is no significant difference in responses of all the four groups on theme one
“The Role of Religion in Human Life”.

HA:

There is a significant difference in responses of all the four groups on theme one
“The Role of Religion in Human Life”.

α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0
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The results of one way ANOVA determines that there is no significant difference
in the responses of four groups for theme one “the Role of Religion in Human Life”, F (3,
796) = .951, p > 0.415.
Multiple comparisons further revealed the mean difference between groups and its
relevant significance.
Table 4.3: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme One
Pairs of Groups

Mean Difference

Sig.

.010

.938

.028

.875

Engineering Professionals

-.034

.581

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

.018

.970

Discipline

Discipline
Engineering Professionals

-.045

.440

Engineering Professionals

-.063

.492

Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline

Teachers of Islamic
Studies Discipline

Although the percentages of agreement for theme one is higher in all four groups
which is visible with significant value .415 > .05 however, multiple comparison mean
differences further probes the possible differences among all four groups. Between
students and teachers of engineering discipline the mean difference is nominal (.010)
with p value (.938) >.05, and between students and teachers of Islamic Studies is (.028)
with p-value (.875) > .05, and between students and engineering professional is (-.034)
with p-value (.581) > .05 which reveals that students along with teachers of engineering
and Islamic studies discipline, and engineering professionals respectively have a unified
opinion on theme one. In comparison with, between the teachers of engineering discipline
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and teachers of Islamic studies discipline the mean difference is (.018) with p-value
(.970), and between engineering teachers and engineering professionals mean differs
remains (-.45) with p-value (.440) > .05, which disclosed that engineering teachers’
average response is insignificantly higher than the professionals. It creates a probability
that professional engineers have more critical view on the relevance of proposed themes
in their fields. The contrast, between teachers of Islamic Studies and engineering
professionals the mean difference is (-.063) with p-value .492 >.05 which proves the
assumption of null hypothesis that there is no significance difference between the
responses of all possible pair of groups on theme one “the role of religion in human life”.
Tukey test further clubbed the groups in one homogenous subset.

H0:

There is no significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme two

“Fundamental Beliefs of Islam”.
HA:

There is a significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme two

“Fundamental Beliefs of Islam”.
α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0
The results of one way ANOVA determines that there is no significant difference
in the responses of four groups for theme two “Fundamental Beliefs of Islam”, F (3, 790)
= 2.019, p > 0.110.
Multiple comparisons further disclosed the mean difference between pair of
groups and its relevant significance for theme two.
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Table 4.4: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme Two
Pair of Groups

Mean Difference

Sig.

-.00778

.987

.09312

.208

-.04486

.562

.10090

.190

Engineering Professionals

-.03708

.767

Engineering Professionals

-.13798

.071

Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline
Engineering Professionals

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

Discipline

Discipline

Teachers of Islamic
Studies Discipline

Although the percentages of agreement for theme two is higher in all four groups
which is visible with the significant value .110 however, table 4.2 further investigate the
possible mean differences among all four groups. The mean difference between students
and teachers of engineering discipline is nominal (-.00778) with p value (.987) >.05, and
between students and teachers of Islamic Studies is (.09312) with p-value (.208) > .05;
students’ average response is insignificantly higher than the two categories, and between
students and engineering professional is (-.04486) with p-value (.562) > .05; students
average response is insignificantly higher than professionals, which reveals that students
along with teachers of engineering and Islamic studies discipline, and engineering
professionals respectively have a unified stance on theme two. In comparison, between
teachers of engineering discipline and engineering professionals mean differs with
(-.03708) with p-value (.767) > .05, which disclosed that professionals’ average response
is nominally lower than the teachers of engineering discipline. This probably is a reality
that professionals would be looking for the relevance of the proposed theme in their
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professional work environment. Similarly, between subject teachers and professional the
mean difference is (-.13798) with p-value (.071); subject teachers are more in favour of
the understanding of Islamic beliefs of Islam. This proves the assumption of null
hypothesis that there is no significance difference between the responses of all four
categories on theme two the “Fundamental Beliefs of Islam”. The tukey test further
clubbed respondents in two homogenous groups. Accordingly, subject teachers (1.0313),
students (1.1244), and engineering teachers (1.1321) are closer in their average response
however; professionals (1.1692) are closer with students and engineering teachers. It
reveals that the difference found in the average response of subject teachers and
professionals but the difference (-.13798) is insignificant (.071).

H0:

There is no significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme three

“Teachers and Leaders”.
HA:

There is a significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme three

“Teachers and Leaders”.
α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0
The results of one way ANOVA determines that there is significant difference in
the responses of four groups for theme three “Teachers and Leaders”, F (3, 733) = 3.578,
p < 0 .014.
Multiple comparisons further disclosed the mean difference between groups and
its appropriate significance.
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Table 4.5: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme Three
Pair of Groups
Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Sig.

.05054

.235

.15169*

.029

-.01139

.992

.10115

.299

Engineering Professionals

-.06193

.496

Engineering Professionals

-.16308

.059

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline
Engineering Professionals

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

Discipline

Discipline

Teachers of Islamic

Mean Difference

Studies Discipline

Although the percentages of agreement for theme three is higher in all four groups
but the mean difference between responses of the groups is significant .014 < .05
however, comparison of average difference between possible pair of groups determines
that between which categories the mean difference is significant. For instance: the mean
difference between students and teachers of engineering discipline is nominal (.05054)
with p value (.235) >.05, and between students and teachers of Islamic Studies is
(.15169*) with p-value (.029) < .05; students’ average response is significantly lower than
the subject teacher, and mean difference between students and engineering professional is
(-.01139) with p-value (.992) > .05; students and professionals are very close in their
agreement. This reveals that students along with teachers of engineering discipline and
professionals have a unified stance on theme three. In comparison, between teachers of
engineering discipline and teachers of Islamic studies discipline the mean difference is
(.10115) with p-value (.299) > .05, which disclosed that professionals’ average response
is insignificantly higher than the teachers of engineering discipline. This might be
because of the reason that professionals would have the relevance of the proposed theme
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in their professional work environment. In contrast the mean difference between teachers
of engineering discipline and engineering professionals remains (-.06193) although
insignificant (.496) but the engineering teachers’ average response is insignificantly
higher than engineering professionals. Similarly, between subject teachers and
professionals the mean difference is (-.16308) with p-value (.059); professional’s
percentage of agreement is lower than other categories on theme four “Leaders and
Teachers”.
The tukey test further clubbed respondents in two homogenous groups.
Accordingly, subject teachers (1.0717), and engineering teachers (1.1728) are closer in
their average response however; professionals (1.2348) found closer with students
(1.2234) and engineering teachers. It is concluded that the null hypothesis is rejected
because the significant difference (.029) found between the average response of students
and teachers of Islamic Studies.

H0:

There is no significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme four

“Teaching and Authority”.
HA:

There is a significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme four

“Teaching and Authority”.
α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0
The results of one way ANOVA determined that there is significant difference in
the responses of four groups for theme four “Teaching and Authority”, F (3, 788) =
3.502, p < 0 .015.
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Multiple comparisons further disclosed the mean difference between groups and
its appropriate significance.
Table 4.6: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme Four
Pair of Groups
Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Sig.

.01334

.981

.12269

.332

-.13361

.052

.10935

.487

Engineering Professionals

-.14695

.055

Engineering Professionals

-.25630*

.016

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline
Engineering Professionals

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

Discipline

Discipline

Teachers of Islamic

Mean Difference

Studies Discipline

The percentage of agreement for theme four is also higher in all four groups but
the mean difference between responses of the groups found significant (.015) < .05. For
illustration: the mean difference between students and teachers of engineering discipline
is nominal (.01334) with p value (.981) >.05. And between students and teachers of
Islamic Studies is (.12269) with p-value (.332) > .05; students’ average response is
insignificantly lower than the subject teachers. Also mean difference between students
and engineering professional is (-.13361) with p-value (.052) > .05; students average
response is insignificantly lower than professionals. This reveals that students along with
teachers of engineering and Islamic studies disciplines, and professionals have a unified
stance on theme four. In comparison with the teachers of engineering discipline and
teachers of Islamic studies discipline the mean difference is (.10935) with p-value (.487)
> .05, and between engineering teachers and engineering professionals the mean
difference is (-.14695) with p-value (.055) > .05 which revealed that professionals’
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average response is insignificantly lower than the teachers of engineering discipline. This
might be because of the reason that professionals are more concerned with the alignment
of the content with their work field. In contrast the mean difference between teachers of
Islamic Studies discipline and engineering professionals remains (-.25630*) with p-value
(.016) < .05 although significant but the subject teachers’ average response is higher than
engineering professionals.
The tukey test further clubbed respondents in two homogenous groups.
Accordingly, subject teachers (1.0717), and engineering teachers (1.1728) are closer in
their average responses. However, professionals (1.2348) found closer with students
(1.2234) and engineering teachers. It is concluded that the null hypothesis is rejected
because the significant difference (.016) found between the average response of
professionals and teachers of Islamic Studies.

H0:

There is no significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme five

“Concept and Forms of Worship”.
HA:

There is a significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme five

“Concept and Forms of Worship”.
α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0
The results of one way ANOVA determines that there is no significant difference
in the responses of four groups for theme five “Concept and Forms of Worship”, F (3,
777) = 1.990, p > 0.114.
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Multiple comparisons further disclosed the mean difference between pair of
groups and its relevant significance for theme five.
Table 4.7: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme Five
Pair of Groups
Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Sig.

.06762

.401

.18143

.188

-.00190

1.000

.11380

.635

Engineering Professionals

-.06953

.766

Engineering Professionals

-.18333

.318

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline
Engineering Professionals

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

Discipline

Discipline

Teachers of Islamic

Mean Difference

Studies Discipline

The mean difference between groups found insignificant .114 > 0.05. The above
table further investigates the possible mean differences among all pairs of groups. The
mean difference between students and teachers of engineering discipline is nominal
(.06762) with p value (.401) >.05, and between students and teachers of Islamic Studies is
(.18143) with p-value (.188) > .05; students’ percentage of agreement is insignificantly
lower than the other two categories. And between students and engineering professional
is (-.00190) with p-value (1.000) > .05; close in their responses. This exposed that
students along with teachers of engineering and Islamic studies discipline, and
engineering professionals respectively have agreement on theme five. Similarly, between
teachers of engineering discipline and teachers of Islamic studies discipline the mean
difference remain (.11380) with (.635) > 0.05; teachers of both discipline have closer
understanding for the proposed them, while with engineering professionals mean differs
(-.06953) with p-value (.766) > .05, professionals’ average response is insignificantly
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higher than the teachers of engineering discipline. Hence, it can be considered that
professionals interested to align the use of knowledge area in the professional field.
Similarly between subject teachers and professionals the mean difference is (-.18333)
with p-value (.318); it looks that professional have lower agreement in understanding of
“worship” than subject teachers. Conclusively, it proves the assumption of null
hypothesis that there is no significance difference between the responses of all four
categories on their agreement for theme five “concept and form of worship”.

H0:

There is no significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme six

“Religion, Family and Community”.
HA:

There is a significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme six

“Religion, Family and Community”.
α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0
The results of one way ANOVA determines that there is no significant difference
in the responses of four groups for theme five “Concept and Forms of Worship”, F (3,
731) = .501, p > 0.681.
Multiple comparisons further disclosed the mean difference between pair of
groups and its relevant significance for theme six.
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Table 4.8: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme Six
Pair of Groups
Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Sig.

.04005

.623

-.00505

1.000

.01132

.996

-.04510

.923

Engineering Professionals

-.02872

.955

Engineering Professionals

.01637

.997

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline
Engineering Professionals

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

Discipline

Discipline

Teachers of Islamic

Mean Difference

Studies Discipline

With the high percentages of agreement for theme six the mean difference remain
insignificant .681 > 0.05. The mean difference between students and teachers of
engineering discipline is nominal (.04005) with p value (.623) >.05, and between students
and teachers of Islamic Studies is (-.00505) with p-value (1.000) > .05, and between
students and engineering professional is (.01132) with p-value (.996) > .05. This exposed
that students along with teachers of engineering and Islamic studies discipline, and
engineering professionals respectively have a similar stance on theme six. Also in
comparison with the teachers of engineering discipline and teachers of Islamic studies
discipline the mean difference is remain (-.04510) with (.923) > 0.05; it is apparent that
teachers of both discipline have a close understanding for the proposed theme six, while
between engineering teachers and professionals mean difference is (-.02872) with p-value
(.955) > .05, which disclosed that professionals’ average response is insignificantly
higher than the teachers of engineering discipline. Comparatively, between subject
teachers and professionals the mean difference is (.01637) with p-value (.997); which
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shows that subject teachers have higher agreement for theme six than engineering
professionals. It fulfills the assumption of null hypothesis that there is no significant
difference between the responses of all four categories for theme six.

H0:

There is no significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme seven

“Ethics, Good Behavior and Profession in Islam”.
HA:

There is a significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme seven

“Ethics, Good Behavior and Profession in Islam”.
α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0
The results of one way ANOVA determines that there is no significant difference
in the responses of four groups for theme seven, F (3, 637) = 2.089,
p > 0.100.
Multiple comparisons further disclosed the mean difference between pair of
groups and its relevant significance for theme seven.
Table 4.9: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme Seven
Pair of Groups

Mean Difference

Sig.

.05941

.119

.07405

.471

.01790

.966

.01465

.993

Engineering Professionals

-.04150

.764

Engineering Professionals

-.01465

.993

Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline
Engineering Professionals

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

Discipline

Discipline

Teachers of Islamic
Studies Discipline
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The mean difference between students and teachers of engineering discipline is
nominal (.05941) with p value (.119) >.05, and between students and teachers of Islamic
Studies is (.07405) with p-value (.471) > .05; insignificant difference between the mean
of students’ and engineering teacher’s response, and between students and engineering
professional is (.01790) with p-value (.966) > .05; a very close agreement between
students and professionals’ viewpoints on theme seven. It exposed that students along
with teachers of engineering and Islamic studies discipline, and engineering professionals
respectively have a similar stance on theme seven. Also in comparison with the teachers
of engineering discipline and teachers of Islamic studies discipline the mean difference
remain (.01465) with (.993) > 0.05; it is evident that teachers of both discipline have
similar viewpoints for the proposed theme seven, while with engineering professionals
mean differs (-.04150) with p-value (.764) > .05, professionals’ average response is
minimally higher than the teachers of engineering discipline. Comparatively, between
subject teachers and professionals the mean difference is (-.05615) with p-value (.794); it
seems that professionals and subject teachers have similar agreement in relevance of
Islamic ethics for engineering programs. This fulfills the assumption of null hypothesis
that there is no significant difference between the responses of all four categories in their
agreement for theme seven “Ethics, Good Behavior and Profession in Islam”.
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H0:

There is no significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme eight

“Islamic Punishments (Hudood) and its Implications”.
HA:

There is a significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme eight

“Islamic Punishments (Hudood) and their Implications”.
α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0
The results of one way ANOVA determines that there is no significant difference
in the responses of four groups for theme eight “Islamic Punishments (Hudood) and their
Implications”, F (3, 782) = 1.036, p > 0.376.
Multiple comparisons further revealed the mean difference between pair of groups
and its appropriate significance for theme eight.
Table 4.10: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme Eight
Pair of Groups

Mean Difference

Sig.

.001

1.000

.073

.885

-.115

.417

.073

.904

Engineering Professionals

-.115

.503

Engineering Professionals

-.188

.402

Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline
Engineering Professionals

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

Discipline

Discipline

Teachers of Islamic
Studies Discipline

The mean difference between students and teachers of engineering discipline is
nominal (.001) with p value (1.000) >.05, and between students and teachers of Islamic
Studies is (.073) with p-value (.885) > .05; a close agreement between students and
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subject teachers, and between students and engineering professional mean difference is (.115) with p-value (.417) > .05; professionals’ average response is insignificantly higher
than students. It exposed that students along with teachers of engineering and Islamic
studies discipline, and engineering professionals respectively have a similar stance on
theme eight. Also between teachers of engineering discipline and teachers of Islamic
studies discipline the mean difference remain (.073) with p-value (.904) > 0.05; it is
noticeable that teachers of both discipline have similar opinion for the proposed theme
eight, while with engineering professionals the mean differs remains (-.115) with p-value
(.503) > .05, which revealed that professionals’ average response is insignificantly higher
than the teachers of engineering discipline. Comparatively, between subject teachers and
professionals the mean difference is (-.188) with p-value (.402); the statistics presents
that subject teachers have higher agreement in relevance of Islamic system of
punishments for engineering programs than professionals. This fulfills the assumption of
null hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the responses of all four
categories in their agreement for theme eight “Islamic Punishments (Hudood) and its
Implications”.

H0:

There is no significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme nine

“Interfaith Dialogue”.
HA:

There is a significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme nine

“Interfaith Dialogue”.
α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0
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The results of one way ANOVA determines that there is significant difference in
the responses of four groups for theme nine “Interfaith Dialogue”, F (3, 789) = 3.080, p <
0.027.
Multiple comparisons further revealed the mean difference between groups and its
appropriate significance.
Table 4.11: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme nine
Pair of Groups

Mean Difference

Sig.

.00463

1.000

.15802

.350

-.16788

.078

.15338

.430

Engineering Professionals

-.17251

.118

Engineering Professionals

-.32589*

.023

Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline
Engineering Professionals

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

Discipline

Discipline

Teachers of Islamic
Studies Discipline

The multiple comparisons further clarify the possible mean differences among
possible pairs of groups. The mean difference between students and teachers of
engineering discipline is nominal (.00463) with p value (1.000) >.05, and between
students and teachers of Islamic Studies is (.15802) with p-value (.350) > .05; an
agreement between students and subject teachers, and between students and engineering
professional mean difference is (-.16788) with p-value (.078) > .05. It exposed that
students, teachers of engineering and Islamic studies discipline, and engineering
professionals respectively have a similar opinion for theme nine. Also between teachers
of engineering discipline and teachers of Islamic studies discipline the mean difference
remain (.15338) with p-value (.430) > 0.05; it is noticeable that teachers of both
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discipline have similar views for the proposed theme nine, while with engineering
professionals the mean difference is (-.17251) with p-value (.118) > .05, which disclosed
that professionals’ average response is insignificantly higher than the teachers of
engineering discipline. Comparatively, between subject teachers and professionals the
mean difference (-.32589) is significant with p-value (.023); it seems that subject teachers
have significantly higher agreement for “Interfaith Dialogue” than professionals. The
significant mean difference found between the responses of subject teachers and
engineering professionals thus, the assumption does not fulfill; null hypothesis is
rejected.

H0:

There is no significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme ten

“Environmental Pollution and Teaching of Islam”.
HA:

There is a significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme ten

“Environmental Pollution and Teaching of Islam”.
α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0

The results of one way ANOVA determines that there is no significant difference
in the responses of four groups for theme ten, F (3, 780) = .368, p > 0.776.
Multiple comparisons further disclosed the mean difference between pair of
groups and its appropriate significance for theme ten.
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Table 4.12: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme Ten
Pair of Groups
Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Sig.

.035

.916

.101

.807

.011

.999

.065

.946

Engineering Professionals

-.024

.993

Engineering Professionals

-.090

.909

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline
Engineering Professionals

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

Discipline

Discipline

Teachers of Islamic

Mean Difference

Studies Discipline

With high percentages of agreement for theme ten the mean difference remain (F=
.368, p = .776 > 0.05).The above table further clarifies the possible mean differences
among responses of all four groups are nominal along with the respective level of
significance of mean difference. Among all four groups the mean difference remain
highly insignificant 0.807 to 0.999 > 0.05. It disclosed that all four categories of
respondents have a similar stance on theme ten. This fulfills the assumption of null
hypothesis that there is no significance difference between the responses of all four
categories in their agreement for theme ten “Environmental Pollution and Teachings of
Islam”.
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H0: There is no significant difference in responses of all the four groups on theme eleven
“Islamic Economic System”.
HA: There is a significant difference in responses of all the four groups on theme eleven
“Islamic Economic System”.
α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0
The results of one way ANOVA determines that there is no significant difference
in the responses of four groups for theme eleven “Islamic Economic System”, F (3, 731)
= 1.536, p > 0.204.
Multiple comparisons further revealed the mean difference between pair of groups
and its appropriate significance for theme eleven.
Table 4.13: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme Eleven
Pair of Groups
Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Sig.

-.03341

.847

.05056

.926

.10327

.311

.08397

.767

Engineering Professionals

.13668

.169

Engineering Professionals

.05271

.948

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline
Engineering Professionals

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

Discipline

Discipline

Teachers of Islamic

Mean Difference

Studies Discipline

The comparison of mean between all possible pair of groups remains highly
insignificant (0.169 to 0.948) > 0.05, respectively. This concludes that all four categories
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of respondents have a similar opinion for theme eleven. This fulfills the assumption of
null hypothesis.

H0: There is no significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme twelve
“Management and Islam”.
HA: There is a significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme twelve
“Management and Islam”.
α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0
The results of one way ANOVA determines that there is significant difference in
the responses of four groups for theme twelve “Management and Islam”, F (3, 795) =
2.814, p < 0.038.
Multiple comparisons further revlead the mean difference between groups and its
appropriate significance.
Table 4.14: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme Twelve
Pair of Groups

Mean Difference

Sig.

.137*

.028

.085

.839

.085

.662

-.052

.962

Engineering Professionals

-.052

.920

Engineering Professionals

.000

1.000

Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline
Engineering Professionals

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

Discipline

Discipline

Teachers of Islamic
Studies Discipline
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In case of theme twelve the comparisons of mean between all possible pair of
groups clarifies that the only significant variation observed between responses of students
and engineering teachers with mean difference (.137, p = .028 < .05). Otherwise the mean
differences in remaining pairs remain insignificant with p > 0.662 to 1.000
The mutual difference of opinion between students and engineering teachers is the
cause of significance of mean difference. This does not fulfill the assumption of null
hypothesis and HA is accepted.

H0: There is no significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme thirteen
“Social System of Islam”.
HA: There is a significant difference in responses of the four groups on theme thirteen
“Social System of Islam”.
α=0.05
Rejection Rule: < 0.05= accept HA
≥ 0.05= accept H0
The results of one way ANOVA determines that there is no significant difference
in the responses of four groups for theme thirteen “Social System of Islam”, F (3, 767) =
.620, p > 0.602.
Multiple comparisons further revealed the mean difference between pair of groups and its
appropriate significance for theme eleven.
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Table 4.15: The Differences in Means between all Possible Pairs of Groups for Theme Thirteen
Pair of Groups
Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Students

Sig.

.01767

.629

.01832

.929

-.00505

.996

.00065

1.000

Engineering Professionals

-.02272

.792

Engineering Professionals

-.02337

.916

Teachers of Islamic Studies
Discipline
Engineering Professionals

Teachers of Engineering

Teachers of Islamic Studies

Discipline

Discipline

Teachers of Islamic

Mean Difference

Studies Discipline

In case of theme thirteen the comparisons of mean between all possible pairs of
groups clarifies that the mean difference remain highly insignificant 0.629 to 1.000 >
0.05. This reveals that all four categories of respondents have a similar stance on theme
thirteen apart from the minimal variation in mean differences of responses within groups.
The assumption of null hypothesis fulfills as there is no significant difference between
the responses of all four categories in their agreement for theme thirteen “Social System
of Islam”.

4.3 Analysis of Qualitative Data
An open ended question was given at the end of survey form to cross check
respondents’ responses under title “are there any other topics that you feel should be
included in list of topics of Islamic studies for engineering program that are not
mentioned in the above list of topics?”. In response of the above query various topics
received which were divided and merged by the researcher in the following 32
appropriate themes: various aspects of Muslim’s history, belief, holy message,
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modesty, social dimension of life and related issues in view of Islam, marriage and
related injunctions, religious biasness, sectarianism and related issues, limits in Islam,
concept of equality, various political aspects, current issues and a view of Islam,
dimensions of religion, gender roles in society and status of women: theoretical and
practical facets, religious practices, halal and haram: economic aspects, true
understanding of jihad and related current affairs, Muslim’s art and architecture,
morality in education, duties of human beings, an understanding of primary sources of
shariah, spirituality, trade in view of Islam, Arabic language, a focused study of
world’s religions, Islamic jurisprudence, utilizing natural resources, ethical dimension
of deen-e-Islam, social theories and Islam, life & business skills in view of Islam,
population control in Islam, truthfulness, enlighten of thoughts and knowledge in view
of Islam, preaching: Muslim’s role, Islam and science: compatible or incompatible, and
topics already in survey form. From the category of students 115 out of 541 (21.26%)
suggested topics. Similarly 48 out of 170 (28.24%) teachers of engineering discipline,
21 out of 32 (65.63%) teachers of Islamic Studies discipline, and 15 out of 65 (23.07%)
engineering professionals proposed their views regarding their suggested topics of
Islamic Studies for engineering program. Following is the detailed list of topics
including all categories. For convenience similar topics have included under each
broad themes from all categories of research respondents. This also gives a
comparative view of proposed topics. Most of the proposed topics are repetitive either
these were already in the survey form or proposed by respondents uniformly.
From the category of students 93 out of 541 (17.19%) suggested topics, 64/236
from Respondent 1, 11/57 from Respondent 2, 07/33 from Respondent 3, 05/71 from
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Respondent 5, 1/26 from Respondent 6, 03/20 from Respondent 7, and 02/19 from
Respondent 8. However, from three remaining respondents no one suggested any topic.
Similarly 24 out of 170 (13.95%) teachers of engineering discipline (07/33 from
Respondent 1, 01/05 from Respondent 2, 04/16 Respondent 3, 01/04 Respondent 4,
01/15 Respondent 5, and 10/68 Respondent 6, while topics are suggested from
Respondent univeristies 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, respectively), and 19 out of 32 (59.37%)
teachers of Islamic Studies discipline from 9 respondent universities suggested topics,
while from subject teachers’ from two respondent universities did not propose topics.
15 out of 65 (23.07%) engineering professionals proposed their views regarding their
suggested topics of Islamic Studies for engineering program.

Following is the detailed list of topics including all categories:

From
Teachers’ of
Islamic
Studies
Discipline

1. Introduction of Muslim Architects who Played a Vital Role in Muslims’ Civilization
and Cultural Heritage, Historical Development, Services and Inventions in the Age
of Various Muslim Rulers.
2. Establishment and Achievements of Muslim Rulers (Muslim Salateen ka
Karnamay), their Educational and Architectural Services, and Causes of their
Downfall
3. Muslim’s Services in Engineering and Technology
4. Stages of Muslim History, e.g. Rightly Guided Caliphs, Umayyad Period,
Abbasside , Fatmeen e Misar (Egypt), Muslims in Spain, Khilafat- e-Usmaniya, and
In Mughual Empire Islamic Heritage
5. A
Part
of the
History
RelatedCaliphs
of Muslim
to the Field of Engineering Art and
1.
brief
History
of Islam
aboutScientists
Rightly Guided
Architecture
2. Importance of History in Islam
6.
Valueafter
of Engineering
in Islam, and its History of Development
3. Significant
History of Islam
Caliphs

From
Engineering
Professionals

From
Teachers’ of
Engineering
Discipline

Derived
Themes
From Students

1. Historical Perspective of Islam in Engineering During Muslims’ Ruling Period Till
to Date
2. Islamic History of Engineering

History of Islam
Connectivity of Muslim Ummah with their Historic Threads
Study of Islam after Holy
Prophet (peace be upon him), and Recent Advances and its Application in Muslims
Society
5. A History of Islam and Muslim Scholars
6. History after Umayyad Dynasty and Fall of Islam.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Various Aspects of Muslim’s History
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4.3.1 Suggested Topics from Each Category of Research Respondents

Table 4.16: Suggested Topics about Various Aspects of Muslim’s History
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No content regarding Muslim’s History was presented for survey because domain
of history is apart from the definition of Islamic Studies (Hashim, 2005). However, few

From Teachers
(Islamic Studies)

From
Profession
als

Nil

Nil

1. Concepts on Imam Mehdi and
Signs of Judgment Day
2. History and Knowledge about
Prophets
1. History of all Prophet

Belief

Table 4.17: Suggested Topics about Belief
Derived From students
From
Themes
Engineering
Teachers

Nil

topics about Muslim’s history were proposed by each category of respondents.

This research study already presented a broader sense of beliefs as theme two
under title “Fundamental Beliefs of Islam”. Only three narrowed topics are suggested by
few engineering student. Neither expert validated these suggestions nor any other
category of research respondents.

1. Human Rights
2. World’s Modern Social Life in the Light of Islam

Nil

3. Responsibility of Good Engineer
4. Importance of Political, Socio-Economic System of Islam.

1. Social Evils Prevailing in the Country
2. Social Politics
3. Concept and Importance of Social Rights and Ethics in the Light of Quran and
Sunnah
4. Rights of Children
5. An Individual in Light of Islamic Teaching
6. Purity of Relationship Especially Parents
7. Limitations of Freedom of Expressing and Speech
8.
and Understanding
1. Tolerance
Social Welfare
and Social & Corporate Responsibility
9.
to Live in
This
Society
a True Muslim
2. How
Relationship
with
Parents
andasTeachers
and their Respect

Social Dimension of Life and Related issues in View of Islam

From
Professio
nals

From
Teachers
(Islamic
Studies)

From
Engineer
ing
Teachers

From
students

Derived
Themes
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Table 4.18: Suggested Topics about Social Dimension of Life and Related issues in View
of Islam

Topics merged in the above theme had already been covered in theme six and

thirteen of present research study under titles “Religion, Family and Community: How

religious families and communities practice their faith, and the contributions this makes

to local life” and Social system of Islam” respectively and interesting fact is that theme
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six and thirteen received 77% and 83% agreement by the research respondents,
respectively.

From
Teachers
(Islamic
Studies)
1. Nikkah (Marriage), Divorce,
Khulaa Related Topics

From
Professionals

From
Engineering
Teachers
1. Role of Husband and Wife in
Islam.
2. The Responsibilities as a
Family Member,

Nil

From students
1. Importance of Marriage in
Islam
2. Cultural Misunderstanding in
Law of Marriage
3. Hadith and Ayaat Related to
Family Issues

Marriage and Related injunctions

Derived
Themes

Table 4.19: Suggested Topics about Marriage and Related Injunctions

No content directly related to marriages was presented but as a part of sub themes
of theme six under title “Religion, Family and Community: How religious families and
communities practice their faith, and the contributions this makes to local life”
comprehensively cover all related issue.

1. Religious Tolerance
2. Respect for Quran and all Books, all Messengers, and all Sahabas.

Difference Between Mujadila, Manazira, and Mukalima (Dialogue)

1. Tolerance Between Different Sects

Explanation of Law of Blasphemy (Political and Religious Disputes)
Importance of Respect of Holy Prophet
Conflict of Sects (Firqa andFfiqh)
To Overcome Extremism
Sectarianism: Prohibited or , Allowed, How to Promote Mutual Understanding
Between Sect
6. Mutual Harmony and Respect Among Muslims (Avoidance of Sectarianism)
7. Misuse of Religion by Fundamentalism.
8. Discouragement of Nationalism and Sectarianism and Promotion of Islam
9. Reasons and Differences Among Various Sects in Islam
10. Conceptual Difference Among Sects

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Religious Biasness , Sectarianism and Related Issues

Table 4.20: Suggested Topics about Religious Biasness , Sectarianism and Related Issues
From students
From Teachers
From
(Islamic Studies)
Professiona
ls

From
Engineering
Teachers

Derived
Themes
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Sectarianism is not supported by Deen-e-Islam. Issues related to this domain had

comprehensively addressed in survey questionnaire under theme nine “Interfaith

Dialogue: a study of relationships, conflicts and collaboration within and between
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religions and beliefs”, but the minimum agreement received from respondents is 75% for
theme nine.
Table 4.21: Suggested Topics about Limits in Islam
Derived From students
From Engineering
From Teachers
Themes
Teachers
(Islamic
Studies)
Limits in
Islam

Nil

1. Ta’zirat.
Gharama,
Imprison
ment

Nil

From
Professional
s
Nil

Only one respondent highlighted this content from teachers of Islamic studies
discipline which already addressed in theme eight under title “Introduction of Islamic
Punishments (Hudood) and their Implications”. This also endorsed by all research
respondents.

Concept of
Equality

Table 4.22: Suggested Topics about Equality
Derived From students
From Engineering From Teachers From
Themes
Teachers
(Islamic
Professionals
Studies)
1. Concept of
Equality
2. Concept of
Equality (in
Deeds,
Responses
and Choice)

Nil

Nil

Nil

Above quoted topic is addressed in theme seven under title “Ethics, Good Behavior and
Profession in Islam”.

politics received from students.

Concept of Good Governance
Democracy in the Light of Islam
Parliamentary System
Need of Constitution in Presence of Quran

1. Islamic Political System
2. Khilafat
3. Islamic Laws Pertaining to Selection of Ruler and
Making Government
4. Political Establishme-nts in the Light of Islam.

1. Various Aspects of Islamic Political System
2. Concept of Islamic State

1.
2.
3.
4.

Current Islamic Affairs and State of Islam at Present
Islamic Political System
Islamic Model of Government
Pakistan, Islam and Democracy
Islamic system of Khilafat (Islamic System of
Governance (khilafah ) )
6. Foreign Policy of Islam
7. Concept of Democracy in Islam (State of
Democracy in the Light of Islam)
8. Religion’s Influence on Politics.
9. Islamic Way of Having an Election
10. Role of Ruler of State in the Country and Islam

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Various Political Aspects, Currents Issues and a View
of Islam

Derived
Themes
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Table 4.23: Suggested Topics about Political Aspects, Currents Issues inView of Islam
From students
From
From
From
Engineerin Teacher Professionals
g Teachers s
(Islamic
Studies)

Keeping in view, the objective of “relevancy of contents with engineering

profession” politics and related issues have not been addressed in survey for topical

framework of Islamic Studies for engineering program. But most of the topics under

Table 4.25: Suggested Topics about Gender Roles
From
From Teachers
Engine (Islamic Studies)
From students
ering
Teacher
s

Derived
Themes

1. Meaning of
Islam

1. Basic Rules of
Islam
2. Balance
Between
Religion and
Worldly Affair

Dimensions of
Religion

Table 4.24: Suggested Topics about Religion
Derived From students
From Engineering
Themes
Teachers
From
Teachers
(Islamic
Studies)
Nil

1. A woman’s Status and Rights in Islam and
their Justification

1. Problems Faced by Women in the Society
(Minimize Male Superiority).
2. Concept of Pardah Between Girls and Boys in
Co- education
3. Importance of Education for Women
4. Dress Code of Males and Females, and Male
Female Interaction
5. The Role of Hijab (Knowledge about Hijab)
6. Concept of Veil in Islam.
7. Concept of Hijab and its Importance (for Both
Men and Women)
8. Haya, Satar
9. Rights
ConceptofofWomen
Modesty
and its Importance for
1.
in Islam
Both Male and Females in Today’s World
10. Hijab in Terms of Male and Female Interaction
11. Importance of Responsibilities for Both Male
1. Physical and Psychological Differences
and Female (Socially, Morally)
Between Male and Female
12. An Idea How to Approach Professional World
2. Critical Study of Feminism
through Islamic Perspective and Job Condition
3. Gender Mixing: limitation and Argumentation
for Women in Islam.
(Jawaz and Adam Jawaz),
13. Sexual Education
4. Adultery and its Effect on Society as Well as
14. The Importance of Haya (Modesty)
free Mixing between Genders and its Harm,
and Role of Media.

Gender Roles in Society and Status of
Women: Theoretical and Practical facets
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From
Professionals

Nil

Topics are suggested by students requires maturity of mind. And as a matter of

fact it has already been addressed in survey of need assessment.

From
Profes
sionals
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Interestingly theme six with 77% of agreement is endorsed by respondents,
comparatively lower percentage of agreement than other themes. However, the above
suggestions are offshoots of gender roles in society which had been presented for survey
on contents of Islamic Studies for engineering program.

1. Namaaz-e-Janaza
1. Duaa-e-Istikhare

1. Way of Praying Namaz
2. Pillars of Islam (Namaz, Fasting,
Zakat, Jihad )
3. Concept, Importance, and Ways
of Performing the Fundamental
Pillars
1. Introduction to Islamic
Jurisprudence / Ibadat

1. Importance of Pillars of Islam
2. Methods of Namaz
3. Importance of Salah,

Basic Islamic practices

Derived
Themes

Table 4.26 Suggested Topics about Basic Islamic Practices
From students From
From
From
Engineering
Teachers
Professionals
Teachers
(Islamic
Studies)

Suggested contents related to worship and forms of worship are academically
repeatedly offered at all three tiers of education but still few respondents suggested the
same. However, theme five under title “Concept and Forms of Worship” received 79%
percent agreement of research respondents.
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and benefits on your
capital in view of Islam
2. World’s Modern
Economic Life in the
Light of Islam

1. Interest free investment

and concentration of
wealth.
2. Difference between
insurance and kafala
(takaful),

1. Impermissibility of Kanz

( Direct / Indirect)

1. Interest of all Forms

Haram

1. Concept of Halal and

Permissible and Impermissible:
Economic aspects

Derived
Themes

Table 4.27: Suggested Topics about Permissible and Impermissible
From
From
From Teachers
From
students
Engineering
(Islamic Studies)
Professionals
Teachers

Suggested contents related to economic aspects in view of deen-e-Islam and the
concept of halal and haram were already addressed under theme seven” Ethics, Good
Behavior and Profession in Islam” and them eleven “Islamic Economic system” in
present study.

Modesty

Derived
Themes

Table 4.28: Suggested Topics about Modesty
From students
From Engineering
Teachers

1. Sexual Education
2. The Importance
of Haya
(Modesty)

Nil

From Teachers
(Islamic
Studies)
Nil

From
Professionals

Nil

be the effects of post 9/11 circumstances.

From
Teachers
(Islamic
Studies)

1. Real Concept, Planning and Importance of Jihad
2. Concept of Jihad And Extremism
3. Important of Jihad in Islam

Derived
Themes

Table 4.29: Suggested Topics about Jihad (Holy War)
From students
From
Engineerin
g Teachers

Nil

Meaning, Importance and Need of Jihad
True concept of Jihad in Islam, and Clarification of Modern World Jihad
Jihad’s Obligation ((Qital of Kafar)
How to Raise Kalma e Haq?
Jihad, Problems, Failure and Glory
Topics that may Help Correcting the Concept of Stereotyping Jihad
Jihad Its Objectives, Conditions
Difference Between Jihad and Terrorism
Benefits in Following Islam
Jihad its Types
Suicide Bombing and Target Killing. In View of Islam
1. Jihad
2. Concept of Jihad in the Light of Holy Quran and Hadith
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

True Understanding of Jihad and Related Current Affairs
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From
Professiona
ls

Regarding a derived theme “True Understanding of Jihad and Related Current

Issues” no content is suggested by subject experts. However, suggested contents seem to

Teachers.

From Teachers
(Islamic
Studies)
From
Professionals

Nil

Derived
Themes

Table 4.31: Suggested Topics about Morality
From students
From
Engineering
Teachers

Nil

1. Respect to Elders, Especially

Teaches and Student Learn from
them
2. Importance of Education
3. Importance of Selflessness and
Teaching and Learning
4. Jealousy (Takabur) Pride and
Ccompetition in Students Life.

1. Class Behavior, How Teacher

Morality in Education

1. Introduction of Muslim
Architects
2. Wonders of Islamic Architects,
art of Islamic Building
3. Art of Islamic Architecture
and Art of Engineering During
Umayyad Dynasty, Abbasid
Dynasty, and Usmania
Dynasty
Nil

1. Islamic Art of Architecture

Architecture Positive and
Constructive Use

1. Importance of Music, Arts and

Muslim’s Art and Architecture

Derived
Themes
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Table 4.30: Suggested Topics about Muslim’s Art and Architecture
From students From
From Teachers (Islamic From
Engineering Studies)
Professionals
Teachers

Above quoted contents could be a part of “a study of Muslim’s culture” but do not

come under the subject named Islamic Studies (Mababaya & Mababaya, 2005).

Authenticity of Ahadith
Sunnah-e-Sahaba
The Understanding of Sources of Sharia.
Study of the Authenticity of the Various Hadith and
Different Traditions
Quran, Hadith, Hudood
Knowledge about Sahahe Sitta
Teaching and Preaching of Ahadiths.
Meaning and Importance of Shariah
Importance of Sunnah
Concept of Knowledge (Ilm) Scientific/ Islamic.

Table 4.33 Suggested Topics about Sources of Shariah
From students
From
From
Engineering
Teachers
Teachers
(Islamic
Studies)

Derived
Themes

Duties of
Human
Beings

Table 4.32: Suggested Topics about Duties of Human Beings
Derived From students
From
From Teachers
Themes
Engineering (Islamic
Teachers
Studies)
1. Love for
Nil
Nil
Allah

1. Quran

1. Introduction to Science of Tafseer
2. Introduction to Science of Hadiths

Earth

2. Is Knowledge of Islamic Laws Enough for Life on this

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.

1.
2.
3.
4.

An Understanding of Primary Sources of Shariah
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From
Professionals
Nil

All suggested contents merged under title “Morality in education” and “Duties of

Human Beings” were previously addressed in survey.

From
Professio
nals
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Only limited aspects of these sources were presented for survey under theme four
title “Teaching and Authority” because of the time constraints and inflexible curriculum
of engineering. It is also endorsed by research respondents with 87% agreement.

From
Professionals

Nil

1. Need and Importance of Mysticism
(Spirituality) in the Light of Quran and
Hadith
2. Mysticism, Spiritual Viability, Inner Self,
Purification Process by Tazkia -e- Nafs and
Tasfiay –e- Qalb
3. Spiritual Awareness, and Topics to Develop
Aesthetics Sense and Values in Students

1. Concept of Gunah-e-Kabire (Major Sin),
2. Tasawuf and its Role in Character Building
according to Sunnah
3. Self Esteem, Confidence, Optimistic
Approach in the Light of Quran/ Hadiths

1. Spirituality and Purification of Self.
2. Islamic Spirituality
3. Self Correction

Spirituality

Derived
Themes

Table 4.34: Suggested Topics about Spirituality
From students From
From Teachers
Engineering
(Islamic Studies)
Teachers

Mysticism, spiritual and related contents are not directly presented to engineering
professionals.

Trade in View
of Islam

Derived
Themes

Table 4.35: Suggested Topics about Trade
From students
From
Engineering
Teachers
1. Concept of

Trade for
Engineerin
g Purpose.

Nil

From Teachers
(Islamic Studies)

1. Introduction

of Prophet
(SAWW) as
an
Ambassador
and Trader

From
Professional
s
Nil
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Above theme already addressed under theme eleven “Islamic Economic system”.

Derived
Themes

Table 4.36: Suggested Topics about Arabic Language
From students
From Engineering From Teachers
Teachers
(Islamic Studies)

Arabic
Language

1. Arabic

2. Arabic

Language

From
Professionals

Nil

Nil

Language

Understanding and mastery of Arabic comes under the domain of language but
not related to Islamic Studies.

From
Professiona
ls

Nil

1. Comparative Study of World
Religions in the Globalised World.
2. Differences Among Muslims and
Between other Revealed Religions
& Nature of Differences
3. Difference Between Mujadila,
Manazira, and Mukalima
(Dialogue)

1. Ethics of Different Religions.
2. Comparison Among other Religion

non-Muslims in a Muslim Society

into Islam?

3. Interaction and Relationship with

World’s Religions

2. How to Convert a non Muslims

1. Points of Differences Among

A focused study of World’s Religions

Derived
Themes

Table 4.37: Suggested Topics about World’s Religion
From students
From
From Teachers
Engineerin (Islamic Studies)
g Teachers

Study of world’s religions comes under the domain of “Study of Comparatives
Religions” (Mababaya & Mababaya, 2005)
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Derived
Themes

Table 4.38: Suggested Topics about Islamic Jurisprudence
From students
From Engineering From Teachers
Teachers
(Islamic
Studies)

Islamic
Jurisprudence

1. Outcomes

1. Fiqhi

of One’s
Beliefs and
Action on
Whole
Society

Nil

From
Professionals

Nil

Questions
Related to
one’s Life

Direct jurisprudence is not recommended for engineering professional because the
study of this topic requires mastery of many other related subjects such as Quran, tafseer,
hadith, Arabic language and specifically logic. It is not best suited for engineering
profession. It is a complete subject, and difficult to address as a topic under the subject of
Islamic Studies. Therefore, all the contents which are discussed under Islamic Studies
ultimately relate to Islamic Jurisprudence.

Derived
Themes

Table 4.39: Suggested Topics about Resources
From students
From
From Teachers
Engineering (Islamic Studies)
Teachers

Utilizing
Natural
Resources

1. Utilizing

Resources

Nil

1. Utilization of

From
Professionals

Nil

Resources
During
Scarcity

Above contents already addressed under theme seven under title “Ethics, Good
Behavior and Profession in Islam”.
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From
Professionals

1. Speaking the Truth

and Forbearance) And
Islamic Mannerism (Shiaar e
Islam)
2. Concept and Teaching of
Truthfulness in the Light of
Quran.

1. Islamic Ethics (Tolerance

Nil

Related Issues in
Management

1. Prohibition of Backbiting
2. Concept of Bribery and

Ethical Dimension in Islam

Derived
Themes

Table 4.40: Suggested Topics about Ethics
From students From
From Teachers
Engineering (Islamic Studies)
Teachers

Above contents already addressed in previous academic stages, and indirectly
addressed in theme seven under title “Ethics, Good Behavior and Profession in Islam”.

Social Theories
and Islam

Derived
Themes

Table 4.41: Suggested Topics Social Theories
From students
From Engineering From
Teachers
Teachers
(Islamic
Studies)
1. Reality of
1. Capitalist
Nil
Communism
System in
and Atheism
the Light
of Islam

From
Professionals

Nil

Above contents neither fall under Islamic studies nor is recommended for
engineering program but can be discussed as a subject “Sociology” (Mababaya &
Mababaya, 2005).
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Life & Business Skills
and A view of Islam

Derived
Themes

Table 4.42: Suggested about Business Skills
From students
From
Engineering
Teachers
1. Management

Nil

From Teachers
(Islamic Studies)

From
Professionals

Nil

Nil

Skill and
Internship in the
Light of Islam
2. Leadership
Skills

Above contents already addressed in survey for research study at hand under
theme three “Leaders and Teachers: personalities who have an influence on others
locally, nationally and globally in Religion” and theme 12 “Management and Islam”.

Derived
Themes

Table 4.43: Suggested Topics about Population Control
From students
From
From Teachers
From
Engineering
(Islamic Studies) Professionals
Teachers

Population
Control in Islam

Nil
1. View of Islam

About over
Population

Nil

Nil

and Honest Dialogue”.

1. World’s Modern Social and
Economic Life in the Light
of Islam

Nil

Teaching and Thinking
2. Awareness About Quran
and Modern knowledge

1. Quranic Teaching Towards

Studies in the Light of Islam

2. Importance of Modern

Human mind

1. How Islam Enlightened a

Enlighten of Thoughts and
Knowledge in View of Islam

Derive
d
Theme
s

Table 4.44: Suggested Topics about Knowledge in Islam
From students
From
From Teachers
Engineering
(Islamic Studies)
Teachers

Planning and
Importance of
Tabligh

Derived
Themes

Table 4.45: Suggested Topics about Preaching
From students
From
From Teachers
Engineering
(Islamic
Teachers
Studies)

1. Real Concept,

Nil

Nil

Engineer Preach
Islam
2. Preaching and its
Essentials

1. How can an

Preaching: Muslim’s
Role
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From
Professionals

From
Professionals

Above contents already addressed in theme nine under title “Interfaith Dialogue:

Manners and Methods of Religious Dialogue Appropriate to Respectful, Constructive,

Science and Religion.

Islam and Science and Muslim’s Inventions
Scientific Miracles of the Glory.
Technical Relationship Between Islam and Science.
Science and Quran in the Light of New Research.

Derived
Themes

Table 4.46: Suggested Topics about Islam and Science
From students
From Engineering
From Teachers
Teachers
(Islamic Studies)

Nil

1. A Critical Study of Faulty Notions (e.g. Evolution Theory) of Science in the
Light of Qur’anic Teachings
2. Importance of Science and Technology in Islam,
3. Research and Innovations by Muslim Scientists
4. Introduction of Eminent Muslim Scientists and their Contributions /
Inventions, Historical as well as Present Day Comparison.
5. Introduction of Muslim Mathematicians (Past and Present)

1. Islam and Science
2. How to Protect Against Illegal Unethical Unprotected Device Manufacturing
and Usage?
3. Intensity of Reaction. Laws and Regulations Made for Against those Devices.
4. How Islam and Engineer Help in Protecting Against Deadly Diseases like
Cancer Diabetes and HIV / AIDS
5. An Understanding the Link Between Quran and Engineering and Technology
(for Example Importance of Iron, Metal or Extension of Brass etc)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Islam and Science: Compatible or Incompatible
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From
Professionals

Sub theme “Scientific Approach of Qur’anic Teachings” of theme four under title

“Teaching and Authority” comprehensively covers above areas of suggestion about

1.
2.
3.
4.

Honesty and Trust
Concept of Charity
Importance of Pillars of Islam
Importance of Basic Creeds
Nil

1. Seerat un Nabi and How one can Attain such Noble Characteristics in his Life

1. Ethics of Engineering
2. Ethics in daily life
3. Shirk and its Various Types
4. Concept of Economy in Islam.
5. Methods of Islamic Banking
6. Islamic Banking
7. Hudood-e- Shariah
8. Inter-religions Dialogue
9. Concept of Bribery and Related issues in Management
10. Role of faith in Human life
11. Importance of Commitment and Making Responsible Professionals (Professionally,
Socially and Personally)
12. Halal Ways of Earning
13. Moral Values

Topics Already included in Questionnaire

Derived
Themes
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Table 4.47: Suggested Topics Similar to the Items of Questionnaire
From students
From
From
Teachers
Engineerin
(Islamic
g Teachers
Studies)
From
Profession
als

Above table shows the suggested contents from research respondents which found

and matched with the topics presented for survey of the research study at hand.
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4.3.2 Comments Received from Respondents against item (Question no 3) of Survey
Questionnaire
At the end of the questionnaire an open ended question was included to know
respondents’ opinion regarding survey and proposed topics of Islamic Studies for
engineering Program and to cross check their responses. Therefore, 102 (18.85%)
respondents (80 male (78.43%) and 22 female (21.57%)) out of 541 students commented,
and 44 (25.89%) respondents (26 male (59.09%) and 18 female (40.91%)) out of 170
teachers of engineering discipline commented, and 19 (59.37%) respondents (11 male
(57.89%) and 8 females (42.11 %)) out of 32 teachers of Islamic Studies discipline, and
22 (33.84%) respondents (10 male (45%) and 12 female (55%) out of 65 engineering
professionals commented. Following are the comments received. Content analysis of the
data divulged that majority of the respondents commented in favour of topics presented
in the survey. Their responses also highlighted their sentiments regarding Islamic Studies
as a subject which may be irrelevant to the objectives of the study but at one end it
discloses the level of maturity of respondents while at the other it gives us an awareness
regarding the problems respondents face during teaching and learning process
particularly about religion. Their responses also validate the need of the study at hand.
Following themes are derieved from their views which are documented below.

4.3.2.1 Findings on Comments Received from Respondents
An analysis of the contents under qualitative item “comments” reveal that there
are three categories of comments either suggestion, their perception and feelings about
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survey on proposed themes or the problems they experience during teaching and learning
process. Following are the components of their comments based on respondents’ groups:
Suggestions
From students:


Islamic Rules should be implemented in banking sector and commitments (I think
the respondent meant contract, and dealings). More emphasis should be given on
the study of Qur’an, scientific miracles in the Qur’an, lawful earning, economic
system of Islam, science and Islam and management.



Engineering program does not require extreme depth of professionalism, business
and economics system in the light of Islam but a brief understanding is essential.



Separate classes should be arranged for male and female in Islamic Studies.



Proposed program, presented for survey should be included in university courses.



These topics are essential for everyone, must be included in all bachelors’
program including engineering.



Emphasis should be on application not only theory.



Topics should be discussed in depth and in proper manner, practically.



Teachers of Islamic studies should be trained.



Subject of Islamic studies should be practical viva based along with theory.



Islamic Studies should be related to professional aspects, basic topics should not
be discussed at tertiary level.
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The subject of Islamic Studies should not be influence with marks in the
examinations. Students should be encourages to study the subject
comprehensively.



Islamic studies course is essential for engineers but contents should be different
than previous courses at initial academic levels.



Credit hours for Islamic Studies should be increased.



Islamic teaching should be in the context.



All topics must be related and specific to the professional dilemmas and
challenges. General and shallow information is not required at this level.



Subject of Islamic studies should be a part of each year at four year bachelors of
engineering program.

From teachers of engineering discipline:


Practical examples should be discussed not only theory.



The existing syllabus is right and we do not need advanced level topics.



The concept of social welfare and social corporate responsibility is really the need
of time.



These topics should be included in all fields of engineering program.



The subject should be included in each semester during four years of study.



Teaching of the subject should be in collaboration with the teachers of Islamic
studies and engineering discipline.



Although all topics are essential but the list should be concise.



The survey is astonishing that how deeply presented the Islamic knowledge
framework for engineering professionals.
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More emphasis should be on ethics and punishment in case of violation of ethics.



Theme three “leaders and teachers” is really a good suggestion.



The change should also be proposed at primary level.



Theme four “teaching and Authority” and theme nine “Interfaith Dialogue” must
be a part of Engineering program



Theme nine is higher level should not be included at engineering level.



Environmental ethics and social system should be included at school or college
level.



Islamic history about engineering feild should also be added in the contents.



Teaching of the proposed contents must be in globalized view.

From teachers of Islamic Studies discipline:


The topics list is lengthy, a committee should be formulate to discuss the
inclusion or exclusion.



Topics should be taught using lecture method i.e. Islamic Economics, Islamic
Law and Islamic sociology.



Teachers of Islamic Studies should be trained.



Topics should be discussed in the light of Qur’an and Hadith.



Most emphasis should be on character building and human rights in Islam.

From engineering professionals:


Emphasize should be on theme three “Teachers and Leaders”, theme six
“Religion, Family, and Community”, theme seven “Ethics, good behavior and
profession in Islam”, theme eight “ Islamic Punishments and its implications”,
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theme nine” Interfaith Dialogue”, theme ten “Environmental Pollution and
Teachings of Islam”, theme eleven “Islamic Economic System”, theme twelve
“Islam and Management”.


Courses of Islamic studies should be included in each semester with reduced
credit hours.



Higher level topics should be included and too basic topics which has been
discussed at previous level that should be omitted.



Topics which may develop religious intolerance should be avoided.



Theme seven “ethics” is the most important topic which is ignored in the existing
courses.

Perceptions
From students:


Depth of the Islamic Studies is not required for engineering program.



Survey is a good piece of information.



Topics selection presented for survey is brilliant, good, compulsory,
comprehensive, perfect, complete and best suggested course contents.



Survey is good to get insight, and imparts innovative ideas that how religion is
embedded in the professional fields i.e. engineering



“Islamic studies” is an important subject for every student.



Proposed contents are better than existing one.



The implementation of the presented contents will bring good results.



Courses of Islamiyat should be for every sect.
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Scholars should be invited to deliver lectures rather than regular teachers.



The topics presented for survey are sufficient and covers compressive aspects of
life.



The topic selection provides complete guideline for Islamic studies in engineering
program.



Inclusion of Islamic Studies as a subject for engineering program is a good
decision.



Survey is a good effort and good approach to design a particular curriculum



“Islamic studies” is a boring subject.



Engineering program is a scientific study it should not be overloaded with
religious and cultural thoughts and ideas.



In contrast of Islamic studies, ethical courses should be included in engineering
program.



It is a good source of revision in the existing set of Islamic knowledge.



There should be practical ethical courses in the light of Islam for engineering
program.



Suggested contents will promote healthy environment and legal rights protection.



All suggested topics are of great importance.

From teachers of engineering discipline:


Topics are comprehensively covered, topics are very informative, and significant
for the growth of an Islamic environment, and will promote a healthy
understanding of Islamic teachings, topics can provide a lighten path towards
Islam.
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Good survey.



Survey should not be a hidden agenda against the concept of jihad.



The provided list is lengthy, should be divided and developed into parts.



Existing contents are too basic. An intellectual and learner approach to understand
Islam is the requirement of time.



Proposed topics are enough and up to the mark.



Keep doing these types of research for the betterment of society. It is a very good
step taken by the researcher.



Implementation of the proposed list will help professional to live a better
professional life



Engineering program does not need the inclusion of Islamic education. It is the
responsibility of every Muslim to get aware with Islamic Knowledge.

From teachers of Islamic Studies discipline:


Course contents always require a good change with the passage of time and
relevant to that specific program.



Teaching religion at undergraduate level can never be denied. And needs specific
courses should be designed for professional fields.



Topics are really good to be included in the courses of engineering program



Topics are good blend of religious and worldly affairs



Suggested topics would help in enhancing students’ level of interest and
information towards religion.



Existing courses do not fulfill the needs and requirement of time.
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From engineering professionals:


Understanding and awareness of Islamic teachings and bringing it at the
workplace is necessary for every undergraduate student.



This is a comprehensive list of topics.



A clear understanding about the role of Islam in life is vital.



Very good work million like.



All topics are good. Main emphasis should be on the Qur’anic verses

Problems in teaching learning processes:


The courses and the contents of Islamic Studies courses have a propensity of male
dominance.



Teaching of Islamic studies in mix gender classes hinders learning process. i.e.
hesitation, violation of the Islamic principle of haya (modesty).



Sectarianism sometimes influence teaching in religious classes.



Students really need guidance, and platform to learn and practice religion



There should be no favoritism.



Controversial topics should not be discussed in the class.



Islamic studies usually not receive its due importance.



The lectures delivered in the classroom should be interactive.



There should be skilled and knowledgeable teachers to teach the subject.



Existing topics of Islamic studies are too basic.



Islam in the contemporary world should also be discussed.



Questionnaire is already comprehensive which requires no additional topic.
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From teachers of engineering discipline


Sensitive topics i.e. the concept of shirk careful discussion is needed.



Focus should be on religion and ethics rather than rote learning, and memorizing
the material.



Religious studies classroom should be interactive.

Few examples of respondents’ comments are as follow:


It perfects, everything is covered.



It is very important for every use in life of any person whether person is Muslim
or non Muslim.



Studies should be related to professional aspect. Teaching the importance of
Namaz, -/Roza, Haj, Zakat should not be included at this level.



The existing course which is for engineering students does not give complete
information. So it is needed that the subject should be included comprehensively.



The suggested topics fulfill the needs of the students.



Good efforts, keep it up.



All the suggested topics are very good and providing a lighten path towards Islam.
It will be really helpful in clarifying the concepts of Islam.



The contemporary nature of Islam should be taught.



Islamic studies should not part of first year or starting of engineering studies but it
in the part of every semester we can learn completely knowledge about Islam.



Students of engineering courses may be allowed to learn basic concepts of Islam
without pressing them to go for details that are troublesome. The beauty of Islam
lies in its simplicity and closeness to nature.
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All the topics that are included are important for undergraduate students as they
will be experiencing a completely new world in their professional life and it will
be highly important for them to be aware of all (of above of that they can act
accordingly) of the intended topics.

4.4 Validity of Results from Engineering Professionals Working outside Karachi
This section deals with details of data on demographic factors collected from
engineering professionals works at a company, district Punjab, Pakistan. The objective
was not only to validate results from engineering professionals out of the scope of these
research descriptions but also to explore the needs of engineering profession in a broader
perspective because engineering professionals have to face the challenges of similar
nature wherever they have to work. More over, the need to study religion (Islam) is
similar to the contents academically offered to them at three tiers of education. However,
the contents may have apparent changes.
For professional’s validation in a broader horizon, data was collected from the
purposive sample of 90 professionals under following demographic variables gender,
education, experience, and parent degree awarding institutions /universities.

4.4.1 Demographic Profile of Professionals Working outside Karachi

Profile of engineers against demographic variables (gender, education,
professional experience) reveals that out of 90 engineering professionals 86 (95%) were
male and 04 (05% ) were female. As far as “Education” is concerned, data reveals that 82
(91.00%) professionals were graduated having 16 years of education, and only 08 (09%)
post graduated having 18 years of education in their respective fields. As well as for
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“Professional Experience” it reveals that 57.8% fall into “1-5 years experience”
category”, 25.6% fall into “6-10 years’ experience category”, 5.6% into “11-15 years’
experience category”, 3.3% in to “16-20” years’ experience category, 5.5% in “26-30
years’ experience”, and 2.2% fall into “above 30 years’ experience category” (see
appendix N).
As far as engineering disciplines are concerned, data disclosed that two percent
professionals represented automotive engineering, 41.1% professionals were from
chemical engineering, 8.8% from civil engineering, 14.4% from electrical engineering,
3.3% from electronics, and 30.00% from mechanical engineering (see appendix N).

Demographic data for “Institutional representation” disclosed that one out of 90
professionals found from Respondent 1, Multan; 02 from Respondent 2, Islamabad; 03
from Respondent 3, Islamabad; one from Respondent 4, Islamabad; three from
Respondent 5, Bahawalpur ; one from Respondent 6, Lahore; four from Respondent 7,
Sindh; one from Respondent 8, Fasialabad; four from Respondent 9, Islamabad; 11 from
Respondent 10, Karachi; 51 from Respondent 11, Lahore; one Respondent 12 , Taxila;
six from Respondent 13, Lahore; and two from Respondent 14, Abroad (see appendix
N).
4.4.2 Percentage of Responses on Themes
Similar research questionnaire was given to engineering professionals to validate
research findings. Each topic under different themes and sub-themes has been given three
choices: yes, no, don’t know. Following are the percentage of responses against each
category of response.
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Table 4.48: Percentage of Responses for professionals outside Karachi
Themes
Professionals outside Karachi
Yes
No
Don’t know
1
100%
2
92%
5%
3%
3
86%
10%
4%
4
85%
12%
3%
5
83%
10%
7%
6
80%
15%
5%
7
84%
10%
6%
8
82%
14%
4%
9
80%
12%
8%
10
86%
12%
2%
11
87%
6%
7%
12
94%
3%
3%
13
86%
9%
5%

In case of validation of results from engineering professionals, working outside
Karachi but encompassing their job experience, the percentage of positive values (‘yes’
category) including all themes and sub themes lay between 82% - 100%. In contrast
frequency for negative values (‘no’ category) is minimum zero and maximum 15% out of
90 engineering professionals. And the frequency of responses for unawareness (‘don’t
know’ category) is recorded maximum 08% in few cases. At one end this trend of higher
positive values validated earlier research findings while at the other end it showed the
interest of engineering professionals in contents of Islamic studies selected and
introduced for survey and boosted the importance of subject as a core compulsory subject
incorporated in curriculum of engineering all over Pakistan as per regulations of
educational policies and recommendations of Higher Education Commission (HEC) and
Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC).
The bar graph presents in a glance the level of preference for thirteen themes.
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Figure 4.2: Agreement on thirteen themes from professionals outside Karachi

A comparative look determines that high agreement is for theme one (100%), then for
theme 12 (94%), then for theme two (92%), then for theme eleven (87%). Theme three,
ten and thirteen received similar agreement (86%), and the agreement remain 85% for
theme four, however theme seven, five, and eight remain with 84%, 83% and 82%
respectively. Hence, the lowest percentage fond is 80% for themes six and nine.

A comparative view of cumulative results with these professionals’ responses shows
minimum variation in their views. Similar themes received maximum agreement from
respondents within Karachi and outside Karachi.
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4.4.3

Suggestions and Comments from Engineering Professionals Working
outside Karachi

Following suggestions about topical framework of Islamic studies for Engineering
Program are received from engineering professionals:


Stress more on asking questions related to various Islamic beliefs in the light of
scientific knowledge and logical explanation.



Importance of learning Arabic language for understanding the Quran.



There should be another category just like interfaith dialogue in which owns
religion and different sects and their view points to be discussed to eradicate miss
conceptions regarding each other.



Male and Female interaction , Jihad its types and difference between terrorisms
and Finality of Prophet hood in the light of Quranic Verses



The differences and unity of different schools of thoughts



Entrepreneurship in Islam



Tajweed



Spiritual Practices Tazkiya-e-Nafs and its Ways, Dawat and its Importance,
Tableegh and its Importance sho



Importance of punctuality and equality, prohibition of hypocrisy or back stabbing
in terms of professional Life



Qura’an e Kareem as the source of all Knowledge should be included as universal
reference in all engineering courses and students should be encouraged and
rewarded for linking the concepts in the course to Qur’an-e- Kareem
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Following comments are received from engineering professionals working outside
Karachi:


The contents are excellent and can create a true Islamic society.



The practice of Theory should be integrated in the Engineering Education for
inculcation of the concepts in the minds of the students



Priority should be given to those topics which are related to professional life, as
basic believes and pillars of Islam are very well understood by each Muslim at
this stage of education. Examples from the life of Prophet (S.A.W) and sahaba
(R.A) in context of professionalism can be very appropriate in Islamic teaching



The topics suggested are well structured. More focus should be given on the
practical implementation of these concepts in our lives.



The topics listed above are really good



More Stress should be on asking questions related to various Islamic beliefs in the
light of scientific knowledge and logical explanation.



The topics fairly cover most of the area that an engineer may have come across.
That would be good if our future professionals know these things



The Instructor’s life style must be exemplary to set an example for the students
this will enable them to cop-up with the challenges of professional life in the light
of Quran and Sunnah



All topics are enough but if the topic of Secrat-e-Nabi (SAW) included it will be
better for the students.



All topics are well versed and comprehensive.
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In above 13 heading there are numerous topics all topics have worth. Depending
on time frame of course, it is required to study and teach for topics but in detail.



Businessmen usually don’t have proper education about profits allowed on certain
product. This is very important for proper trading according to rule of Islam.
More focus should be given to this topic. Marks/ weightage of Islamic subject
should be equal or greater than engineering subjects



Concentration on ethics and relationship with non Muslims should be increased.
Time and resources management and importance of minimizing wastage in the
light of Islam should also be included



All the above points are fundamental which should be known to every student at
graduate level. With these contents, he can understand society; interact at work
place and with people of different religious backgrounds.



Give concept of strengthen the relationship between peoples based on humanity
and social member of society.



Theme 8 is very important it will make all the people in their limits and
corruption would be controlled in the society. Theme 9 is also important. Most of
them are already covered. It is a good idea to add these topics it Islamic studies.



This is good approach to add topics in Islamic studies and in engineering
program.



The subject should be taught only by men to universities until and unless we do
not have men left behind to teach. Secondly, the subjects should always be taught
by practicing Muslims not merely by a person having academic qualification.
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Finally, the subject must be taught by a person with rights and clear Aqaid (free of
shirk, biddat and according to Quran and Hadith.


All topics should be taught by practical examples and case studies to have a
positive on the students this will also help any non- Muslims students.



It would be great if all of these topics would be included in the Islamic studies.

4.5 Expert’s Validation on Research Results
At second phase of data collection, a revised list of topics of Islamic Studies for
engineering program after testing hypotheses presented to subject experts of Islamic
Studies to seek their approval and final considerations on proposed topical framework of
Islamic Studies for engineering program. Their comments under given two questions for
comments and evaluation are documented below:

Expert’s Comments and Evaluation
1. Please add your valuable comments about the suggested topics of Islamic Studies
for engineering program attached in Annexure A (if required please use an
additional sheet for comments).
Expert No. 1:
Presented list is very good for selecting various topics in Islamic Studies.

Expert No. 2:
All themes and sub themes are good. All should be included in the list of topics
for engineering program, nothing should be left over. But “choose and pick” should be on
subject teacher’s end for the sake of variety and innovation.
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Expert No. 3:
Most of the suggested topics are related to the problems respondents were facing
in their regular life. They want to know the solution in the light of Islamic teaching.

Expert No. 4:
The study is very comprehensive and within the context of the scope of study.
Approaches are up to the mark. Suggested topics are the need of the time. Interfaith
dialogue and gender related topics are note worthy. Topics related to ethics are
remarkable and have been included in syllabus of Islamic Studies for 2015.

2. Are there any other topics that you feel should be included in list of topics of
Islamic studies for engineering program that are not in the list of topics given in
Appendix A but suggested by research respondents (Please see Appendix C) ? If
YES, please list them here.
Expert No. 1:
For engineering purpose it is enough. Following topics suggested by research respondents
should be strictly excluded:


Connectivity of Muslim Ummah with their Historic Threads



A brief History of Islam about Rightly Guided Caliphs



Concepts on Imam Mehdi



History and Knowledge about Prophets



Sexual Education



Importance of Music, Art & Architecture
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Points of Differences among world’s Religions



How to convert non-Muslims into Islam



View of Islam about over Population



Importance of pillars of Islam and basic creeds

Expert No. 2:
Following topics from the suggested list of from research respondents can be added:


Various aspects of Muslims’ history



Marriage and related injunction



Gender roles in society



Marital status according to Quran and Sunnah

Expert No. 3:
Actually it depends on the previous background of the students, what he has learnt
in his matriculation and intermediate courses. It is a great task to revise the whole syllabi
of Islamic Studies from class one to class 12. Otherwise the required goal would not be
achieved successfully.
Expert No. 4:
Topics related to “Human Rights” and “Political System” should be incorporated
in syllabus of all engineering universities. Topics suggested about Islamic architecture are
most important.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Introduction
Chapter one presented the background of the study and defined the research
problem, objectives, research question, significance of the study, limitation and
delimitation, and definition of key terms. Chapter two reviewed the theoretical
background, and presented the conceptual framework for the study. Chapter three
presented the research design and described the population, sampling, the research
instruments, and the pilot study, the procedure for conducting the survey, explanation and
justification of the statistical methods used for analyzing the data for the study. In chapter
four, the critical analysis of archival records (contents of compulsory Islamiyat or Islamic
studies, from grade III up to undergraduate level) presented, and the descriptive results of
demographic variable and percentage of responses for each group per theme, and testing
and analysis of each of the four research questions through the testing of null hypothesis
using one way ANOVA are presented. Other than the research responses collected at first
phase of data collection for the main study; data analyzed quantitatively, also presented
for research responses received from engineering professionals working outside Karachi.
Data analysis presented qualitatively for an open ended research question given in
the survey form to ensure respondents freedom of choice and opinion.
An in-depth analysis and the research findings in chapter four provides base for
the current chapter. This chapter briefly summarizes the whole study, discusses findings
of data analyzed against each research question in chapter four, gives recommendations
and suggests possible studies that can be undertaken to expend this field. The analyzed
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results presented in Chapter four are taken up for discussion and conclusion in the current
chapter under thirteen themes and in an order parallel to talk about the results of the
research questions.
Current chapter begins with a brief overview of the purpose of study, the research
question, the design, the sample or subject, research instrument and the data analysis.
This followed by the discussion on each of the research questions posed in the study. A
linear or non- linear relationship with previous studies if any is also mentioned wherever
applicable. Following the discussion, the chapter then concludes with a suggestion for
further research and the contribution of the study.
5.2

Overview of the purpose, Design, Subject, Research Questions and Data
Collection
The purpose of this study was to develop a topical frame work of Islamic Studies

for engineering program of both public and private stream; to align the contents of
Islamic Studies with their professional needs; and to make the subject more meaningful
to engineering professionals.
The design of the study was empirical, cross- sectional exploratory survey. Data
was collected from the purposive sample of 833 respondents of 12 universities in the
following categories (541 Undergraduate students (7th semester or final year), 170
teachers of engineering discipline and 32 teachers of Islamic studies discipline and 65
engineering professionals working in their core engineering fields) of research
respondents, out of 1000 questionnaires distributed (returning percentage = 83.3%). 25
survey forms found redundant; because of the incomplete responses, and demographic
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information, consequently excluded. 808 research respondents were comprised of five
categories representing three sources_ students, society and subject matter:
-

students of engineering discipline

-

teachers of engineering discipline

-

teachers of Islamic studies (experts) teaching in Engineering discipline

-

Teachers (experts) of Islamic Studies that are teaching to wide range of
academic disciplines,

-

and engineers; professionals associate with business industry

Final year or 7th semester undergraduate students were selected as research
respondents for students’ category because of their cognitive maturity and understanding
of the engineering profession up to the final year (Kallioniemi, 2002), as compared to
third semester or second year undergraduate students to whom the subject of Islamic
Studies is offered under the title of core courses of two credit hours.
Data was collected from general universities of both public and private stream
which had department of Islamic studies. Similarly, data was also collected from
engineering universities of both public and private streams accredited with Pakistan
Engineering Council (PEC) and sited in Karachi.
The study sought to answer the following research questions with the aim to find
out the needs of each category of research respondents.


What contents of Islamic studies for engineering program do the students require?



What contents of Islamic studies for engineering program do the teachers of
engineering discipline require?
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What contents of Islamic studies for engineering program do the teachers of
Islamic studies discipline require?



What contents of Islamic studies for engineering program do the professional
engineers require?

Surveying technique with the blend of questionnaire applied as two of the
processes/tools of needs assessment. A questionnaire developed contextually and
processed through self validation, experts’ validation, and through pre test, and pilot
study before collecting data for the main study. The tool was developed keeping in view
the contextual needs and user’s requirements. The questionnaire carried closed questions
with a proscribed range of answers from which the respondents could choose. Two open
ended questions were also included in the survey form to ensure respondents’ opportunity
to suggest and comment. Questionnaire was also translated into national language (Urdu)
and validated through experts before piloting of the tool to make sure that respondents
would be able to comprehend each item clearly.
During piloting phase, before administration of the main study data was collected
from 65 research respondents (47 male (72%) and 18 females (28%)) cumulatively, from
two universities, each one is a representation of

major public and private sector

Engineering Universities, respectively.
Data for the main study was collected at two stages: at first stage from 808
subjects of Engineering Universities of both public and private streams; while at second
stage a final list of contents of Islamic studies after conducting main study; and analyzing
results both qualitative and quantitative, and reporting of results along with suggested
content from respondents which further merged under 32 suitable themes, presented to
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experts for their endorsement (on topics: tested and suggested). At second stage of
research, experts were asked to choose topics from the suggested topics received from
research respondents.
After that second stage, for triangulation purpose, the data was collected from a
group of 90 professional engineers with diversified engineering disciplines and working
in the field, to re-validate the selection of topics for compulsory Islamic Studies in
professionals’ view, graduated from engineering universities other than Karachi. At the
time of data collection (July, 2013), these Professionals were working with a renowned
company Limited, Plant Site, District Rahim Yar Khan, Punjab, Pakistan.
Survey form was translated into L1 (national language Urdu) and validated
through three experts. The percentage of overall agreement was Kappa Po: 0.882351.
As far as the results of piloting are concerned the frequency of positive responses
in each case was more then 75% except rare cases. Results also showed that each
category of response (yes, no, don’t know) is used however, the frequency range was
different in each category of response.
Data for the main study was collected using the same research instrument, piloted
earlier. The data were both qualitative and quantitative. Statistical methods (descriptive
and inferential) of quantitative analysis were used to answer research questions, while the
last opinionated item in questionnaire was analyzed qualitatively.
5.3

Findings of Research Parallel to each Theme
Upgrading contents and content replacement requires a conscious and deliberate

effort. Therefore, in the present survey the questionnaire revolved around three vibrant
thoughts: What content should be kept, and cut, and created?
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Jacobs (2010) stated that “content is the preferred subject matter; and a central
element in designing curriculum (Jacobs, 2010; Schubert, 1986, p. 213). It may be taught
by the teacher or by the learner itself, considered the desirable knowledge imparted and
investigated within the time frame. The decisions about knowledge to be imparted are
usually taken by professional educators but learners input and their constructive
experiences are also worthwhile. However, the best practice is to organize contents
around central thoughts based on facts and information (p.30). Schubert (1986) stated that
content is conceived as subject matter, learning activities, and learning experiences
depending upon the relationship between purpose and content (p.213). Following are the
findings of the survey study parallel to each theme.
5.3.1

Findings Related to Theme One “The Role of Religion in Human Life”
Each of the four groups’ maximum responses found in favour of theme one range

between 94% - 100%. The result of one way ANOVA also determines insignificant
variation among all groups, F (3, 796) = .951, p > 0.415. The percentages for
disagreement and unawareness found maximum 4% and 2%, respectively. This reveals
respondents’ high preference and interest towards the interplay of religion with various
aspects of life.
5.3.2

Findings Related to Theme Two “Fundamental Beliefs of Islam”
Similarly, each of the four groups’ maximum responses found in favour of theme

two ranges between 87% - 96%. The result of one way ANOVA also determines
insignificant variation among all groups, F (3, 790) = 2.019, p > 0.110. The percentages
for disagreement and unawareness found maximum 11% and 4%, respectively. Beliefs
are at the heart of various life aspects. The high percentages for knowing about Islamic
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beliefs are worth noticing. This remains the core area in policy documents related to
teaching of Islamic studies at each level academia. Subject teachers found highly in
favour of the inclusion of theme for engineering program, but students and engineering
teachers and professionals’ response are insignificantly low.
5.3.3

Findings Related to Theme Three “Leaders and Teachers”
In case of theme three, each of the four groups’ maximum agreement found

ranges between 83% - 92%. The result of one way ANOVA also determines significant
variation among all groups, F (3, 733) = 3.578, p < 0 .014. The mutual difference of
opinion between students (86%) and teachers of Islamic Studies (92%) is the cause of
significant difference; however the remaining three categories are unanimously agreed.
The percentages for disagreement and unawareness found maximum 10% and 7%,
respectively. The study of the biography of prophet of Islam (SAWW) remains a core and
significant area of Islamic knowledge in educational policy documents, text books,
archival records, and in the existing contents as well. The high percentages for knowing
about Sira (SAWW) are of key importance. Similarly, subject teachers found highly in
favour of the inclusion of theme for engineering program, but students and engineering
teachers and professionals’ responses are insignificantly low.
5.3.4

Findings Related to Theme Four “Teaching and Authority”
Similarly in case of theme four, each of the four groups’ maximum agreement

found ranges between 79% - 94%. The result of one way ANOVA also determines
significant variation among all groups, F (3, 788) = 3.502, p < 0 .015. The mutual
difference of opinion between professionals (79%) and teachers of Islamic Studies (94%)
is the cause of significant difference (-.25630, p < 0.016); however the remaining three
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categories are unanimously agreed. Professionals are either do not see its relevance
(11%) for engineering programs, or are unaware (10%) about the relevance of theme
four. The percentages for disagreement and unawareness found maximum 11% and 10%,
respectively on account of professionals only. It seems that professionals are less
interested towards the study and significance of the sacred text but more interested in its
application e.g. professionals’ response for theme one is (94%). Similarly, subject
teachers found highly in favour of the inclusion of theme for engineering program, but
students and engineering teachers are insignificantly and professionals’ response are
significantly low.
5.3.5

Findings Related to Theme Five “Concept and Forms of Worship”
Similarly, each of the four groups’ maximum responses found in favour of theme

five ranges between 75% - 86%. The result of one way ANOVA also determines
insignificant difference among all groups, F (3, 777) = 1.990, p > 0.114. The percentages
for disagreement and unawareness found maximum 15% and 12%, respectively. The high
percentages for knowing about the implications of beliefs (worship) are significant.
“Islamic system of worship” remains the core area in policy documents related to
teaching of Islamic studies at each level of academia. Subject teachers found
comparatively higher in favour of the inclusion of theme for engineering program, but
students and engineering teachers and professionals’ response are insignificantly low.
5.3.6

Findings Related to Theme Six “Religion, Family and Community”
Correspondingly, each of the four groups’ maximum responses found in favour of

theme six ranges between 73% - 83%. The result of one way ANOVA also determines
insignificant difference among all groups, F (3, 731) = .501, p > 0.681. The percentages
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for disagreement and unawareness found maximum 20% and 09%, respectively.
Although the percentages for theme six are above 75% but comparatively low than other
themes. “Status of women in Islam” is commonly found in the existing contents for
compulsory Islamic studies at various academic levels but it did not discuss in a wider
perspective as gender role or gender roles in relation with society, community and family.
Subject teachers support inclusion of theme comparatively higher as compared to
students and engineering teachers and professionals. Conclusively, no significant
difference found in the opinion of all four categories of respondents.
5.3.7

Findings Related to Theme Seven “Ethics, Good Behavior and Profession in
Islam”
Correspondingly, each of the four groups’ maximum responses found in favour of

theme seven ranges between 78% - 83%. The result of one way ANOVA also determines
insignificant difference among all groups, F (3, 637) = 2.089, p > 0.100.The percentages
for disagreement and unawareness found maximum 15% and 08%, respectively. The
percentages for theme seven are above 75% and comparatively higher than themes five
and six. Islamic ethics and moral values for professionals are considered significant by all
four groups and there unanimous agreement found for the same theme. Generally and
repeatedly, ethics are included at each level of the academic year as core knowledge for
the Muslim students. But to assess needs, only those ethics are included which were the
requirement of the engineering profession. Subject teachers’ responses were minimally
lower than professionals and engineering teachers’ agreement, however, no significant
difference found in the responses of all four categories of groups.
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5.3.8

Findings Related to Theme Eight “Introduction of Islamic Punishments
(Hudood) and their Implications”
Corresponding with theme seven, each of the four groups’ maximum responses

found in favour of theme eight also with the agreement range between 73% - 87%. The
result of one way ANOVA also determines insignificant difference among all groups, F
(3, 782) = 1.036, p > 0.376.The percentages for disagreement and unawareness found
maximum 19% and 08%, respectively. Discussion of punishments is a core of ethics.
Islamic ethics and moral values are also having a justified system of punishments which
also impose a deterrence effect. Generally and repeatedly, ethics are included at each
level of the academic year as core knowledge for the Muslim students, but the system of
punishment is never being addressed at any of the academic level. Professional’s
response was minimally low than subject teachers, engineering teachers’and students’
agreement, however, no significant difference found in responses of all four categories of
groups.
5.3.9

Findings Related to Theme Nine “Interfaith Dialogue”
Similarly in case of theme nine, each of the four groups’ maximum agreement

found ranges between 64% - 86%. The result of one way ANOVA also determines
significant variation among all groups, F (3, 789) = 3.080, p < 0.027. The mutual
difference of opinion between professionals (64%) and teachers of Islamic Studies (86%)
is the cause of significant difference -.32589, p < 0.023); however the remaining three
categories are unanimously agreed. Professionals either do not see its relevance (19%) for
engineering programs, or are unaware (17%) about the relevance of theme nine for the
profession. The percentages for disagreement and unawareness found maximum 19% and
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17%, respectively on account of professionals only. It seems that professionals are less
interested towards the study and significance of interfaith dialogue but more interested in
its application e.g. professionals’ response for theme one is (94%). Similarly, subject
teachers highly favoured the inclusion of theme for engineering program, but students
and engineering teachers are insignificantly and professionals’ response are significantly
low in comparison with subject teachers.
5.3.10 Findings Related to Theme Ten “Environmental Pollution and Teaching of
Islam”
Similarly, each of the four groups’ maximum responses found in favour of theme
ten with the agreement range between 76% - 85%. The result of one way ANOVA also
determines insignificant mean difference among all groups, F (3, 780) = .368, p >
0.776.The percentages for disagreement and unawareness found maximum 14% and
11%, respectively. The proposed theme has never been addressed academically in the
light of religion, nor remains a concern of Higher Education Commission and
professional institutes at tertiary level. Although, professionals’ response was minimally
lower than subject teachers, engineering teachers’ and students’ agreement, however, no
significant difference found in responses of all four categories of groups.
5.3.11 Findings Related to Theme Eleven “Islamic Economic system”
Similarly, each of the four groups’ maximum responses found in favour of theme
eleven with the agreement range between 75% - 84%. The result of one way ANOVA
also determines insignificant mean difference among all groups, F (3, 731) = 1.536, p >
0.204.The percentages for disagreement and unawareness found maximum 18% and
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15%, respectively. A general understanding about Islamic economic system observed in
the approved contents of Islamic Studies by Higher Education Commission but not a part
of Islamic studies taught at tertiary level by any of the professional engineering
universities. Professionals’ responses were remain higher subject teachers, engineering
teachers’ and students’ agreement, however, no significant difference found in responses
of all four categories of groups. It may be a fact that professionals are frequently dealing
with financial issues in comparison with students, engineering and subject teachers.
5.3.12 Findings Related to Theme Twelve “Management and Islam”
In comparison with theme seven, eight, nine, ten and eleven, each of the four
groups’ maximum agreement found between range 80% - 90%. The result of one way
ANOVA also determines significant variation among all groups F (3, 795) = 2.814, p <
0.038. The mutual difference of opinion between students (80%) and teachers of
engineering discipline (90%) is the cause of significant difference .137, p < 0. .028;
however the remaining three categories are unanimously agreed. Professionals and
teachers of engineering discipline have similar agreement for theme twelve (87%). The
percentages for disagreement and unawareness found maximum 12% and 08%,
respectively on account of students only. It seems that students are less interested towards
the study and significance of management in Islamic view. Similarly, engineering
teachers found highly in favour of the inclusion of theme for engineering program.
5.3.13 Findings Related to Theme Thirteen “Social System of Islam”
Similarly, each of the four groups’ maximum responses found in favour of theme
thirteen with the agreement range between 80% - 85%. The result of one way ANOVA
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also determines insignificant mean difference among all groups, F (3, 767) = .620, p >
0.602.The percentages for disagreement and unawareness found maximum 14% and
07%, respectively. A general understanding about social system of Islam observed in the
approved contents of Islamic Studies by Higher Education Commission but a researcher
could not find a core knowledge area of Islamic studies taught at tertiary level by any of
the professional engineering universities. Subject teachers’ responses are higher than
engineering teachers’ and students’, and professionals’ agreement, however, no
significant difference found in responses of all four categories of groups.
5.4

Finding of Data from Engineering Professionals Working outside Karachi
(Triangulation of results)
The result of hypotheses testing during first stage of research triangulated and its

reliability checked in another context outside Karachi. To serve the purpose data was
collected from 90 engineers working at a renowned company limited, District Punjab,
Pakistan.

The research respondents represent a good blend of thirteen engineering

institutes across Pakistan other than Karachi. These results are that the agreement range
across thirteen themes remains 80% to 90%. The maximum percentage of disagreement
found 15% for theme six only for other themes it is below 15%, and the maximum
percentage observed for don’t know category is 8%. The order of preference for thirteen
themes based on professional’s agreement is as follow: theme one (role of religion in
human life, 100%), theme twelve (management and Islam, 94%), theme two
(fundamental beliefs of Islam, 92%), theme eleven (Islamic economic system, 87%),
them three, ten, and thirteen (leaders and teachers, environmental pollution and teachings
of Islam, Islamic social system, 86%), theme four (teachings and authority, 85%), theme
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seven (ethics and profession and Islam, 84%), theme five (concept of worship, 83%),
theme eight (Islamic system of punishment, 82%), and theme six (Islam and gender roles,
80%) and nine (interfaith dialogue, 80%) .
A comparative view of cumulative results with professionals’ responses (working
outside Karachi) shows minimum variation in their views. All thirteen themes received
similar preferences except theme eleven Islamic economic system; professionals
considered it more than any other groups of respondents.
5.5

Finding on Qualitative Data: Suggestions and Comments
Two open ended questions were posed in the study to have a cross check on

respondents’ responses against proposed topics categorized under thirteen themes.
Findings related to each qualitative question are recorded below:
5.5.1

Findings on Suggested Topics of Islamic Studies for Engineering Program
from Research Respondents during First Stage of Data Collection

In response of the query about their suggestions for topics of Islamic studies for
engineering program other than proposed by researcher, various topics received which
were organized and merged to present within 32 appropriate themes. The details are
presented below: only 93 students out of 541 (17.19%), and 24 out of 170 (13.95%)
teachers of engineering discipline, and 19 out of 32 (59.37%) teachers of Islamic Studies
discipline, and 15 out of 65 (23.07%) engineering professionals, proposed topics mostly
repetitive in nature.
Each category of respondents (Students, teachers’ of engineering discipline, teachers
of Islamic Studies discipline, engineering professionals from Karachi) proposed topics on
Muslims’ history during caliphate period, Umayyad, Abbasid, Usmania and Mughual
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period of Muslim empire along with the Muslims heritage and Muslims art and
architecture. Conversely, professionals from outside Karachi did not suggest any of the
related topics; however at second phase of research two subject experts recommended
this area of knowledge to be included in the final list of topics for engineering program.

A minimum number of students proposed topics which are merged under theme
“belief” i.e. history and knowledge about prophets (three students), concept of Imam
Mehdi and signs of doomsday. These topics were presented earlier for survey at first
phase of research. However, no other category of respondents proposed this domain of
knowledge, neither professional outside Karachi nor experts at second stage of research
responded to these topics.
Few students, teachers of engineering discipline, and a very small no of professionals
from Karachi suggested few topics merged under theme “Social Dimension of Life and
Related issues in View of Islam”. However, subject experts, engineering professionals
outside Karachi and subject experts at second phase of research remained silent in this
regard. Mostly topics are related to human rights, duties of members of society. Above
all, related topics are already covered in a list of topics presented earlier for survey under
theme six.
Few respondents including students, teachers of engineering discipline and subject
teachers are proposed topics merged under theme “Marriage and Related injunctions”.
Topics are about right and duties of husband and wife and pros and cons of Nikkah and
divorce. However, the same presented for survey under theme six “Religion, Family and
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Community: How religious families and communities practice their faith and the
contributions this makes to local life”.
Mostly students along with other categories of respondents “teachers of engineering
discipline, subject teachers and engineering professionals from Karachi emphasized on
topics merged under theme “Religious Biasness, Sectarianism and Related Issues”. This
seems to be an outcome or consequence of socio-religious circumstances particularly at
national level and generally at international level. However, for theme nine “Interfaith
Dialogue: a study of relationships, conflicts and collaboration within and between
religions and beliefs” the percentage of agreement is lower than other themes. But theme
thirteen “social system of Islam is highly approved by respondents.

Only one of 32 subject teachers suggested topics “Ta’zirat. Gharama, Imprisonment”
which are merged under a theme “limits in Islam”. However, this aspect is already
included under theme seven “Introduction of Islamic Punishments (Hudood) and their
Implications” which are also endorsed by each category of research respondents at first
stage of research and engineering professionals that work outside Karachi also showed
agreement (82%) for the same.
Few students proposed topics merged under theme “Concept of Equality”, however,
this already presented for survey under theme seven “Ethics, Good Behavior and
Profession in Islam”.
Each category of research respondents at first stage of research proposed topics such
as Islamic Political System, Khilafat, Democracy, and Islamic State which merged under
theme “Various Political Aspects, Currents Issues and a View of Islam”. However,
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engineering professional working outside Karachi did not suggest any of the similar
topics nor experts at second phase of research endorsed this theme to be included in the
topical framework at undergraduate professional level.

A small number of students are found interested in topics like meanings of Islam, and
balance between religious and worldly life merged under theme “Dimensions of
Religion”. Neither had however other category of research respondents suggested any of
such topics, nor professionals that work outside Karachi, nor any of the four experts
endorsed such topics at second stage of data collection.

Each category of respondents at first phase of research proposed topics such as
gender roles in society, hijab, adultery, feminism, status of women in society, gender
mixing, which merged under theme “Gender Roles in Society and Status of Women:
theoretical and practical facets”. However, these aspects are already presented for survey
under theme “Religion, Family and Community: How religious families and communities
practice their faith, and the contributions this makes to local life”, which get
comparatively low agreement (77%) from research respondents across categories.
However, the percentage of agreement is 80% in case of engineering professionals. One
of the four experts at second phase of research suggested topics related to gender roles in
society.
A small number of research respondents from each category proposed topics like
namaz, zakat, Islamic jurisprudence of worship and so on which is merged under theme
“Religious practices”. However these topics are presented for survey under theme five
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“Concept and Forms of Worship” including sub themes “Essence of Worship” and”
Behavioral Outcomes of Islamic Rituals in Individual, Social and Professional Life:
Examples and Case Studies” and recived agreement 79% and 83% by each category of
research respondent at both levels.

A small number of respondents in each category proposed topics like interest free
investment, concept of halal and haram, difference between insurance and kafala which
are merged under title “Halal and Haram: Economic aspects” but neither engineering
professional suggested any topic related to this theme nor any expert included any topics
from the suggested topics of research respondents. However, these topics were presented
for survey under theme seven “Ethics, Good Behavior and Profession in Islam”, and
theme eleven” Islamic Economic system”, and received 81% to 84% agreement from
research respondents.

Only few number of the students highlighted topics like sexual education, concept of
haya (modesty) which are merged under title modesty, however no other category of
research respondents proposed any of such topics at first phase of research, also few of
engineering professionals that work outside Karachi proposed topics related to gender
interaction in view of Islam but no expert suggested any topic related to this theme.
However, such topics are indirectly included under topics gender mixing and Sexual
Harassment of theme six Religion, Family and Community: How religious families and
communities practice their faith, and the contributions this makes to local life.
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Each category of research respondents, generally and students particularly, excluding
subject teachers of Islamic studies proposed topics like jihad, suicide bombing,
extremism, and target killing, which are merged under theme “True Understanding of
Jihad and Related Affairs”. Very few number of engineering professionals suggested
topics as jihad and its types, difference between jihad and terrorism. Subject experts
neither commented about such topics nor suggested any of such topics.

Mainly subject teachers of Islamic studies suggested topics merged under theme
Muslim’s art and architecture, but no other category at any stage suggested these topics.
A small number of students suggested topics as class behavior, jealousy, pride etc
merged under title “Morality in Education”. It is not further approved by any other
category of research respondents.

Mainly students and a small number of teachers of engineering discipline and subject
teachers proposed topics merged under title “An understanding of the primary sources of
shariah”.

Mainly subject teachers of Islamic studies and teachers of engineering discipline and
a small number of students suggested topics as self correction and purity, and taswuf
which merged under theme spirituality.

Students, teachers of engineering discipline, and subject teachers of Islamic Studies
proposed topics such as comparative study of religions, nature of differences between
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Muslims and other religions of the world, relationship with non-Muslims that are merged
under title “ A focused Study of world’s Religions”. Moreover, neither engineering
professionals that work outside Karachi nor subject experts proposed any of such topics
related to study of world’s Religions.

A small number of students, teachers of engineering discipline, and engineering
professionals that work at Karachi suggested topics that merged under title
“Enlightenment of Thoughts and Knowledge in View of Islam”.

Mainly teachers of engineering discipline and subject teachers of Islamic studies and
a small number of students proposed topics that are merged under title of the theme
“Islam and Science: Compatible or Incompatible”. But neither engineering professionals
that work outside Karachi nor any of the four subject experts endorsed topics under
theme mentioned earlier.
A small number of respondents either one or two from students or teachers of
engineering discipline or professional engineers suggested topics merged under themes
“trade in view of Islam, Arabic language, a focused study of world’s religions, Islamic
jurisprudence, utilizing natural resources, ethical dimension of Deen-e-Islam, social
theories and Islam, life and business skills and a view of Islam, population control in
Islam, truthfulness, enlightment of thought and knowledge in Islam, preaching: Muslim’s
role. Moreover, few topics repetitive in nature and earlier presented for survey were also
proposed.
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5.5.2

Findings on Comments Received from Research Respondents during First
Stage of Research

In the questionnaire presented for survey, respondents also asked to comment on the
idea of updating topics of Islamic Studies for Engineering profession. Findings on their
perceptions are as follow:
124 out of 541 students commented in favour of the topics presented for survey.
However, four (3.22%) students out of 124 students were in favour to keep the list
concise but relevant to the engineering professional, although their comments were in
favour of the subject. Only one student commented that “it is a boring subject”.
Teachers emphasized on the practical aspects of the course, inclusion of subject
throughout four years of the program.
Only two of the 62 teachers of engineering discipline were in favour of the existing
contents; one was in a view that engineers do not require advanced study of Islam while
the other one predicted it as a hidden political agenda or project to weaken Islamic values
under the idea of modifying topics in line with the engineering profession. As the
comments are”
“In my view, this modification should not lead to discontinuation of existing basic
knowledge of Islam. Additionally I hope the practice being provided to neutralize
the concept of Jihad should not be the notice of this research”.
However, all the topics were found significant according to the comments received.
No one from subject teachers commented negatively about the survey on need of
topics of Islamic Studies but few of them were in the view to make a concise list of
topics.
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From 65 engineering professional only 15 commented but all fifteen respondents
positively endorsed the importance of Islamic Studies and topics for engineering
profession.
5.5.3

Findings on Comments Received from Research Respondents during Second
Phase of Research
The data received from research respondents after survey during first stage analyzed

and presented to four experts of the field of Islamic studies for reliability of the results
and their endorsement on results.
Experts endorsed the final list of topics presented to them for comments. Each of the
four positively commented towards the research outcomes. They appreciated the domain
of research study at hand; it is uncommon to conduct an empirical research in the field of
religion, because most of the time topics or domains are set by higher administrative
authorities.
5.6

Discussion
Our findings fall into three categories. There are findings that support prior literature

included in the existing courses or proposed contents by Higher Education Commission
(HEC), curriculum wing, findings that are surprising favour previous researches. Pratt
(1994) stated that result themselves should contain surprises, “this is the best reason for
conducting research, which would be largely redundant if results were predictable”
(p.61), and findings that we are unable to explain (i.e. research respondents do not highly
agree about violation of gender rights “sexual harassment” but proposed many topics
related to women rights and status in society). However, the positive aspect of this
research study at hand is, it identified gaps between the existing condition and the
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preferred condition (either discrepancies or needs (Gupta et al., 2007; Ayers, 2011;
Altschuld & Watkins, 2014; Kaufman & Watkins, 2000; Watkins & Leigh, 2001;
Kaufman & Stakenas, 1981; Kavale, 2012)), and the mind sets of individuals and the
factors influencing perceptions.
In spite of the nine years of religious study in academics (Grade III up to Grade XII)
all research respondents are eager to know the role of religion in human life. This is itself
validating the need of present study. Because religious education and training help
individual to promote their inner strengths to become high profile professionals with
sustainable high work performance, and success in both world (Sail, 2013). “Religion is a
passionately loving self-devotion to the best life for all”. “Faith not only affirms the
validity of the longing for the best life in its primary form of self-concern, but it equally
validates religion in its larger and social concern for all humanity” (McGuire, 1917).
Islam being the world’s second largest religion requires its adherents to lead every
aspect of their lives in compliance with the norms and values of Deen - e - Islam. A
recent DaR (Diabetes and Ramadan) International Alliance conference in collaboration
with International Diabetes Federation (IDF) and Sanofi Middle East held in Dubai on
Saturday, April 16, 2016 is a relevant example for a lived role of religion in life, and how
religion shapes the life of its adherents (Mansoor, 2016).
This is another interesting fact that all categories of research respondents are very
much interested to know about the role of religion in human life (98% -100% positively
responded) but they are less familiar with how religion addresses various aspects of life
since many of the topics under professional ethics, economics (i.e. Islamic modes of
finance and its mechanism, concept of Takaful), and social system of life (i.e. cultural
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diversity and social cohesion) either received low agreement of respondents, however,
the disagreement is maximum 20%-30%. In reality, religion is a complete system and an
all encompassing phenomenon which incorporates every emerging aspect of life with the
effects of technology and globalization as well –political, social, economical,
technological, professional, personal, moral, and spiritual. To consider religion a mere set
of moral principles is nothing but may perhaps a serious flaw in understanding. Similarly
education deals with the set of connections in a developmental task (Dawood, 2014;
Report of the Task Force on General Education, 2007; Webster, Buckley, Jensen, &
Thomas, 2011; Bloch, 2008; Barnes, 2008; Kay, 2005; Newton & Newton, 2006).
Among various religions of the world, Islam and Christianity, the two monotheistic
religions are becoming more visible and growing in the public arena, and attracting more
people to their religion (Kuran‐Burçoğlu, 2011; Webster et al., 2011). Stephen Ellis and
Gerrie ter Haar (9 December 2004 as cited in Berger, 2006) stated that “development in
the twenty first century will be shaped largely by religion”, moreover religion is a
influencing factor on politics, society, and even economics. If donors want their aid work
to be successful, they should consider religion.

Jacobs (2010) stated that “the ongoing process of challenging accepted knowledge
and the cycle of replacing it are the signs of cultural maturation” (p.31). Therefore, the
results of needs assessment may possibly gives direction to change the traditional stance
on developing compulsory courses of Islamic studies (generally at all levels and
particularly for professional engineering programs) as suggested in the Second World
Conference on Muslim Education held at Islamabad, Pakistan during March,1980
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(Dangor, 2005; Hashim & Abdallah, 2013; Adetona, 2007) and the division of Islamiyat
Curriculum under five main topics ( National Education Policy, 2009, pp. 32-33) and
proposed contents of Compulsory Islamic Studies for Engineering Program by Higher
Education Commission e.g. Revised Curricula of Telecommunication Engineering 20142015 (Annexure C, Draft), and also revised curricula in 2008-09, 2009-10, 2011-2012,
2013-14 (see www.hec.gov.pk/RevisedCurricula). The present topical framework on
compulsory Islamic studies for engineering program serves categorically towards the
contents selection of Islamic Studies for higher education.
Moreover, theme two under title “Fundamental Beliefs of Islam” accepted with
the positive range of responses between 93%-100%. However, sub-themes were related
to the broader sense of beliefs and its implication in life (see appendix L). A system of
fundamental beliefs serves as a pivotal point to revolve around the life of its adherents,
and the followers of Islam are deeply committed to their faith across the world (Bell &
Lugo, 2013). Pace (1998 as cited in El-Menouar, 2014) observed that “being faithful is
self-evident and natural within the Muslim population. Muslims either pious or secular
show the same degree of Islamic belief; however, they may vary towards other aspects of
Muslim religiosity. Beliefs and rituals as religious norms regulate the everyday life of
Muslims at one end, and significant to assess Muslims religiosity at the other. The root of
being religious is the conformity and harmony with the central contents of belief of the
particular religion i.e. for Muslims “the unquestioned belief in the existence of Allah”
(El-Menouar, 2014), and this religiosity is a salient component and contributing factor
determining the quality of life. Abdel-Khalek (2010) stated that “Islamic beliefs and
practices may have the potential to be integrated in the psychotherapeutic procedures
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among Muslim clients”. Also “religious coping can be effective in reducing levels of
depression” (Meer & Mir, 2014). Therefore, Islam necessitates both belief and
understanding to bring out intrinsic human integrity and goodness (Abd-Allah, 2012).
Research respondents remain vibrant (87%) towards the study of sira (life of
prophet (SAWW)) in preview of the social and professional dynamics under theme
“Leaders and Teachers: personalities, who have an influence on others locally, nationally
and globally in Religion”, but did not receive unanimous agreement of four groups.
Students’ agreement is low than subject teachers. Because the topics presented for survey
under sire (Biography of Prophet SAWW) was a shift from traditional stance but not
strange in the world of research, empirical studies determine this change dimension.
Ahmed & Ogunsola (2011) stated that “revealed sources of knowledge (Quran and
Sunnah) are of prime concern as sources of developing leadership principles” (Ahmed &
Ogunsola, 2011; Ishak , 2011; Ali, 2009; Marbun, 2013; Almoharby & Neal, 2013; Wan
Daud et al. 2014). The significance of understanding sira is also realized by those
individuals who understand Islam only from political view, apart from their intrinsic
interest. Bill Warner, the one who understands Islam as “political Islam”; after 9/11
started a Trilogy Project to understand the link among the holy Qur’an, the Sunnah and
the hadith. Warner (2010) stated that the easiest and the finest way to discover “Islam is
to learn about Mohammed (SAWW)”, moreover, he described that the holy Qura’n “91
times” guides that “his words and actions are considered to be the divine pattern for
humanity”. He also stated that a good understanding of the Holy Quran is impossible
without understanding the sunnah and hadith. He termed the linkage the among three
sources (Qur’an, Hadith and the sunnah) as “Trilogy” –“the foundation and totality of
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Islam”. Warner also mentioned the relative sizes of the total textual doctrine. However,
the believers’ passion, understanding, and regard towards the Sunnah and the Hadith is
distinguished (Najmi, 1997; Munir, 2009; Qureshi & Lodhi, 2011; Qa’im, 2012)

Figure 5.1: Relative Sizes of the Trilogy Texts (the Qur’an, the Sira, and the Hadith)
Source: Warner, B. (2010).
Theme four receives positive agreement of research respondents, the range of
positive agreement found 87%, but did not receive consensus of four groups of
respondents. Professional response was lower than subject teachers. Although, sub
themes presented for survey concisely and comprehensively divide into “scientific
approach of Qur’anic teachings” and “linkage between the holy Qur’an and Hadith”.
Seemingly, the targeted population represents engineering profession; they are more
concerned to discuss scientific aspects addressed in the religion. Their (students, teachers
of engineering discipline and teachers of Islamic studies discipline) interest towards
theme four also became vibrant from their proposed topics merged under two theme
“Islam and Science: Compatible or Incompatible”, and “An Understanding of Primary
Sources of Shariah” , respectively. Researches also signify the contribution of Muslims to
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human knowledge (Thawaqib, 2012), because of seeking, acquiring and possessing
Knowledge is highly recommended in Islam. Khoshkhu (2012) stated that Islamic
sciences are pertinent to three disciplines: knowledge originating from religious sources –
Qur’an and Sunnah i.e. theology, jurisprudence (fiqh), ethics, mysticism; “Introductory
and prerequisite disciplines – preliminary and fundamental approach to understand
religious texts i.e. logic, Arabic literature, sciences of Qur’an and Hadith, and principles
of jurisprudence; and sciences neither originated from religion nor exclusive to Islam but
developed in Islamic ambiance i.e. philosophy, anthropology, sociology, psychology,
economics etc. From more than last 50 years, Islamic countries are examining the
relationship between Islam and science. Muslim scientists remained enthusiast in applied
sciences, testing theories by observations and analyzing results logically and
categorically. Muslims’ scientific search and research, compatible with religion, was well
known before Galileo, Descartes and Newton’s work in Western Europe (Faruqi, 2006,
2007; Furlow, 2005; Shah, 2011; Fahimi-Tabar, 2015).
Theme five “Concept and Forms of Worship” received comparatively less but
above 75% of agreement by the research respondents. Therefore, the central religious
rituals aligned with the statements of belief; the five pillars of Islam, are the primary
signs of Islam and accepted by Muslims across the world (El-Menouar, 2014; Abdullah
&Suhaib, 2011; Clingingsmith, 2008; Benthall, 1999). Probably the possible factors
resulted this agreement is the excessive inclusion of this domain of knowledge in the
courses of compulsory Islamiyat at each level of three tiers of education, avoiding the
cognitive levels, interest and motivation of learners; motivation as “aspiration to move
towards a particular activity” (Pintrich, 2000a; Weiner, 1992), and “adult learning is a
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process of linking previous knowledge and experiences with new experiences” (McIntosh
et al., 2012). The over reliance on the lecture methods excluding practicality might be a
possible factor worked underlying this low agreement, as cognitive development is an
artifact of the mind “achieved through observation and experimentation” ( Weegar &
Pacis, 2012). Above all respondents did not suggest any topic related to worship.
Comparatively, for theme six “Religion, Family and Community” low percentage
of agreement observed by respondents across categories. The topic “status of women” is
a traditional view towards the role of women in society seeking Islam’s stance of it,
however, other are newly presented to the respondents seeking their views on it, and
these may not addressed under the purview of Islamic studies academically. This may
possibly be a socio-religious aspect of society. According to the World Economic
Forum’s annual gender report “the situation of women in Pakistan is deeply problematic
and far away from reaching the impression of equality with the male population in the
field of health, education, economics and politics, and “society is unable to achieve its
potential” (“Bottom of the List”, 2013). On the other hand, respondents suggested few
topics merged under “marriage and related injunctions” and “gender roles in society and
status of women: theoretical and practical facets” i.e. concept of veil, Adultery and its
effect, interaction between male and female, modesty, haya etc. It seems a paradox that
research respondents’ wish to talk about women’s role and gender disparity, probably;
they are seeking the religion’s stance on gender issues!

Other research findings

recommend school-based education about sexuality (Orgocka, 2004). In local context the
seriousness of the issue is addressed with Pakistan Government law making on sexual
harassment (“Criminal Advances”, 2014; Sethna, 2014; Syed, 2014). HeforShe, UN
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Women’s solidarity campaign for gender equality rather “respect” carried out a needs
assessment study to identify the problems faced by both men and women. According to
the campaign the statics showed a very disturbing trend of the society. HeforShe,
Pakistan emphasized that gender inequality “needs to be addressed at home, at public
places, in education systems, at workplaces, in the media, and in the society, considering
it a serious issue (Rafi, 2015; Hasan 2015). Pratt commented that there is a probability of
distortion in responses either because of social desirability response set or people may not
be honest in their responses (Pratt, 1994, p. 47).
Also a unified agreement found between research respondents in case of the
topics comes under titles “professional ethics” and “social system of Islam”, “Islamic
economic system”.
Theme seven received a unanimous agreement from all groups of respondents.
Infact, moral and ethical education has now becoming a topic of interest in the fields of
psychology and education (Selo et al., 2015). Moreover, the greatest objective of ethics
or morality in Islam is to accomplish and establish the unbiased high-quality good, justice
and welfare of the whole creation (Mohamed, 2012). Therefore, Islam regards ethics as
an essential factor to build individual, communities and societies either personally or
professionally (Hameed, 2009, Sattar, 2014). Muslim thinkers emphasized that the
purpose of education is not to guzzle the pupil’s minds with facts but to prepare them for
a future of purity and sincerity. Therefore, full commitment to character-building
corresponding with the ideals of Islamic ethics is the utmost aspiration of Islamic
education (Dawood, 2014). To address values such as peace, justice, tolerance through
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education is naturally academic and multi-disciplinary, and respectively required across
the world (Köylü, 2004).
Khalid Baig (as cited in Mababaya & Mababaya, 2005) stated in his article named
"What is wrong with Our Education System?” that “…We cannot move forward without
revamping our education….. The time is now to develop Integrated Islamic curriculums
and remove secular biases from all of our education….. It is a monumental task.
But without it we’ll continue to spread ignorance in the name of education”.

Theme eight under title “Islamic Punishments (Hudood) and their Implications”
received endorsement of respondents with 80%. Since “religious beliefs in supernatural
punishment mechanism served as the development of cooperation in humans with
multiple advantages: “defectors are automatically punished”; “God does everything, no
second-order free-rider problem is faced”; no vigilance and risk reprisals; and “an
extremely efficient deterrent”. Finally “the fear of God” is proved to be an “immensely
successful technique of coercing people to collaborate and cooperate” (Johnson &
Krüger, 2004), and a “relationship between religion, the community, and offender’s
rehabilitation (O'Connor, 2002; Reinstein et al., 2006), and with the moral framework to
rebuild their lives and reduce level of aggression (Spalek & El-Hassan, 2007)
Theme nine comparatively received low agreement across the four groups of
respondents. And did not received unanimous agreement from all four groups. Subjectect
teachers and professionals’ varied. Interfaith dialogue refers to the “cooperative and
positive interaction between people of different religious traditions” (Forde, 2013).
However, the growing visibility of religious tendencies in the globalised world is an
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indication of newly up-and-coming global identities with religious orientation which is
predicted to be approved by societies (Kuran‐Burçoğlu, 2011; “Road to Religious
Harmony”, 2015; Rafi, 2015; Berger, 2010). Kurucan & Erol, (2012) stated that dialogue
is nothing but: a conversation between different individuals or groups objective being an
“honest engagement and increased mutual understanding” or “meeting of heart and mind
between followers of various religions”; it is different from debate, winning an argument;
and also different from a discussion, to solve a problem (p.16; Sanaullah, 2014).
Moreover, Islam with an understanding of human nature, and in positive manner, requires
from its adherents to engage in dialogue with their human fellows who are representing
different cultural and religious stratum (p. 18). The results of the study indicate a shadow
of ignorance of targeted population towards the field of knowledge, the subject teachers’s
agreement also remain 86%, while the proposed topics received from responds merged
under theme “Religious Biasness , Sectarianism and Related Issues” are: “extremism,
religious biasness, sectarianism, mutual harmony, fundamentalism, and

religious

tolerance”, Bell & Lugo (2013) stated that “34 % Muslims in Pakistan consider sunnishia conflict to be a very big problem”. This can be referring to the deviation in
understanding and can better be addressed academically. One of the resulting factors may
possibly be their interaction with Muslim society at large. Therefore, Muslim engineers
cannot work in a Muslim state only with Muslim stakeholders, they have to be ready to
work in a pluralistic society; living in religious isolation in the age of globalization for
professionals seems impossible. Hence, mutual respect, reverence and understanding
among adherents of faith based religions and other religions of the world is a necessary
condition for a better and healthier world. “Islam has exhibited great tolerance to
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members of other faith communities” (Takim, 2004), since “religious diversity is reality”
(Yousif, 2000). A lack of knowledge about others, in the realm of religion, may possibly
generate conflicts leading to disastrous consequences (Habib, 2010; Sanaullah, 2014;
“Unitarian Universalists and Islam”, 2008).
The phenomenon is still significant that in the near past, interfaith dialogue initiative
was launched by King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz, Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques. He
discussed the idea to establish the dialogue among religions and cultures as the only way
to overcome the challenges of extremism and intolerance, with Pope Benedict XVI
during a visit to the Vatican in November 2007. The Makkah conference held on June 4,
2008, was an initiative towards the endeavor, followed by the World Conference on
Dialogue in Madrid, Spain on July 16, 2008. The objective was to minimize the gaps on
common grounds i.e. unite mankind, deep faith in God, noble principles, and the lofty
moral values. The Madrid conference followed by a special session of the General
Assembly on interfaith dialogue, and on September 30, 2009, King Abdullah’s initiative,
led to organize another international conference in Geneva by the Muslim World League.
The purpose remains to highlight the need for interfaith dialogue. Following the same
objective, in November 2010, the first mutual forum named “Arab-European Young
Leaders Forum” was held in Vienna (“Initiative for Interfaith Dialogue”, 2011).
According to Jickling (2005, 21), ethics is “a potentially underdeveloped research
area in environmental education research”. However, to educate people about
environmental ethics or education falls within the realm of religious institution
(Mohamed, 2012). Finding of the research also endorsed this aspect. Therefore, all
research respondents showed agreement for theme ten “Environmental Pollution and
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Teaching of Islam”. Akhtar (1996) noted the Muslims scholars’ view point on
environmental health as: “the ecological crisis is the crises of mind and spirit”, and
“ethical foundations for the safety of environment fall under the principle of “no injury”,
and there is an agreement, synchronization and unanimity between Islam, man and
cosmos, and “the prohibition of environmental disorder is for two reasons: ethical
command of Shariah, and to protect public interest and universal common good of all
mankind”.

This is a serious concern since across the planet mankind is facing

environmental problems such as climate change, soil erosion, soil infertility, pollution,
drought, starvation, flooding, loss of forests, coastal erosion etc (Qur’an 30:41; Qur’an
14:32-33 ; Cisse, 2008; Bagader et al.,1994)
Whereas for theme 11 “Islamic Economic system” the percentage of agreement is
75% but professionals’ response is higher than other groups for economic system of
Islam. The reason may be their less familiarity with entrepreneurship, and the level of
familiarity is far from being “very familiar” with the most widely used services/products
offered by Islamic banks (Al-Ajmi, Abo Hussain, & Al-Saleh, 2009; Wan Daud et al.
2014). Khraim (2010) observed that religion plays a significant role in influencing social
and consumer behavior. Islamic banking, as an increasingly substantial segment has
gaining momentum within global financial market (Dusuki, 2008; Naser, Jamal & AlKhatib, 1999; Chong & Liu, 2009; Karim, 2001; Shukor & Jamal, 2013). An honest
affiliation with the beliefs of Islam not only brings socio-economic advantages i.e.
security, development, production of necessary good and legitimate services , and
prevention from manufacturing harmful or illegitimate goods, prevention from luxuries
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life and consumerism, moderate use of excess income, and development of job
opportunities (Dawani, 2015).
Deen - e - Islam equipped its adherents with an exceptional management paradigm
with the leading outcomes of consideration and good manners, prosperity, diversity and
happiness among people with diversified ethnic and religious identities across the globe.
Management with diversified aspects i.e. conflict management, human resource
management, risk management, supply chain management, and team management, and
business management within Islamic perspective is an emerging research arena (Abbasi,
Rehman and Bibi, 2010; Abbasi et al, 2011; Lam & Chin, 2005; Branine & Pollard,
2010; Dar & Presley, 2000; Channar et al., 2015). The interest toward this significant
domain among engineering population proved through their positive agreement on theme
12 “Management and Islam” with the range of 80%- 90%. But lacks towards unanimous
agreement of four groups, because of the variation in view of students and engineering
teachers.Religion has a strong influence on human behavior and social interaction
(Ashtankar, 2015); therefore, the role of Islamic management principles is significant in
developing ethical organizational culture on organizational policies, practices and
occupational performance, and manners and methods (Siti & Mahazan, 2014; Branine &
Pollard, 2010; Zaman et al., 2013).
Theme 13 “social system of Islam” received high agreement with the range 80% 85%, apart from the insignificant variation in responses of each category. Therefore,
establishing a community is highly significant in Islam and becoming more crucial with
the developing time (Qur’an, 49:13, 49:9; Shomali, 2015; Schmeets & Riele, 2010).
Social cohesion can be well developed and promoted through collaboration of religions,
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and with cooperation of federal and state authorities (Karbo, 2013). According to the
analysis, Scourfield et al. (2003) of Cardiff University stated that Muslims are more
successful (77%) in transmitting religion to their children in comparison with other
religions. Research findings support the relationship between religion and social
cohesion. Thus religion being a social arena” is greatly interactive in bridging gaps
between social differences and divisions (Cox et al, 2014). The topic of social cohesion; a
multidimensional concept, a phenomenon of togetherness, is not only a most debatable
issue but it also has certain developmental and economic repercussions. It keeps the
society united and harmonized therefore, cohesive societies are considered as the better
places to live in.
On the other hand the suggested topics received from respondents seem to be the
outcomes of the socio-political and socio-economic condition of the society. Subjective
analysis revealed that interest of society changes align with the socio-political aspects of
the country. Respondents are interested in knowing the authentic teaching of Islam in the
contemporary problems occurred.
5.6.1

Discussion on Comments and Suggestions from Respondents
Comments received from Students of engineering discipline prove their interest

towards subject of Islamic Studies as an academic discipline.

Probably, they are

unsatisfied because of various reasons, inaptly teaching methodology, and teachers’
inability of coping with contemporary knowledge or reluctance of coping with new
technologies and teaching methodologies apparent in their perception, suggestions and
the problems they highlighted. However within globalize perspective in Islamic world the
role of teacher is becoming very important. The task of the teacher is not to impart
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knowledge but to prepare future generations equipped with awareness on world issue,
capacity building skills, enlightenment and purity of mind and soul, and be able to
contribute for world peace and human welfare (Malik et al, 2011). Since, it is widely
accepted that teaching of religious education requires contextualization world view, life
world, and awareness with ongoing changes in cultures with respect to the audiences’ age
groups (Scholtz, 2005; Wenh-in Ng, 1997). Students’ comments verified the claim that
what is to be offered in core courses at under graduate professional studies students have
board with repetitive contents.
Their selection and suggestions of topics are mostly influences with their
surroundings, circumstances and world affairs and internal and external political affairs.
Females are more concerned towards social circumstances and the status of women in the
society. Either at work place, family or social environment.
It also divulged that students have least idea “what to include” in academics but
they are influenced with their external environment and they also want to get aware about
the true picture of happenings around them, in view of Islam. Religion (Islam) is their
passion, and they have strong desire to know “what Islam says about human actions of
today’s world issues”? Also, globalised context, the interplay of e-media and print media,
and internet is playing a core role raising youths and Muslims interest towards the issues
appear to them.
It is also disclosed that people are insecure about showing their concerns towards
Islam openly that discussion on any fact and reality about any religious dimension may
create any problem such as the comments “sensitive topics as shirk when discussed be
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careful”, however, knowledge does not create fear in hearts but it removes fear, neither
pushes towards sectarianism, and biasness.
Male respondents were tilt towards inclusion of jihad, Islamic political System,
system of Khilafat, and democracy etc. while female respondents are in favor of either
gender related issues, and social aspects of relationships or contextual or community or
social or family problems or they are facing problems in the society i.e. role and status of
women in the society. Research indicates that females’ and males’ orientation to studying
religion may be different and females’ concepts regarding religious education are positive
than male’s. Research studies also establishes that age factor influences on perception;
old-age students or respondents are more interested in religious education as source of
information, and cultural education, and a deeper view of life (Kallioniemi, 2002).
Teachers of subject discipline found interested in theory however, ignored practical
aspects, while students are interested in practical aspects and ignored theory.

Narrow perspective and scope was found in suggested contents from students.
Possibly, the influencing factors are post 9/11 issues, world politics, and the role of
electronic and print media on these emerging issues. The subject experts of Islamic
studies at final stage of research did not endorse further the inclusion of any suggested
topics excluding Muslims’ history on engineering and scientific developments.

Few comments from respondents are received about offering the course not in one
semester but each year the subject of Islamic studies should be introduced. Since research
signifies that restricted class time and fragmented approach of Islamic education in core
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curriculum makes it complex for students to view Islam as lifelong activity above
academic limits (Sanjakdar, 2001).

5.7

Conclusions
Based on the research findings against research questions, respondents comments

the following conclusions are drawn:
Islamic educational institutions remain an important feature in Muslim
communities, historically and currently (Ali, 2014). Teaching of religion Islam is
significant at tertiary level professional universities. Research findings disapproved the
phenomenon that students are least interested towards studying Islam in academics but
there are certain gaps in developed courses of Islamic studies which need to be addressed.
A needs assessment survey on topical framework of Islamic studies for engineering
programs supported to understand: the main themes of Islamic studies at each grade level
in the existing courses of Islamic studies, and the direction of further development;
Particularly, it is used for: what does a learner know or what does he not know, in view of
subject experts, what is important?, to what extent the current level of knowledge differs
from what is needed, what is the approach towards learning religion Islam in academics
among targeted audience/ group, and what is the attitude among targeted audience
towards a change and how do they feel about a new method or technology, and to what
extent an existing program is worthwhile. It is concluded that there are gaps in the
existing compulsory courses of Islamic Studies for engineering program. The study
supports topics pool to be included or replaced with.
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As a matter of fact the current study is about needs assessment, however, it gives an
insight on conducting an empirical and longitudinal study, analyzing the factors
potentially hindering the efficacy of teaching Islamic Studies in local context (Richard,
2001, p. 90).
Lastly, it is hoped that this research study will help the researchers and academicians
for further studies in a larger context.
Research study also leads to certain recommendation and implications for teachinglearning procedures for religion

5.8

Implications for Classroom Instruction
Subject teachers should discuss contents of the subject in coherence to make a

whole, not as an isolated bits or chunks of information.
Teachers must bring lived experiences into the classroom discussion to enhance
practical implication of the subject. The subject should be discussed in wider perspective
both national and international. Students should not be passive receivers throughout the
semester in each session, but their active participation in the whole teaching –learning
process should be essential. It’s required that teachers training programs must be formally
introduced to the in-service teachers as well.
A blend of teaching methodologies and starategies, best suited for each topic area
can be adopted, essentially at classroom level. After certain time period, needs
assessment studies should be conducted at classroom level or institution level to
incorporate further socio- economic and socio-political change phenomena.
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5.9 Recommendations for Further Research
Needs assessment is a preliminary stage that discovers various areas for development
and perfection (Nichols et al., 2006). Therefore, findings of the study indicate following
recommendations:
There is a need to conduct research on current teaching practices at all levels and
to experiments theories in local context to seek its adaptability in religion.
Contextualized teaching of religion is the need of time; therefore the collaboration
with engineering industry to address problems in a wide range of context would be
significant. To address these phenomenon case studies as a teaching methodology should
be incorporated into the teaching of Islamic studies at each level keeping in view the
cognitive maturity and needs of learners and the taxonomies of learning. Collaborative
and joint efforts are required to develop case studies to teach the contents of Islamic
studies to each specific field of engineering under national and international perspectives
i.e. civil engineering, mechanical engineering, computer information systems, material
and metallurgical engineering, petroleum, urban and infrastructural engineering,
electrical and electronics engineering, telecommunication engineering, because” religion
offers an opportunity to integrate different components of life in a developed way”
(Kallioniemi, 2002).
The study encouraged the process of research in curriculum development
generally and particularly in developing compulsory need based courses of Islamic
studies. This small-scale process of needs assessment to be followed by a robust needs
assessment process across professional programs.
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Other longitudinal research studies need to be conducted at each specific level of
education to update or develop the subject enthusiastically at each tier of education.
The demographic results require the training of faculty of Islamic studies with the
contemporary advanced trends of teaching learning progression. The studies should be
conducted to find out needs for developing training modules specifically for the teachers
of Islamic Studies.
It is needed to develop course material for each of the theme or topics accepted as
needs from the research respondents relevant to the study at hand (Hashim &
Langgulung, 2008).

5.10

Contribution of the Study

The study introduced a notion of empirical research in study of religion Islam as a
compulsory subject in engineering program. The similar researches are required to be
conducted for other professional fields i.e. medical, law, business or commerce, teachers
training, communication, journalism, sociology, psychology, education, management
sciences, physical sciences, basic sciences, marketing, social media.
Several projects resulted from this needs assessment. The first major one
was to develop a tool on proposed topics of Islamic Studies for engineering program
which will develop an understanding among researchers , teachers policymakers, text
book developers and students about what are the current trends according to the audience
and how these resources could be used to shift the traditional trend of content selection in
compulsory Islamic Studies.
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As a demonstration project, a need based content selection of compulsory Islamic
studies is introduced which can further be enlarged and replicated by the future
researchers.
The information gathered during the needs assessment flowed into informing
decisions at each stage in designing, developing, evaluating, and implementing the
teachers training on curriculum development process, course, and tools.
The research study highlights many subject specific domains for further research
on the selected topics.
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Appendix B

Details of Target Population

HEC recognized Universities/Degree Awarding Institutes (DAIs) of Pakistan
in Public & Private Sector as on November 2012

Detail of Public Sector Universities Chartered by the Government of Pakistan

PUBLIC SECTOR UNIVERSITIES/DEGREE AWARDING INSTITUTES
Universities/DAI’s chartered by the Government of Pakistan
S. No

University/DAI Name

Main Campus

Website Address

Location
1

Air University, Islamabad

Islamabad

www.au.edu.pk

2

Allama Iqbal Open University,

Islamabad

www.aiou.edu.pk

Islamabad (AIOU)
3

Bahria University, Islamabad

Islamabad

www.bci.edu.pk

4

COMSATS Institute of

Islamabad

www.ciit.edu.pk

Karachi

www.dcet.edu.pk

Information Technology,
Islamabad
5

6

7

Dawood College of
Engineering & Technology,
Karachi
Federal Urdu University of
Arts, Sciences & Technology,
Islamabad
Institute of Space Technology,
Islamabad (IST)

Islamabad

www.fuuast.edu.pk

Islamabad

www.ist.edu.pk
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8
9

10
11
12
13

14

15

16

17
18
19
20
21
22

International Islamic
University, Islamabad
Karakurum International
University, Gilgit, Gilgit
Baltistan
National College of Arts,
Lahore (NCA)
National Defense University,
Islamabad (NDU)
National Textile University,
Faisalabad
National University of Modern
Languages, Islamabad
(NUML)
National University of
Sciences & Technology,
Rawalpindi (NUST)
Pakistan Institute of
Development Economics
(PIDE), Islamabad
Pakistan Institute of
Engineering & Applied
Sciences, Islamabad (PIEAS)
Pakistan Institute of Fashion
and Design, Lahore
Pakistan Military Academy,
Abbottabad (PMA)
Pakistan Naval Academy,
Karachi
Quaid-i-Azam University,
Islamabad
Virtual University of Pakistan,
Lahore
NFC Institute of Engineering
and Technology, Multan

Islamabad

www.iiu.edu.pk

Gilgit

www.kiu.edu.pk

Lahore

www.nca.edu.pk

Islamabad

www.ndu.edu.pk

Faisalabad

www.ntu.edu.pk

Islamabad

www.numl.edu.pk

Islamabad

www.nust.edu.pk

Islamabad

www.pide.org.pk

Islamabad

www.pieas.edu.pk

Lahore

www.pifd.edu.pk

Abbottabad
Karachi

Not Available
www.paknavy.gov.pk

Islamabad

www.qau.edu.pk

Lahore

www.vu.edu.pk

Multan

www.nfciet.edu.pk
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Details of Public Sector Universities Chartered by the Government of Sindh
Universities/DAI’s chartered by Government of Sindh
S. No

University/DAI Name

Main Campus
Location

Website Address

1

DOW University of Health
Sciences, Karachi

Karachi

www.duhs.edu.pk

2

Institute of Business
Administration, Karachi

Karachi

www.iba.edu.pk

3

Liaquat University of Medical
and Health Sciences, Jamshoro
Sindh.

Jamshoro

www.lumhs.edu.pk

4

Mehran University of
Engineering & Technology,
Jamshoro

Jamshoro

www.muet.edu.pk

5

NED University of
Engineering & Technology,
Karachi

Karachi

www.neduet.edu.pk

6

Peoples University of Medical
and Health Sciences for
Women, Nawabshah (Shaheed
Benazirabad)

Nawabshah

www.pumhs.edu.pk

7

Quaid-e-Awam University of
Engineering, Sciences &
Technology, Nawabshah

Nawabshah

www.quest.edu.pk

8

Shah Abdul Latif University,
Khairpur

Khairpur

www.salu.edu.pk

9

Shahaeed Mohtarma Benazir
Bhutto Medical University,

Larkana

www.smbbmu.edu.pk
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Larkana
10

Sindh Agriculture University,
Tandojam

Tandojam

www.sau.edu.pk

11

Sukkur Institute of Business
Administration, Sukkur

Sukkur

www.iba-suk.edu.pk

12

University of Karachi, Karachi

Karachi

www.uok.edu.pk

13

University of Sindh, Jamshoro

Jamshoro

14

Sindh Madresatul Islam
University, Karachi

Karachi

www.smiu.edu.pk

15

Benazir Bhutto Shaheed
University Lyari, Karachi

Karachi

www.bbsul.edu.pk

16

Shaheed Benazir Bhutto
University Shaheed
Benazirabad

Nawabshah

www.usindh.edu.pk

www.sbbusba.edu.pk

Detail of Private Sector Universities Chartered by the Government of Pakistan
PRIVATE SECTOR UNIVERSITIES/DEGREE AWARDING INSTITUTES
Universities/DAI’s chartered by the Government of Pakistan
S. No

University/DAI Name

Main Campus
Location

1

Aga Khan University, Karachi

Karachi

2

Foundation University,
Islamabad

3

Lahore University of
Management Sciences (LUMS),
Lahore

4

National University of

Islamabad

Lahore

Islamabad

Website Address

www.aku.edu
www.fui.edu.pk

www.lums.edu.pk

www.nu.edu.pk
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Computer and Emerging
Sciences, Islamabad
5

National University of
Computer and Emerging
Sciences, (Fast-nu)

(karachi)

www.nu.edu.pk

6

Riphah International University,
Islamabad

Islamabad

www.riphah.edu.pk

Detail of Private Sector Universities of Karachi Chartered by Government of Sindh
Universities/DAI’s chartered by Government of Sindh
S. No

University/DAI
Name

Main Campus
Location

Website Address

1

Baqai Medical
University, Karachi

Karachi

www.baqai.edu.pk

2

Commeces Institute of
Business & Emerging
Sciences, Karachi

Karachi

www.commecsinstitute.edu.pk

3

Dadabhoy Institute of
Higher
Education,Karachi

Karachi

www.dadabhoy.edu.pk

4

Greenwich University,
Karachi

Karachi

www.greenwichuniversity.edu.pk

5

Hamdard University,
Karachi

Karachi

www.hamdard.edu.pk

6

Indus University,
Karachi

Karachi

www.indus.edu.pk

7

Indus Valley School of
Art and Architecture,
Karachi

Karachi

www.indusvalley.edu.pk

8

Institute of Business

Karachi

www.iobm.edu.pk
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Management, Karachi
9

Institute of Business and
Technology, Karachi

Karachi

www.biztek.edu.pk

10

Iqra University, Karachi

Karachi

www.iqra.edu.pk

11

Isra University,
Hyderabad

Hyderabad

www.isra.edu.pk

12

Jinnah University for
Women, Karachi

Karachi

www.juw.edu.pk

13

Karachi Institute of
Economics &
Technology, Karachi

Karachi

www.pafkiet.edu.pk

14

KASB Institute of
Technology, Karachi

Karachi

www.kasbit.edu.pk

15

Muhammad Ali Jinnah
University, Karachi

Karachi

www.jinnah.edu

16

Newport Institute of
Communications &
Economics, Karachi

Karachi

www.newports.edu.pk

17

Preston Institute of
Management, Science
and Technology, Karachi

Karachi

pimsat-khi.edu.pk

18

Preston University,
Karachi

Karachi

www.preston.edu.pk

19

Shaheed Zulfikar Ali
Bhutto Institute of Sc. &
Technology (SZABIST),
Karachi

Karachi

www.szabist.edu.pk

20

Sir Syed University of
Engg. & Technology,
Karachi

Karachi

www.ssuet.edu.pk

21

Sindh Institute of
Medical Sciences,

Karachi

www.siut.org
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Karachi
22

Textile Institute of
Pakistan, Karachi

Karachi

www.tip.edu.pk

23

Zia-ud-Din University,
Karachi

Karachi

www.zu.edu.pk

24

DHA Suffa University,
Karachi

Karachi

www.dsu.edu.pk
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Appendix C

Expert’s Validation (Cumulative Experts’ Response Sheet)

Item
/themes &
topics No

Expert 1

Yes

Expert 2

No

Yes

No

Expert 3

Yes

Agreement

No

1

*

*

*

Yes

2

*

*

*

Yes

3

*

*

*

Yes

4

*

*

*

Yes

5

*

*

*

yes

*

*

No

6

*

7

*

*

*

Yes

8

*

*

*

Yes

9

*

*

*

Yes

10

*

*

*

Yes

11

*

*

*

Yes

12

*

*

*

Yes

13

*

*

*

Yes

14

*

*

*

Yes

15

*

*

*

Yes

16

*

*

*

Yes

17

*

*

*

Yes

18

*

*

*

Yes

19

*

*

*

Yes

20

*

*

*

Yes
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Yes

21

*

*

22

*

*

23

*

*

*

Yes

24

*

*

*

Yes

25

*

*

*

Yes

26

*

*

*

Yes

27

*

*

*

Yes

28

*

*

*

Yes

*

*

No

29
30

*
*

31

*
*

*
*

*

No

No

*

*

No

32

*

*

*

Yes

33

*

*

*

Yes

*

No

34

*

35

*

*
*

*

No

36

*

*

*

Yes

37

*

*

*

Yes

38

*

*

*

Yes

39

*

*

*

Yes

40

*

*

*

Yes

41

*

*

*

Yes

42

*

*

*

Yes

*

No

43

*

*

44

*

*

*

Yes

45

*

*

*

Yes
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46

*

*

*

Yes

47

*

*

*

Yes

48

*

*

*

Yes

49

*

*

*

Yes

50

*

*

*

Yes

51

*

*

*

Yes

52

*

*

*

Yes

53

*

*

54
55

*
*

56
57

*
*

*

No

*

*

No

*

*

Yes

*

*

No

*

*

Yes

*

No

*

Yes

58

*

*

59

*

60

*

*

*

Yes

*

*

*

Yes

*

61

*

62

*

*

*

yes

63

*

*

*

Yes

64

*

*

*

Yes

65

*

*

*

Yes

66

*

*

*

Yes

67

*

*

*

Yes

*

*

No

68

*

69

*

*

*

Yes

70

*

*

*

Yes
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71

*

*

*

Yes

72

*

*

*

Yes

73

*

*

*

Yes

74

*

*

*

Yes

75

*

*

*

Yes

*

*

No

76

*

77

*

*

*

Yes

78

*

*

*

Yes

79

*

*

*

Yes

80

*

*

*

Yes

81

*

*

*

Yes

82

*

*

*

Yes

83

*

*

*

Yes

84

*

*

*

Yes

85

*

*

*

Yes

86

*

*

*

Yes

87

*

*

*

Yes

88

*

*

*

Yes

89

*

*

*

Yes

90

*

*

*

Yes

91

*

*

*

Yes

92

*

*

*

Yes
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Appendix E Questionnaire Used for Study

Topics of Islamic Studies for Engineering Program: Priorities
A Survey
Following contents (topics) of Islamic studies are suggested for engineering
program. Each topic under different themes has three choices: yes, no, don’t know.
Please indicate your response with each topic given below by marking a “√” in one box
per topic.
The answer you provide will help designing a relevant topical framework of
Islamic studies for engineering programs. Findings of this survey will be used only for
research. Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Education: B.E./ M.A.
Designation: Lecturer

M.E. /M.Phil

Ph.D

Asstt. Professor

Professional Experience (if any):1-5 years

Associate Professor
6-10 years

21-25 years

Professor

11-15 years

16-20 years

any other (please specify): ------------------

Teaching Experience (if any): 1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21-25 years
Any other (please specify): ------------------Teacher’s Training attended:

B.Ed

M.Ed

Any other (Pls specify): -------------

Discipline (Mechanical, Petroleum, Isl. Studies etc): ---------------------------------------------------Gender: Male

Female

Name of Institution: ---------------------------------------------

Contact No.: ---------------------------------------------

Email: ---------------------------------------------

Theme 1: Key Ideas and Question of Meaning about Need and Nature of Religion
Yes
No
Don’t
1. Role of Religion in Human Life
Know

Theme 2: Fundamental Beliefs of Islam
Yes

1. Concept of Shirk and its Various Manifestation in
Human Life
2. Outcomes of Islamic Beliefs in Daily and
Professional Life: Examples and Case Studies
3. Signs of Doomsday (qayamat) in the Light of Hadith

No

Don’t
Know
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Theme 3: Leaders and Teachers: personalities who have an influence on others locally,
nationally and globally in Religion
Study of Seerah (Biography of the Prophet (S.A.W.W.)) in
Yes
No
Don’t
Purview of Concepts of:
Know
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Leadership, and Team Development for
Commitment and Continuous Development
Uswah e Hasanah _as Vision for Workplace and
Social- Environmental Improvement
Sense of Social and Corporate Responsibility
Role of Interpersonal Communication Skill in Social
Development and National Cohesion
Conflict Management
Role of Time Management Skills in Managing Self
and Community
Role of Distribution of Work and Responsibilities to
Empower Individuals and Nation
Importance of literacy & education
Study of the Core policies behind spread of Islam

Theme 4: Teaching and Authority:
Yes

No

Don’t
Know

Yes

No

Don’t
Know

1. Scientific Approach of Qur’anic Teachings
2. An Understanding of the Link between Quran
and Hadith: Examples and Case Studies
Theme 5: Concept and Forms of Worship

1. Essence of Worship
2. Behavioral Outcomes of Islamic Rituals in
Individual, Social and Professional Life:
Examples and Case Studies
Theme 6: Religion, Family and Community: How religious families and communities practice
their faith, and
the contributions this makes to local life
Yes
No
Don’t
Know
1. Islam and Gender Roles
a) Islam and Status of Women
b) Gender Mixing: in Society , at Workplace
c) Sexual Harassment
2. Introduction to Law of Inheritance
3. Importance of Family Life as Foundation of
Society
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Theme 7: Ethics, Good Behavior and Profession in Islam
Yes

Don’t
Know

No

1. Link between Ethics and Professionalism:
1. Concept of Responsible Professionals and Ethical
Corporation
2. Moral reasoning in Islam, Comparison of Moral
Reasoning in Contemporary World

2. Professional (Engineering) Ethics in the Light of Islam

Yes

No

Don’t
Know

1. Difference between Bribery and Gift
2. Risk, and Safety Issues (safety of workers, control over toxic
and unnatural substances)
3. Concept of Encroachment (Ghasab) in Islam
4. Accidents- Procedural, Engineered, and Systemic
5. Professional Responsibilities
1. Confidentiality of Proprietary
Information
2. Dealing with Conflict of Interest
6. Control over Unethical Use of Computers and Computer
Crimes (e.g. software piracy, fraud and money theft,
information theft, data alteration and data destruction)
7. Equal Employment Opportunity on Merit (non discrimination)
and Affirmative Actions
8. Diversity and Racial/ Ethnic Tolerance
9. Principle of Justice
10. Providing Equal and Unbiased Health Opportunities for All
11. An Understanding of Employee and Employer Relationship
(rights and Responsibilities)
12. Fulfillment of Business & Professional Commitments
(Importance of promise in Islam)
13. Concept of Trust (Amanat) in Islam and its Application in
Business, Professional and Social Circumstances
14. Islamic Law of Contract
15. Ethics of Conversation in Islam
16. Ethics of Marketing and Advertising
17. Training and Dealing with Human Resources
18. Concept of Motivation and its Application in Human Life

Theme 8: Introduction of Islamic Punishments (Hudood) and their Implications
Yes
No
1. Brief Introduction of Islamic System of Punishments
(Hudood) and its Underlying Wisdom

Don’t
Know
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Theme 9: Interfaith Dialogue: a study of relationships, conflicts and collaboration within and
between religions and beliefs
Yes
No
Don’t
Know
1. Study of the Concept, Need, Significance, Worldwide
Struggle for Interfaith Harmony and its Critical Analysis
2. Manners and Methods of Religious Dialogue
Appropriate to Respectful, Constructive, and Honest
Dialogue
3. Coordination with Adherents of other Religion (Extent
of Relationships with non- Muslim)

Theme 10: Environmental Pollution and Teaching of Islam
Yes

No

Don’t
Know

Yes

No

Don’t
Know

No

Don’t
Know

1. Introduction of the Islamic Point of View to Save
Environment

Theme 11: Islamic Economic system

1. Islamic Concept of Bai (Trade)
2. Concept of lawful earning in the light of Quran and
Hadith
3. Prohibition of Accumulation of Wealth and Concept of
Charity (Sadaqat)
4. Protection of Private Property
5. Loan (Qard) and its Payment
6. Concept of prohibition of Riba (interest) and awareness
of its Practice in Daily Life
7. Introduction of Insurance and Concept of Takaful
8. Introduction of Islamic Modes of Finance and its
Mechanism
i.
Mudaraba
ii.
Musharaka
iii.
Ijara
Theme 12: Management and Islam
Yes
1. Concept of Management in Islam and its importance
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Theme 13: Social system of Islam:
Yes

No

Don’t
Know

1.
2.
3.
4.

Culture and Society
Value and Importance of Social Interaction
Importance & Principles of Preaching and Guidance
Unity of Ummah in local and global Context with
Reference to Quran
5. Cultural Diversity and Social Cohesion (Unity)
1. Are there any other topics that you feel should be included in list of topics of Islamic
studies for engineering program that are not in the above list of topics?
 YES

No

2. If YES, please list them here.

3. Please add any other comments you may have about the suggested topics of Islamic
Studies for engineering program.

Thanks

Regards
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Appendix F Demographic Characteristics of Sample for Piloting and
Frequency of Responses on Three Point Scale during Piloting

Demographic Profile of Sample (Piloting) for Variable “Gender”

Gender

Frequency

Percent

Male

47

72.3

Female

18

27.7

Total

65

100.0

Demographic Profile of Sample (Piloting) for Variable “Institution”

Name of
Institution

Frequency

Percent

Public Sector University

47

72.3

Private sector University

18

27.7

Total

65

100.0

Demographic Profile of Sample (Piloting) for Variable “Education”
Frequency

Percent

Final year of B.E.

49

75.4

B.E./M.A.

11

16.9

M.E./ M.Phil

5

7.7

Total

65

100.0

Education
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Demographic Profile of Sample (Piloting) for Variable “Professional Experience”

Professional
Experience

No job Experience
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
Total

Frequency

Percent

53
8
2
2
65

81.5
12.3
3.1
3.1
100.0

Demographic Profile of Sample (Piloting) of Variable “Teaching Experience”

Teaching
Experience

No job Experience
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
Total

Frequency
49
14
1
1
65

Percent
75.4
21.5
1.5
1.5
100.0

Demographic Profile of Sample (Piloting) for Variable “Designation”

Designation

Lecturer
Asst. Professor
Student
Researcher
Professional working
as engineers
Total

Frequency
12
2
49
1
1

Percent
18.5
3.1
75.4
1.5
1.5

65

100.0
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Discipline

Demographic Profile of Sample (Piloting) for Variable “Discipline”
Frequency

Percent

BCIT

8

12.3

Bio Medical

5

7.7

Chemical

1

1.5

Civil

11

16.9

Computer

3

4.6

Computer Science

2

3.1

Computer System

2

3.1

Electrical

5

7.7

Electronic Engineering

14

21.5

Material

1

1.5

Mechanical

1

1.5

Polymer

4

6.2

Telecommunication

5

7.7

Urban

3

4.6

Total

65

100.0
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Details of Responses during Piloting on Different Themes and Use of Three Point Scale
Theme
No.

Sub-Theme

Details of responses on different
themes against three point scale
Yes
%

No %

Don’t
Know %

No
Response
%

01

Role of Religion in Human Life

97

03

0

0

02

Concept of Shirk and its various
manifestation in Human Life

89

06

05

0

Outcomes of Islamic Beliefs in Daily and
Professional life

88

06

03

03

Signs of Doomsday (Qayamat) in the
light of Hadith

85

06

08

01

Leadership and Team Development for
commitment and continuous
Development

83

12

04

01

Uswah e Hasanah_as vision for
Workplace and Social Environmental
Improvement

88

05

06

01

Sense of Social and Corporate
Responsibility

85

05

09

01

Role of Interpersonal Communication
Skill in Social Development and National
Cohesion

84

08

01

06

Conflict Management

78

13

08

01

Role of Time Management Skills in
Managing Self and Community

83

12

08

01

Role of Distribution of Work and
Responsibilities to Empower Individuals
and Nations

87

07

06

-

Importance of Literacy and Education

86

13

01

-

Study of Core Policies behind Spread of
Islam

89

9

9

-

03
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04

05

06

07

Scientific Approach of Qur’anic
Teachings

88

8

4

-

An Understanding of the link between
Qur’an and Hadith: Examples and Case
studies

85

08

06

01

Essence of Worship

82

12

3

3

Behavioral Outcomes of Islamic Rituals
in Individual, social, and Professional
Life: Examples and Case Studies

72

19

09

-

Islam and Gender Roles

79

12

3

3

Islam and Status of Women

72

20

3

-

Gender Mixing: in Society, at Workplace

74

15

8

3

Sexual Harassment

63

26

09

02

Introduction to Law of Inheritance

69

18

8

5

Importance of Family Life as Foundation
of Society

85

11

3

01

Link between Ethics and Professionalism

85

12

3

-

Concept of Responsible Professionals
and Ethical Corporation

85

11

3

1

Moral Reasoning in Islam, Comparison
of Moral Reasoning in Contemporary
World

83

12

05

-

Difference between Bribery and Gift

86

12

2

-

Risk and Safety Issues

85

11

4

-

Concept of Encroachment (Gasab) in
Islam

75

11

14

-

Accidents- Procedural, Engineered and
Systematic

69

15

14

02

Understanding of the Concept of
Professional Responsibilities

77

15

05

03

Confidentiality of Proprietary
Information

75

16

06

03
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Dealing with Conflict of Interest

76

12

09

03

Control over Unethical Use of
Computers and Computer Crimes

74

20

05

01

Equal Employment Opportunity on Merit
Diversity and Racial/ Ethnic Tolerance

86

08

05

01

Understanding of the Principle of Justice

91

05

01

03

Providing equal and Unbiased Health
Opportunities for All

74

15

06

05

An Understanding of Employee and
Employer Relationship (Rights and
Responsibilities)

85

09

05

01

Fulfillment of Business and Professional
Commitments (Importance of Promise in
Islam)

91

06

03

-

Concept of Trust (Amanat) in Islam and
its Application in Business, Professional
and Social Circumstances

91

03

05

01

Islamic Law of Contract

88

05

06

01

Ethics of Conversation in Islam

89

06

03

02

Ethics of Marketing and advertising

80

14

3

3

Training and dealing with Human
Resources

77

15

05

03

Concept of Motivation and its
Application in Human Life

85

09

06

-

8

Brief Introduction of Islamic system of
Punishments (Hudood) and its
Underlying Wisdom

86

10

03

01

9

Study of the Concept, Need,
Significance, Worldwide Struggle for
Interfaith Harmony and Its Critical
Analysis

77

18

05

-

Manners and Methods of Religious
Dialogue Appropriate to Respectful,
Constructive, and Honest Dialogue

82

12

06

-
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Co-ordination with Adherents of other
Religion (Extent of Relationship with
non-Muslims)

81

14

05

-

10

Introduction of the Islamic Point of View
to Save Environment

80

11

06

03

11

Islamic Concept of Bai (Trade)

81

14

05

-

Concept of Lawful Earning in the light of
Quran and Hadith

89

08

03

-

Prohibition of Accumulation of Wealth
and Concept of Charity

92

05

02

01

Protection of Private Property

86

09

05

-

Loan (Qard) and its Payment

82

15

03

-

Concept of Riba (Interest) and its
Practice in Daily Life

75

19

06

-

Introduction of Insurance and Concept of
Takaful

80

12

08

-

Introduction of Islamic Modes of Finance
and Its Mechanism

78

08

14

-

Mudaraba

75

08

17

-

Musharaka

75

08

17

-

Ijara

75

08

17

-

12

Concept of Management in Islam and its
Importance

76

14

09

01

13

Concept of Culture and Society in Islam

85

12

03

-

Value and Importance of Social
Interaction

82

18

-

-

Importance and Principles of Preaching
and Guidance

83

16

01

-

Unity of Ummah in Local and Global
Context with Reference to Qur’an

86

13

01

-

Cultural Diversity and Social Cohesion
(Unity)

80

14

06

-
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Are there any other topic that you feel
should be included in the list of topics of
Islamic Studies for Engineering Program

18

82

-

-
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Appendix G
Translation (in Urdu) of Questionnaire (Survey Form)
Expert’s validation (Cumulative experts Response Sheet)
Item
/themes &
topics No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Expert 1

Yes
*
*
*

Expert 2

No

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

No

Yes
*
*
*

*

No

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Agreement

*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

Yes
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Expert 3

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Appendix H Validity and Reliability of Translation of Research Instrument (The
Percentage of Overall Agreement of Three Experts)
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Appendix I: Translation of Questionnaire
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362

363
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Appendix J

Demographic Profile of Students

Demographic Profiles of Undergraduate Students of Engineering Discipline
Demographic Characteristics of the Students (Engineering Discipline)
Sub-Category
Frequency
Percentage
Gender
Education
Professional Experience

Teaching Experience

Teachers Training
Attended

Male
Female
Final year of B.E.
B.E./M.A.
No job Experience
1-5 years
21-25 years
No job Experience
1-5 years
6-10 years
nil
B.Ed
M.Ed

377
164
539
02
535
05
01
530
10
01
539
01
01

70
30
99.6
0.4
98.89
0.92
0.18
97.97
1.85
0.18
99.63
0.18
0.18

Details of Institutional Representation for Engineering Students
Institute /Universities (Respondents)
Respondent 1
Respondent 2
Respondent 3
Respondent 4
Respondent 5
Respondent 6
Respondent 7
Respondent 8
Respondent 9
Respondent 10
Respondent 11
Respondent 12
Total

Frequency
33
26
21
19
71
5
18
236
11
20
24
57
541

Percentage%
6.1
4.8
3.9
3.5
13.1
.9
3.3
43.6
2.0
3.7
4.4
10.5
100.0
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Representation of Students’ Engineering Disciplines
Engineering Discipline

Frequency

Percentage

Automotive Engineering

02

0.4

Avionics Engineering

05

01

Bio-Medical Engineering

19

3.5

Chemical Engineering

06

01

Civil Engineering

49

9.1

Computer and Information System Engineering

11

02

Computer Engineering

17

3.1

Computer Science

06

01

Computer Science and Information Technology

21

04

Computer System Engineering

08

1.5

Electrical Engineering

44

8.1

Electronics Engineering

119

22.0

Electronics (Industrial) Engineering

19

3.5

Energy and Environmental Engineering

03

0.6

Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering

22

4.0

Material Engineering

21

3.9

Mechanical Engineering

28

5.2

Metallurgy Engineering

15

2.8

Petroleum Engineering

16

3.0

Polymer Engineering

24

4.4

Polymer and Petrochemical Engineering

12

2.2

Telecommunication Engineering

46

8.5

Textile Engineering

15

2.8

Urban Engineering

09

1.7

366

Appendix K
Demographic Profile of Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Demographic Characteristics of the Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Demographic Characteristics of the Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Sub-Category
Gender
Education

Professional Experience

Teaching Experience

Teachers Training Attended

Designation

Male
Female
B.E./M.A.
M.E./ M.Phil
Ph.D
No job Experience
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21-25 years
26-30 years
above 30 yrs
No job Experience
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21-25 years
26-30 years
above 30 yrs
nil
B.Ed
M.Ed
Any other
Lecturer
Asst. Professor
Associate
Professor
Professor

Frequency
99
71
71
83
16

Percentage
%
58.2
41.8

44
70
27
12
07
06
nil
04
14
95
30
15
06
06
04
147
02
03
18
106
48
8

41.8
48.8
9.4
25.9
41.2
15.9
7.1
4.1
3.5
nil
2.4
8.2
55.9
17.6
8.8
3.5
3.5
2.4
86.5
1.2
1.8
10.6
62.4
28.2
4.7

3

1.8
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Institutional Representation of Teachers of Engineering Discipline
Institutions/ Universities (Respondents)

Frequency

Percentage
%

Respondent 1

04

2.4

Respondent 2

15

8.8

Respondent 3

16

9.4

Respondent 4

05

2.9

Respondent 5

03

1.8

Respondent 6

02

1.2

Respondent 7

11

6.5

Respondent 8

68

40.0

Respondent 9

06

3.5

Respondent 10

03

1.8

Respondent 11

04

2.4

Respondent 12

33

19.4
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Details of Teachers of Engineering Disciplines
Discipline

Frequency

Percentage
%

Automotive Engineering

03

1.8

Bio Medical Engineering

09

5.3

Chemical Engineering

12

7.1

Civil Engineering

26

15.3

Computer and Information System Engineering

04

2.4

Computer Engineering

03

1.8

Computer Science and Information Technology

04

2.4

Computer System Engineering

08

4.7

Electrical Engineering

18

10.6

Electronics Engineering

25

14.7

Energy and Enviormental Engineering

05

2.9

Industrial and Manufacturing

02

1.2

Industrial Electronic.

02

1.2

Materials Engineering

06

3.5

Mechanical Engineering

06

3.5

Metallurgical Engineering

06

3.5

Petroleum Engineering

03

1.8

Polymer Engineering

03

1.8

Telecommunication Engineering

15

8.9

Textile Engineering

07

4.1

Urban Engineering

03

1.8
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Appendix L
Demographic Profile of Teachers of Islamic Studies Discipline
Demographic Characteristics of the Teachers of Islamic Studies Discipline
Demographic Characteristics of the Teachers of Islamic studies Discipline
Sub-Category
Gender
Education

Professional Experience

Teaching Experience

Teachers Training
Attended

Designation

Male
Female
B.E./M.A.
M.E./ M.Phil
Ph.D
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21-25 years
26-30 years
above 30 yrs
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21-25 years
26-30 years
above 30 yrs
nil
B.Ed
M.Ed
Any other
Lecturer
Asst.Professor
Associate Professor
Professor

Frequency
19
13
9
3
19
3
7
3
10
4
4
1
3
8
3
8
4
5
1
14
7
3
5
8
14
7
3

Percentage
%
59.375
40.625
28.125
9.375
59.375
9.375
21.875
9.375
31.25
12.5
12.5
3.125
9.375
25
9.375
25
12.5
15.625
3.125
43.75
21.875
9.375
15.625
25
43.8
21.9
9.4
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Institutional Representation of the Teachers of Islamic Studies Discipline
Institution / University (Respondents)

Frequency

Percent %

Respondent 1

01

3.1

Respondent 2

01

3.1

Respondent 3

05

15.6

Respondent 4

01

3.1

Respondent 5

02

6.3

Respondent 6

04

12.5

Respondent 7

01

3.1

Respondent 8

03

9.4

Respondent 9

02

6.3

Respondent 10

01

3.1

Respondent 11

05

15.6

Respondent 12

06

18.8
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Appendix M

Demographic Profile of Professional Engineers
Demographic Profile of Professional Engineers

Demographic Characteristics of the Professional Engineer
Sub-Category
Gender
Education

Professional Experience

Frequency

Percent %

Male
Female
B.E./M.A.

41
24
50

63
37
75

M.E./ M.Phil

15

25

1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
21-25 years

54
05
05
01

83
08
07
02

Detail of Engineering Disciplines of Professional Engineers
Discipline

Frequency

Percent

Civil Engineering

20

30.8

Computer Engineering

04

6.2

Computer Information System

03

4.6

Electrical Engineering

12

18.5

Electronics Engineering

13

20.0

Environmental Engineering

01

1.5

Computer Science and Information Technology

01

1.5

Mechanical Engineering

04

6.2

Metallurgical Engineering

01

1.5

Petroleum Engineering

01

1.5

Telecommunication Engineering

02

3.1

Textile Engineering

01

1.5

Urban and Infrastructure Engineering

02

3.1
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Appendix N

Demographic Profile of Professionals Working outside Karachi

Demographic Profile of Professionals Working outside Karachi
Demographic Characteristics of Engineering Professionals
Sub-Category
Frequency
Percent
Gender
Education
Professional Experience

Male
Female
B.E./M.A.
M.E./ M.Phil

86
04
82
08

95.00
05.00
91.00
09.00

1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
26-30 years
above 30 yrs

52
23
05
03
05
02

57.8
25.6
5.6
3.3
5.5
2.2

Details of Engineering Discipline of Professionals Working outside Karachi
Engineering Discipline

Frequency

Percent

Automation

02

2.2

Chemical

37

41.1

Civil

08

8.8

Electrical

13

14.4

Electronic

03

3.3

Mechanical

27

30.0
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Institutional Representation of Engineering Professional working outside Karachi
Institution/ University (Respondent)

Frequency

Percentage
%

Respondent 1, Multan

1

1.1

Respondent 2, Islamabad

2

2.2

Respondent 3, Islamabad

3

3.3

Respondent 4, Islamabad

1

1.1

Respondent 5, Bahawalpur

3

3.3

Respondent 6, Lahore

1

1.1

Respondent 7, Sindh

4

4.4

Respondent 8, Faisalabad

1

1.1

Respondent 9, Islamabad

4

4.4

Respondent 10, Karachi

11

12.2

Respondent 11, Lahore

51

56.7

Respondent 12 , Taxila

1

1.1

Respondent 13, Lahore

6

6.6

Respondent 14, Abroad

2

2.2

